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SYNOPSIS 

This thesis is the first stage of a project to investigate the parameters 

effecting the performance of tube mills. The main topics that the project 

will cover are the motion of mill charge and the wear characteristics of 

the balls and the mill liners. A literature survey highlighted that no ex

amination had been performed that investigated the motion of a particle 

with specific emphasis on the response to changes in the co~fficient of 

friction between the particle and the liner. This thesis concentrates on 

the motion of a single particle moving on the inside of a smooth rotating 

cylinder. 

Three formulations are presented that model the motion of the particle. 

The first model assumes that the particle slides along the cylinder. To 

ensure that it slides, and does not roll, a block shaped particle is 

modelled. The second motion type assumes that a spherical shaped particle 

rolls along the cylinder. The assumption that is made, is that the point 

of contact between the ball and the cylinder does not slip or skid. This 

mode of rolling has been defined as Pure Rolling. A third model is pro

posed that is a combination of the sliding and rolling models. The for

mulation attempts to incorporate both actions, rolling and sliding. In 

this way the motion of the particle.is dependent on both the rolling and 

sliding interactions. 

The governing equations for the Sliding and Rolling models are solved 

numerically, using an Euler Forward Approximation. Both models are solved 

by a computer implementation of the resulting numerical equations. The 

Sliding program has been extended to animate the response of the block on 

the inside of the cylinder. The theoretical predictions from the two 

numerical solutions are presented and discussed. 

Experiments were done to validate the theoretical models. The rationale 

for the experimentation and the experimental procedure are discussed. Em
phasis was placed on the Sliding model and with a less intensive investi

gation being coml?leted on the Rolling model. The correlation of the 

theoretical predictions of the Sliding model were in close agreement with 

the experimental data. All the experimental results are presented and dis

cussed with respect to the relevant theoretical predictions. 
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The conclusions and recommendations that are presented include the follow-

ing. The first is that the Sliding formulation is competently able to 

model the basic response of a block. The model allows the amount and onset 

of slipping between the block and the cylinder to be analysed. The amount 

of slipping predicted by this formulation is si.gnif icantly more than pre

viously suspected. This result has implications on particle and liner 

wear. 

The Rolling model is not adequate, as its period of validity only extends 

over the ball's initial motion. The time period before is breaks down is 

of the order of 1 second. The attempt at a simple combination of the two 

models was not possible. The resulting simple combination neglects the ef

fects-of the particle's spin on its translational motion. 
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= Angular Position of a Particle on the Liner 
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GLOSSARY 

AfJD 

Cascading 

Cataracting 

Critical Velocity 

POD 

POR or POI 

Ne 

eal.1.p 

etoppl.e 

Keyed in 

Shoulder of Charge 

Toe of Charge 

ix 

Angle of Departure of the particle from the liner 

Term used to describe a particle that is rolling · 
down the face of the 'en masse' region. 

Term used to describe a particle that is .in 
flight above the bc:dy· of the charge 

The mill velocity at which a particle becomes 
centrifuged to the liner 

Point of Departure of the particle from the liner 

Point of Return or Impact of the particle onto 
the liner. 

The Davis Critical Velocity of the mill for 
centrifuging to occur. 

Slipping Angle of a Block for e~ 

Toppling Angle of a Block for a~ 

Term used to describe a charge that is moving at 
the same speed as the liner. 

The uppermost part of the charge, from where the 

particles depart and start to cataract. 

The lowest part of the charge. onto which the 
cataracting balls impact. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The·power production and mining industries of South Africa use milling 

plants to process most of their raw ores. ESKOM, in particular, receives 

the coal for its power stations in up to 30mm sized pieces. Before the 

coal is burnt, it is pulverized into a powder, which has an average parti

cle size of less than 75µm. This comminution process is both energy and 

capital intensive. ESKOM use ball mills that are filled with a charge of 

coal and steel balls. The rotary motion of the mill causes the charge to 

grind the coal to the required dimensions. During the grinding process, 

both the balls and the replaceable mill lining are destroyed due to wear. 

The balls are replaced continually at a cost of approximately Rl~ per 

mill per week. The linings have an average lifetime of 35 - 40 thousand 

hours and are replaced at a cost of up to R120 020 per mill. On average, a 

power station has four boiler units and five milling plants per boiler. 

The cost of consumed balls and liners by the early 1990's is expected to 

be about Rl0 million per annum. 

This prompted ESKOH to initiate an investigation into the charge motion 

and wear characteristics of balls and liners. Much work has been done on 

milling from an experimental point of view, with empirical results and 

conclusions being drawn. ESKOM approached the University of Cape Town to 

conduct research into charge motion from an applied mechanics approach. 

The objectives of the research program are to further the understanding of 

charge motion and from this, to study the nature of the wear of the liners 
and balls. 

The research began with a literature review into milling and specifically 

charge behaviour within operating mills. The aim of 
0

the review was to 

highlight any areas of lesser expertise and to provide a logical starting 
point for the project as a whole. Some of the early milling models and 

formulations examine the motion of a single particle or ball and analyse 

its response to changes in milling conditions (eg mill speed). These early 

formulations neglect to specifically include the effects of friction on 

the particle's behaviour. Secondly, these models make few provisions for a 

particle slipping or sliding along the mill lining. Hence it was consider

ed a viable starting point to develop a formulation that specifically in-

cludes the effects of friction and slipping on a particle's behavior. 
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The aim of this thesis is to develop and test a new model that includes 

the effects of friction and slip on the response of a single particle 

moving on the inside of a rotating smooth cylinder. The main thrust of the 

work will be to gain an understanding of why, when and how a particle 

slips along a liner. The slipping of particles along the lining is one of 

the main sources for the wear of both the balls and lining. 

This thesis forms the initial stages of the entire project and so the fol

lowing limitations were imposed. The first was to investigate the response 

of only a single particle. To attempt to examine the motion of more than 

one particle from the outset, without a full understanding of a single 

particle's motion would not have been feasible. Secondly, the liners that 

are examined are smooth and not corrugated as used in practise. This was 

done to simplify the model with a view to extending it at a later stage. 

Finally, the effects of the interactions between the coal and the balls 

was ignored. This was done because the implication of including the pow

dered coal would be to transform the system into a multi-particle situa

tion, which would not have been suitable as a starting point. 

To achieve these objectives, the thesis develops formulations for some of 

the possible motion patterns of a single particle on a smooth lining. The 

governing equations are solved numerically and the results presented and 

discussed. Experimental research was conducted to compare and test the 

theoretical predictions with the physical results. Conclusions have been 

drawn about the accuracy of the mathematical model to the modelled physi

cal situation. Finally, recommendations have been included for possible 

areas of future research. 
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

The literature surveys a.broad spectrum of work on milling and the milling 

process and was not restricted to the specific topic of the thesis. The 

background information and understanding of the milling process gained was 

important for the project as a whole. 

The literature survey is divided into four main sections. The first in

cludes a brief description of the milling process and the terminology used 

to describe the behaviour of a mill charge. The second section covers ball 
. ' 

paths and ball trajectories. The behaviour of the 'en Masse' region is 

discussed in the third section with particular emphasis placed on the in

ter related nature of charge slippage and charge surge. The final section 

discussed is the radial segregation of the 'en Masse' region. 

2.1 General Hill:irut Terminology. 

Balls mills are used in many different industrial applications. They are 

used to mix pigments, to produce fine talcs and pot-rlers, to crush ores for 

further processing (Mining industry), and to crush coal (Power industry). 

During the time that ball mills have been in use, various authors have 

adopted their own terminology in ref erring to the components and behaviour 

of mills. In this section the currently accepted terms will be defined. 

Figure 2.1 shows a section through a ball mill. The liner size has been 

exaggerated to show how it interacts with the charge. A milling charge 

consists of both the coal and the balls. The amount of charge in a mill is 

defined by the Percentage Filling (J). Percentage Fill is defined as the 

ratio of the volume of the charge to the volume of the empty mill, ex

pressed as a percentage. T the charge has been divided into two regions by, 

the line AB in Figure 2.1. Below the line is the portion of the charge 

that is lying against the mill lining, it is termed the 'en Masse' region. 

The angle of line AB to the horizontal is defined as "The Angle of Repose" 

of the charge. 

Two terms, Cataracting and Cascading, are used to describe the motion of 

the balls. The portion of the charge above the line AB is in flight. These 

balls have been detached from the main body of the charge and are defined 
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as Cataracting. The balls rolling down the face of the charge are in con-

tact with the charge body and are defined as Cascading. The density of the 

cascading region is much higher than the cataracting region. 

1viill Shell 

Fi!iture 2.1: Section through a Ball Mill 

B 

Angle of 
Repose 

As seen in Figure 2.1 the mill's rotation causes the balls to move up the 

mill wall, and then to either Cataract or Cascade down till they reach the 

charge Toe, where they are re-absorbed into the , en masse' region. The 

point on the wall where the balls leave the charge is defined as the 

"Point of Departure" (POD), the angle of this point above the horizontal 

measured from the mill centre, is defined as the "Angle of Departure", 

(AOD). The faster the rotational speed the larger the AOD. If the charge 

never leaves the wall, then it is defined to be Centrifuging to the liner. 

The theoret.ical velocity at which this begins is defined as the "Critical 

Velocity" (Ne) of the mill. 
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The balls lying next to the liner are regarded as being "keyed in" to the 

liners if they move with the same velocity as the liner. This results in 

the relative velocity, between the balls and the liner, being equal to 

zero. When the relative velocity is non-zero, then Slipping of the charge 

takes place and the charge rotates slower than the liner. 

The grinding process is executed by two distinct actions within the mill. 

The initially large pieces of coal (±30mm) are broken up by crushing. This 

is achieved by the cataracting balls impacting on the coal. The larger 

balls in the mill, ±50mm. diameter, are responsible for this action as the 

smaller balls are not large enough to produce the impacts required. The 

mill speed is controlled so that the majority of the impacts occur on or 

near the toe of the charge. If the operating speed is too high then the 

balls tend to impact against the exposed liner and undesirable excessive 

wear of the liner occurs. 

The second process in the mill is the grinding of the chips of coal to a 

fine po'Wder. This is accomplished by attrition and abrasion. The smaller 

balls do the fine grinding in two ways, firstly; by rubbing the coal be

tween balls and secondly; between the balls and the liner. This procedure 

requires a large surface area, which the many small balls provide. The 

powdering of the coal is carried out in the 'en Masse' region, where the 

pressures are high and the relative velocities are small. The coal that is 

fine enough, is entrained into the air circulation in the mill, and 

removed to the boilers for combustion. 
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2.2 Ball Paths and Trajectories in a Tube Mill 

White [1], in 1905, presented the first mathematical predictions for the 

paths of balls in a mill. Davis [2], in 1922, published an extensive 

report that incorporated and extended Whites' work. Both authors assumed 

that the only forces acting on a ball are due to the acceleration of 

gravity and the radial acceleration of the ball, due to the rotation of 

the mill. The ball will depart from the lining when the gravitational 

force exceeds the radial outward acting inertia force, this occurs at the 

Point of Departure. Both authors ignore the possibility of a ball slipping 

along the liner as well as any forces of.cohesion and adhesion due to the 

coal. Figure 2.2 illustrates the acceleration and forces and their rela

tive orientation, as predicted by White and Davis. 

p 

Figure 2.2: Formulation of the Forces acting on a Ball. 

The mathematical analysis of White and Davis is as follows. It describes 

the motion of a single ball, moving without slip, on the inside of a 

rotating mill. The forces involved are: R, the reaction of the liner on 

the ball and W,_ the weight of ball due to gravity. 



Summing forces in the radial direction (from Fig. 2.2): 

By Newtons Second Law: n' = ma 

But 

where: 

mgsine + R = man ... (2.1) 

an = e2
( P-a) ... (2.2) 

P = Radius of the mill 
a = Radius of the ball 
e = Angle of the ball above the horizontal 
e = Rotational velocity of the ball 
2m = Rotational Speed of the mill 

Assuming P > a then (P-a) ~ P and e::Qm 

R = mQm.2 p - mgsine ... (2.3) 
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Some authors use d'Lambert's principle and replace the radial acceleration 

with an equivalent outward acting inertia force. This force is then 

defined as a Centrifugal force acting on the ball and an is set to zero. 

The Point of Departure (POD) of the ball from the mill is defined as R=0. 

Therefore substituting R=0 into equation 2.3 yields: 

sina = Qm2 p/g ... (2.4) 

where e=a, and a is defined as the Davis Angle of Departure (AOD) 

If the ball is still in contact with the liner when it reaches the top of 

the mill, then it has been Centrifuged to the liner. The mill rotational 

velocity for this condition is the Critical Velocity (Ne). 

Substitution of e=90°,R=0 and P-a;::P into (2.3) yields: 

ec 2 = g/p rad/s 

or N c = .za...a rpm 
f p 

... (2.5) 

... (2.6) 

After experimental observations, Davis assumed that the balls lie in dis

tinct layers against the mill lining. From this assumption the effective 

radius of rotation is defined a p '=P-a, where P is the radius of the mill 

and "a" is the radius of a ball. A ball in the second layer will have an 

effective radius of p'=P-3a. The inclusion of p' into equation 2.6 results 

in the AOD decreasing as the effective radius decreases. This predicts 

that the balls in different layers will have different points of depar

ture. A ball in an inner layer will depart before a ball against the 

liner, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 3 
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Figure 2.3: Distinct Ball paths according to White [1]. 

Extending the assumption, that each ball will leave the 'en masse' region 

at a particular point, a locus of all the POD's can be constructed, as 

shown by the line 'a'-'b' in Fig. 2.4. The balls lying against the liner, 

have the largest A.O.D. and hence travel furthest, to the extreme of toe 

of the charge. Assuming perfect packing after impact on the liner, then 

these balls will form a layer on to which the subsequent balls will im

pact. The points of impact or return can be joined to form a locus, as il

lustrated by line 'c'-'d'. By assuming perfect packing the radius at which 

a ball leaves and returns to the 'en Masse' region is the same. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.4 as the POD 'a' is at the same radius as the POR of 

'c'. The same occurs for POD 'b' and POR 'd'. 

The Points of Return, line 'c'-'d', are calculated by simultaneously solv

ing the equation of the circle (with radius= p' of that layer), and the 

equation that defines the trajectory of the ball. All particles are fall
ing under the action of gravity only, so it is assumed that they follow 

parabolic trajectories. 

The equation of the parabola trajectory is: 

y = xtan(a) - gx2 

2V2 cos2 (a) ... (2. 7) 

Hence the Point of Impact (or the Point of Return) will have coordinates 

x = 4Pcosa.sin2 a 

Y = -4Pcos2 a.sina 
... (2.8) 

... (2.9) 
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Furure 2 .4: Paths of travel of Particles in Ball Mill. (Davis [2]) 

" Haultain and Dyer [3], in 1922, when trying to reproduce Davis' results 

experimentally, noticed that the centrifuging of the charge did not occur 

at the Davis predicted speeds. They attr1buted this to the slipping that 

was occurring between the charge and the liners. In this way Haultain and 

Dyer demonstrated that the slippage that occurs in reality is not in

significant, highlighting one of the over simplifications in Davis' model. 

Haultain and Dyers, experimental results detected a significant amount of 

radial segregation taking place within the charge. Different sized balls 

were observed to migrate to specific areas in the 'en masse' region (see 

section 2.5). Haultain and Dyers did not develop any mathematical analysis 

for their experimental observations. 

The authors state that the actual charge motion in a full size mill is 

very difficult to reproduce in a laboratory situation. Quoting from the 

paper: "These pictures are a beautiful aid to visualization of what may 

take place in a ball mill, but they are not a perfect or complete repre-

sentation of what happens in side either a ball or a rod mill ...... . 

Despite this high speed movie, and hundreds of photographs and thousands 

of visual observations, actual milling conditions have not been truly 

seen. We can only reason by analogy and comparison." This statement empha

sises the implicit difficulties investigators encountered when undertaking 

and analysing any experimental investigation. 
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In 1929, Gow, Campbell and Coghill [4] challenged Davis' formulation and 

proposed a different interpretation as to the actual mechanics in a ball 

mill. They argued that at the point of departure, a ball is not able to 

follow a distinct path as there is bunching and crowding taking place be

tween all the other balls. The net effect of the bunching is to push a 

ball further across the mill and to destroy its parabolic trajectory. The 

authors state that this effect is only noticeable for sufficiently filled 

mills. Below a certain percentage fill (J~20%) and 2m<Nc, the charge does 

not cataract, as the slip against the liner is too high. 

Gow et al present a mathematical formulation that includes the effect of 

the "extra push" due to the bunching effect, as presented in appendix 2.1 

Figure 2.5 shows the trajectories due to Davis (dashed lines) and the Gow 

formulation (solid lines). The diagram illustrates that the new formula

tion throws the balls further across the mill. 

Gow et al -

Davis ~o~ 
J07. 

Figure 2.5: Ball Paths at Various Speeds (as a percentage of critical 

velocity) according to the Davis and the Gow et al [4] For

mulations. 

Gow et al used a test mill of 3ft (0.91m) diameter and 6" (0.15m) long, 

covered on both sides by a 1" (25.4mm.) mesh screen. The anomalies in their 

results, the extra push, have been attributed to the interaction of the 

charge with the end screens. An interaction between a charge and a window 
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of a test mill is called an End Effect. Fahrenwald and Lee [5], in 1931, 

discuss Gow et al's results and state that Gow et al's formulation "ex

aggerates conditions somewhat." Fahrenwald and Lee conclude firstly; that 

the possible cause of Gow et al's observations was a jamming up of the 

charge in the narrow test mill and secondly that the parabolic formulation 

presents a better likeness to real charge motion. Two methods of avoiding 

end effects is to use rods (9,10] or use an open ended mill [5]. 

Fahrenwald and Lee derive an expression for the AOD that includes the ef

fects of friction on ball motion. The authors assume that due to insuffi

cient friction in a mill a charge is allowed to slip over the liner. The 
-~ 

slip causes the balls to rotate and this rotation influences the AOD: No 

attempt was made by the authors to solve the resulting.equations. Fahren

wald and Lee stated that when solved, the equations would provide a 

measure of the slip between the charge and the mill lining. The paper is 

concluded with a discussion of experimental results obtained by varying 

specific milling parameters. The parameters varied (power, percentage fill 

and ball size) fall outside of the scope of this thesis. 

Rose and Sullivan [6], in 1957, re-derived Davis· results using a dif

ferent approach. They question Davis' underlying assumptions, where he ig

nores the frictional characteristics of the charge and also any interac

tion between balls in adjacent trajectories. As an alternative they quote 

von Steiger whose work they included into their book. von Steiger de

veloped a similar formulation to that of Gow et al. The similarity is that 

in both models, the balls are assumed to rise to their highest point with 

a constant velocity. There is no deceleration due to gravity, because the 

deceleration is counter acted by the extra push provided by the remainder 

of the charge. The end result is a trajectory of similar shape to that of 

Gow et al's. It is important to note that both formulations assume that 

there is no slipping between the charge and the liner. 

Rose and Sullivan extended the work, by deriving an expression to predict 

the shape of the charge as the percentage fill and mill speed are altered. 

They incorporate into their formulation the concept of a locus of depar

ture and arrive at a Davis like model. They are able to predict when a 

ball will leave the 'en masse' region and start to cascade or cataract. 

The difference with this formulation is that the effects of a coefficient 

of friction are incorporated, but a.gain a non-slip charge is assumed 
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Mc!vor [7], in 1983, derived an expression for the flight of a single ball 

which included the effects of friction and the angle of the lifter bar 

face (see Appendix 2.1 for the formulation) .. Mcivor stated that the outer 

layer of balls forms the key link for the transmission of energy from the 

rotating mill to the ctrurned charge. Hence the amount of slipping or 

keying in of the charge greatly effects the efficiency of energy use of a 

specific mill. Mclvor comments on the inaccuracies of previous investi

gator's (3,5,6] experimental results because of the small size of their 

test mills used and the resulting interlocking (or wedging) of the charge 

between the end walls. Mcivor's observation is similar to that made by 

Fahrenwald and Lee [5]. 

Mcivor draws numerous conclusions, two of the conclusions are particularly 

significant to this thesis. The· first is that particle trajectories are 

independent of mill diameter. This implies that optimal grinding condi

tions are only influenced by the other variable condition, which is a mill 

operating speed. At present, the common practice is to quote mill operat

ing conditions as a percentage of the critical velocity and not some other 

variable. This practise will be used in this thesis, all mill speeds will 

be quoted as a percentage. 

The second conclusion is that ball trajectories are highly sensitive to 

the angle of the lifter face. This has significant implications on grind

ing· conditions, as after a liner has begun to wear, the trajectories will 

not remain constant and the milling conditions will change. Mcivor was one 

of the first investigators to state that though empirical milling rela

tions are useful, they do not allow for a basic understanding of the mill

ing process. He advocates that further elementary applied mechanical anal

ysis, can provide the basic understanding still required to improve design 

and operating performance of mills. 

Vermeulen et al [8], in 1984, in experimental testing, placed a piezo

electric sensor in a the liner bolt of an operating mill. This enabled 

measurement of the angle at which the balls were departing from the liner 

and also where they impacted back · on to the liner. The experimental 

results were compared with the departure and impact points as predicted by 

Davis' model. Figure 2.Sa illustrates the paths predicted by Davis and 

the experimentally recorded impact points (points a to T). There is a sig

nificant difference between the two sets of data. Vermeulen et al, using 

the same assumptions as Davis (ie non-slip charge motion), derived a new 
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formulation that was extended to include the effects of the adhesive 

forces between the wet slurry and a ball. The force balance at the surface 

of the liner included another term, the adhesive force, as an added per

centage of the outward acting inertia centrifugal force, as shown in equa

tion 2.10. 

~re.di.al DJ.m.Zp (1+¢) - mgsina = R .... (2.10) 

¢ = The adhesion force as a percentage of the inertia 

centrifugal force. 

1 
X(mJ- r 

M -

b 

1 1,5 
xtml-

Figure 2.6: Ball paths before and after inclusion of the effects of adhe

sion, according to Vermeulen [8] . 

The effect is that the ball is held to the liner for a longer time and the 

ADD increases. Vermeulen et al heuristically chose a value for ¢ of 55%. 

The resulting trajectories are shown in Fig. 2.6b, where it can be seen 

that the experimental impact point (a to T) correspond to the theoretical 

impact points (the trajectories). Though the results show good con

vergence, it should be noted that the effects of slip of the charge and 

the ball interference at the POD have been neglected (The original 

simplifications used by Davis). The main import of this investigation was 

the experimental method that was successfully employed with an operating 

mill. Many investigators have tried, with varying success, to instrument 

an operating mill. Vermeulen et al were able to over come many of the past 

problems. 
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Vermeulen (9], in 1985, in investigating the effects and interactions of 

lifter bars on rods in mills stated that the result would be applicable to 

both balls and pebbles. Included in the model is the effect of a rod ei

ther rolling or sliding down the face of the lifter bar, before it leaves 

the bar and starts to cataract. Appendix 2.1 contains a summary of the 

mathematical formulation. 

Vermeulen concluded that the rod will not leave the lifter bar until it 

has reached the edge of the bar, i.e. the rod is further elevated while it 

is moving towards the edge of the bar. This overcomes the simplification 

of Mcivor's, where the height of the lifter bar was ignored. Vermeulen 

shows that for the range of values of the coefficients of friction in a 

mill, the rod will tend to slide and not roll. 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the effects of a lifter bar on a single rod. The 

circles are observed points from experimentation, the dashed line is the 

parabolic paths according to the new theory and the solid line is ·a 

parabolic path without the effects- of the lifter (Davis). It can be seen 

that the new formulation models the liner-rod interaction effectively. 
760 

31 

--+-t~-0 

Figure 2.7: Ball paths in a Mill with the effects of Lifter Bars included, 

as per Vermeulen [9]. 
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Von Steiger [6] and Gow et al [4], argued previously that the trajectory 

of a rod was only parabolic once it had started to descend. (Before the 

apex of travel is reached, the bunching of the other rods would disturb a 

particle's pure parabolic path). Vermeulen's experimental results (points 

6 to 16) show that once a rod has departed from a lifter bar face, it fol

lows a purely parabolic path. Vermeulen concluded that under the influence 

of lifter bars, rods and balls do travel in parabolic paths. 

Furthermore, Vermeulen demonstrated that at the point of departure, a rod 

does not have a purely tangential velocity. The velocity has a radial com

ponent which is about 50% of the tangential component and acting inwards. 

This occurs because the rod has a velocity down the face of the lifter. 

This causes the rods to be_flung further across the mill than previously 

predicted. 

Powell [10], in 1988, extended Vermeulen's work to include lifter bars of 

varying face angle. (Vermeulen only used lifter bars which were per

pendicular to the mill surface, ie 90°). An applied mechanics analysis is 

conducted on the rolling and slidi.Ilg motion of a rod moving down a lifter 

bar. The analysis enabled the author to predict the time taken before a 

rod reached the edge of the lifter and hence the extra lift the rod 

received from the lifter. A parabolic trajectory is assumed for the rod's 

path after it leaves the lifter bar. An experimental investigation was 

conducted which yielded results that were in good agreement with the 

theoretical predictions. 

Powell's main conclusions included the following: 

( i) To prevent slippage of the outer most layer of the charge, a lifter 

bar need not be larger than approximately one rod radius. The impact angle 

is not highly influenced as the lifter bar's height increases. The AOD is 

influenced, it increases as the lifter bar's height increases. Even so, 

the AOD increases only until a critical lifter height is reached, where 

upon it doesn't increases any further. 

(ii) The lifter face angle has a significant influence on both the rod's 

lift and its impact point on the liner. 

(iii) An increase in mill speed results in an increase in impact angle. 

Powell's work substantiates Mcivor's comments about theoretical studies, 

and presents new information that allows for a deeper understanding of rod 

motion in a mill. 
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2. 3 Charge Slioprute in a Tube Mill 

Various authors [3,4,7,11] have commented, on the slippage that takes 

place between the liner surface and a charge. The first were Haultain and 

Dyer [3], in 1922, when criticising Davis' model. They commented that the 

effects of slip ensured that the actual ball velocity, during departure 

from the lining, was less than the mill speed and this would affect the 

balls' trajectories. Haultain and Dyer observed that a corrugated lining 

prevented the outer layers from slipping as much, but even so the inner 

layers slipped relative to the outer layers. A quote from the paper 

highlights the uncertainties surrounding slippage in milling: "Of all the 

varying conditions existing in ball mills, slip is probably the least 

determinable, the most varying. The only sure thing about it is that it is 

always there." 

Gow et al [4], conducted a series of experiments that showed that 

centrifuging of a charge can occur at velocities significantly different 

to the theoretical Davis critical velocity. (The critical velocity is 

determined for a non-slip situation) The degree of error in the experimen

tal critical velocity was related to the percentage fill of the mill. 

Referring to Fig. 2.8, it is seen that for filling ratios (J) less than 

20%, the charge has not begun to centrifuge-at the critical velocity (N=Nc 

or N=lex21%). The balls are bnly able to cascade down the charge face, even 

at N=Nc . For J=20% minimal cataracting was visible, but no centrifuging 

occurred. 
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Figure 2.8: Charge Shapes at various Loads and Speeds as recorded by Gow 

et al [4]. 
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For J between 30% and 40%, the critical velocity is approximately correct. 

At slow speeds, with J=40%, no slipping was visible. It will be shown 

later that even though slippage may not be optically detectable, it is 

still taking place. While for J > 50%, centrifuging occurs at less than 

the critical velocity. This is attributed to the crowding that occurs for 

large filling ratios. Gow et al do not account for these results, except 

for noting that slippage could be responsible for the discrepancies at the 

low filling ratios. 

Gross [11], in 1938, presented results of an experimental investigation in 

which slip versus percentage fill and pulp density were plotted. The pulp 

density is a measure of the viscosity of the charge. Gross defines slip as 

the ratio of the actual centrifuge velocity to the theoretical centrifuge 

velocity. The experimental investigation yielded two main results. First

ly, that the magnitude of the slip decreases as the charge load increases. 

(This is a similar result to Gow et al's) The second result is that slip 

decreases as the charge pulp density increases. Hence as more fluid is 

added to a wet charge, and it becomes less viscous, one can expect more 

slipping to occur. 

Hukki [12], in 1958, produced experimental results that are similar to Gow 

et al and Gross. He observes that the effect of an increased charge size 

is to reduce the slippage in a mill. Hukki explains the phenomena, by 

stating that the increase in charge mass will result in an increase in the 

frictional force between the liner and the charge. (Frictional Force = u.R 
= µ.f{mass}) The increased friction will reduce slip. This is a concept 

that is extensively developed by Vermeulen and Howat [16]. 

The remainder of the paper concentrates on the idea of grinding at super

critical speeds (mill speeds exceeding Davis' critical speed). The au

thor's idea is to take an underfilled mill and run it at supercritical 

speeds, such that the outer layer of the charge is centrifuged, while the 

inner layers cataract, or slip relative to the outer layer. This allows 

the outer layer of balls to act as the lining and so reduce liner wear. 

The interesting point raised is that during this situation there is major 

slippage occurring, which Hukki maintains will grind the material by an 

enhanced abrasion zone. By this, Hukki recognises that some slippage is 

unavoidable and he employs the slippage in a positive way. Hukki derives a 
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mathematical model that includes friction and predicts the slip of a 

charge a.S a whole, see Appendix 2.2. Hukki concludes the paper by examini

ng the initial results of an experimental investigation into the through

put capabilities of supercritical mills, without arriving at any definite 

conclusions. 

In 1972, Manz (13], reported on an experimental procedure that measured 

slip in an operating mill. Instrumentation was developed to measure the 

velocity of the outer layer of balls, by inserting electrical probes into 

the rotating mill. The time that elapsed between recorded pulses from 

within the mill, was used to estimate the speed of a particle passing 

across the probe spacing. The experimental arrangement is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.9. 

Manz defined slip as: 

Slip = S = Vr/Vt 

Pickup Ratio = 1-S = Vk/Vt 

where: Vt = Speed of inner lining of mill 

Vk = Absolute Speed of Grinding Medium 

Vr = Relative Speed of Grinding Medium 

and Filling Ratio (previously J) as ¢k, where: 

.... (2.11) 

.... (2.12) 

¢k = Pulp Volume of Charge of Grjndirut Medium 
Internal Volume of Mill ... (2.13) 

180-

Figure 2.9: Arrangement of the Measuring Instruments, 8s is the distance 

between the probes. (Manz (13]) 

Figure 2. 10 illustrates the experimental observations of Manz that· slip in 

a mill, is greatest at the toe of the charge and least at the shoulder. 

Hence as the charge starts to move up the mill liner, it initially travels 
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at about 10% of the mill velocity and is continually accelerated until it 

reaches mill velocity. Hereafter, the balls depart from the liner and 

cataract down to the toe. This explains why the major abrasion zone is 

found near the toe, where the charge slip is high. Secondly, some grinding 

also takes place at the shoulder due to slip occurring in the region. 
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figure 2.10: Pickup Ratio and Slip plotted against angle for a smooth 

Mill. (Manz (13]) 

Previous theory predicted. that slip decreases as the filling ratio (J or 

¢k) is increased.. This is again validated. by the results depicted. graphi

cally in Fig. 2.11. It is noted that the slip is fairly constant for a 

particular filling ratio, but varies greatly as the mill speed changes. 

Manz included. a plot of slip, for various charge ratios, against the num

ber of lifters in the mill, as shown in Fig. 2. 12. The effect of the 

lifters is to decrease the slip of the first layer of balls. As previously 

defined the charge becomes "keyed in". The mill was run at the Davis crit

ical velocity in this series of tests. Comparing the slip of a 20% filled 

mill, run at the same speed (in Fig. 2 .10), with the result in Fig. 2.12, 

for the same filling ratio but with 12 lifters. One observes that the slip 

has been reduced, from 612J% to 30%. This reduction in slip is due to the 

interaction of the lifters with the charge and is in accordance with other 

investigators (9,10]. 
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Figure 2.11: Average Pickup and Slip Ratios plotted against Speed Ratio 

for a Smooth Mill with different Charge Ratios .. (Manz [13]) 
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Fimlre 2.12: Averai!,e Pickup and Slip Ratio plotted ai!,ainst number of 

Lifters for various Charge Ratios. (Manz [13]) 

Manz's main conclusions from the experimentation include the following: 

(i) Slip increases as rotational speed increases. 

(ii) Slip increases as the power delivered to the mill increases. 

(iii) Slippai!,e can be reduced by using cylinders (Cylpebs) or small balls 

as the small balls would "key in" more easily than the large balls. 

The main contribution of the investigation, is that these results are con

sistent with other investigators results, but were obtained from the in

side of an operating mill. 

Henein et al [14], 1983, conducted experimentation on the nature of the 

motion of the charge in a rotary kiln. The major difference between kilns 

and mills is that the particle size in kilns is generally smaller than 10 

mm, while balls in mills can be as large as 60 mm. The applicability of 

this study to milling is not stated, but the general trends seem to be ap

propriate. 
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Henein et al describe six types of bed motion namely; slumping, rolling, 

slipping, cascading, cataracting and centrifuging. Each motion type will 

be illustrated descriptively. The mathematical models developed by the au

thors, predict the onset and nature of each motion type. A summary of the 

models is contained in Appendix 2.2. 

Slumping occurs at low rotational speeds, typically less than 2 rpm. At 

these low speeds, the inertia centrifugal forces are minimal, and so the 

effects of gravity and friction dominate. As the charge rotates with the 

cylinder so the angle of repose of the charge increases. A wedge is formed 

by the material contained above the static angle of repose and below the 

dynamic angle of repose. A shear plane, due to gravity, forms along the 

static angle of repose and hence the system can be modelled as a wedge 

sliding down a rotating inclined plane. The "slump" occurs when the gravi

tational force, down the plane, exceeds the shear stress along the plane 

The wedge slides down the charge face and comes to rest at the toe. 

This bed behaviour continues until the rotational speed has increased such 

that the motion pattern changes to Rolling. During the time that it takes 

the slumping wedge to reach the charge toe, more material has been trans

ported to the charge shoulder to start forming the next w~e. Once a com

plete new wedge is formetl it will in turn begin to slide. If this occurs 

before the old wedge has reached the toe, then the bed motion occurring is 

def inoo as R.oll:ing, Rollirut OM be desoribed as oontinuous r:~harse BlUIDP

ing. It can also be seen as a less severe or diluted form of cascading. 

The percentage fill or charge mass of a mill determines the magnitude of 
the pressure between the liner and the charge. As the percentage fill in

creases, so the dynamic pressure increases between the charge and the 

lining. The type of charge motion defined as Slipping occurs when the 

frictional force at the charge-liner interface is exceeded and the charge 

slides as a whole and comes to rest at a lower angle of repose. During 

Slumping the dynamic pressure is too high for slipping to occur. Hence 

slipping occurs at percentage fills smaller than required for slumping. 

Henein et al note that slipping is influenced by the type of mill lining 

and the percentage fill, but is not significantly influenced by the mill 

speed. 
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Cascading is similar to Rolling but occurs in mills that have a higher 

percentage fill. As mill speeds are increased, so the bed takes on a. cres

cent shape due to the increased inertia centrifugal forces. The crescent 

shape forces the balls to leave the charge, and fly through the air. 

Cataracting occurs when a major portion of the charge is in flight above 

the 'en masse' region. These two definitions, cascading and ~ataracting, 

are the same as previously defined. The final motion type defined by 

Henein et al is Centrifuging. Centrifuging takes place when the charge is 

forced against the liner throughout its rotation. 
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Fi;rure 2.14: Bed Behaviour Diagram of Nickel Oxide [14] (Cylinder dimen

sions: 0,4m ID x 0,46m) 

Henein et al present all the experimental results with the aid of a single 

diagram, called a Bed Behaviour Diagram.. A Bed Behaviour diagram is 

similar to a phase diagram that desc~ibes a solidification process. Rota

tional speed is plotted against percentage fill. The diagram highlights 

the interactions of the different motions with respect to changes in these 

two milling parameters. Figure 2.14 is a Bed Behaviour Diagram for spheri

cal nickel oxide of less than 5mm diameter. The solid lines represent the 

transition criteria as predicted by theory and the dashed lines the 

transition zones recorded experimentally. 
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An analysis of a bed behaviour diagram, gives one an understanding of how 

the ' en masse region might respond to fluctuations in milling conditions. 

In this way a mill operator would gain an appreciation of charge behaviour 

at start up and shut down, when a mill ' s rotational speed is fluctuating. 

Vermeulen and Howat [15], in 1983, conducted experiments using rods in

stead of balls. It was argued that the rods would not be effected by the 

end effects of the glass window, as is the case with a charge made up of 

balls. Fig. 2.15 contains three photographs taken through the end of the 

test mill used by Vermeulen and Howat. In Fig. 2.15a a smooth lining was 

used , while the mills in Fig. 2.15b and Fig. 2.15c have lifter bars . (The 

bars in Fig. 2.15c are higher than those in Fig.2. 15b). The line TD ap

proximately delineates the ' en Masse' region from the cataracting rods and 

is at the Dynamic Angle of Repose of the charge. 

(al (b ) 

- - ~ 

_ ......... \ 
(c) 

Figure 2.15: Reproduction of experimental results from Vermeulen and Howat 

[15]. 
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The most noticeable consequence of including lifter bars is to increase 

the amount of cataracting that takes place. In Figures 2.15b and 2.15c, 

the outer layers of rods, are keyed in to the lifters. This allows more 

rods to reach the POD without excessive slipping, and hence to cataract 

down to the charge toe. There is no significant effect on the ' en masse ' 

region due to the increase in the lifter bar height. (Fig. 2.15b to 

2.15c). This result agrees with Powell [10]. 

Vermeulen and Howat derive a mathematical expression that models the vari

ation of the dynamic pressure (p) in the en masse region. The formula

tion makes possible the calculation of the dynamic pressure between two 

adjacent layers of rods. The authors state that the pressure between two 

adjacent layers must exceed a certain limit before the top layer will be

come keyed onto the lower layer. When this occurs the slip between the two 

.layers is much reduced and the two layers move at approximately the same 

speed. 

When the formulation is applied to the interface of a charge and a smooth 

lining, it becomes apparent that the dynamic pressure will never exceed 

the required limit for no slipping to occur. This explains the large slip 

associated with smooth liners. Similarly the slip that is noticed between 

the inner layers of a lined mill occurs because the dynamic pressure at 

the inner layer, is less than the required pressure, and so no keying oc

curs. An explanation is provided for the limited effect of an increase in 

lifter height beyond a rod radius. It is due to the fact that beyond the 

second layer away from the liner, the dynamic pressure is not sufficient 

and so the rods begin to slip in spite of the lifters. 
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2.4 Charge Surgiru;t in a Tube Mill 

The phenomena of surge is one which is comparatively unresearched. Charge 

surge incorporates the entire en masse region. Its occurance is dif

ficult to predict and can seriously damage a mill and its drive mechanism. 

A brief overview has been included in the literature review to highlight 

the complexities and uncertainties involved in trying to quantify charge 

motion. 

Rose and Sullivan [6] developed a surge model in terms of the centre of 

gravity of the charge and the distance of the centre of gravity from the 

centre of the mill. The centre of gravity of the charge was estimated by 

approximating the charge surface to a straight line, similar to line AB in 

Fig. 2.1 . The forces acting on the centre of gravity are split into com

ponents, with the tangential component being used in a balance of rota

tional forces. The balance of forces is similar to that used by Henein et 

al [14] to describe the Slipping class of motion. By observing the angle 

of repose of the charge just before slip, estimating the dynamic and 

static coefficients of friction and assuming that when the charge rises, 

it rises without any slip, it was possible to predict the frequency of 

surging. 

Rose and Sullivan conducted a dimensionless analysis (Pi Theorem) on the 

factors that would effect the angle through which a charge surges. The 

result was: ~ = ¢{ (D/d), (µ), (J)} ... (2 . 14) 

where: ~ = Angle through which the Charge Surges 
µ = Coefficient of Friction 
D = Mill Diameter 
d = Ball Diameter 
J = Filling Ratio 

The fluidity of the charge is dependent on both J and µ, so the authors 

plotted the product Jµ against the ratio of D/d as shown in Figure 2.16. 

From the analysis of experimental data it was determined that a line could 

be drawn that approximately separated a region of surge from a region of 

non-surge. The absolute accuracy of the graph is not as important as the 

trends that are illustrated. 

Referring to Fig. 2.16, it is seen that as the ratio of D/d increases so 

the likelihood of surge decreases. This is in accordance with Manz (13], 

and is because the smaller balls get keyed in to the lining easier than 
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the larger balls. The other noticeable feature is that as J or u in

creases so surge decreases. From this analysis an important conclusion can 

be drawn that the surge and slippage of a charge are very closely inter

linked and the one influences the other. 

0 ·10 1-----11..--+-----'4-----+-----+----'4 

Sur91n9 Rf!9ion. 

0 20 

Non ·Sur 9in9 
R<9ion. 

40 00 
Ratio• Old 

eo 100 

Figure 2.16: Graphical depiction of the dependence of Surge on the Hilling 

Parameters rs] . 

Rose and Sullivan stated that: "The phenomena known as surging consists of 

a pendulum-like oscillation of the whole charge of the mill, within the 

mill shell. Ttrus for one part of the cyclical motion the charge is moving 

around the centre of the mill in the same direction as the mill shell, and 

during the second part of the motion, in the opposite direction." By this 

the authors predict that a charge is capable of moving in the opposite 

direction to the mill lining. This could account for the excessive liner 

wear experienced in some situations. 

Vermeulen and Howat (16], in 1986, conducted an experimental investigation 

into charge surge using high speed photography of a rod mill. The individ

ual film frames were analysed by projecting, each one onto a wall covered 

with graph paper. Each frame was analysed, and the paths and velocities of 

individual rods were recorded, as well as the angle of repose and density 

of the 'en masse ' region . This provided the investigators with information 

over a definite time period. 
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The experimentally observed surge of the test mill, was not pericxiic . The 

time between each surge and the duration of each surge were not constant . 

So for this condition the surging can not be described as "pendulum like". 

Secondly, during each surge, it was observed that none of the rcxis moved 

in the opposite direction to the mill liner, this is contrary to Rose and 

Sullivan. The rcxis were observed to experience varying degrees of slip

ping. Vermeulen and Howat comment, (although without elaborating) that for 

mill fillings of less than ~% .• the charge motion did look pendulum like. 

It will be shown later that an experimental observer can not decide con

clusively, whether a charge is slipping or not, from visual evidence 

alone. The reason being, that an observer can only truly comprehend rela

tive displacement and not relative velocity or slip. 

Vermeulen and Howat present a visual description of the characteristics of 

a surging charge (Figure 2 .17). The sequence begins with the en masse 

region lying at a large angle of repose (0=33°) with 35 rcxis in the 

cataracting mcxie. The following pictures, with 0=33°,30°,26° respectively, 

show the ' en masse ' region slipping back down the liner wall. During this 

pericxi the number of rcxis cataracting decreases from 35 to 14 and the mo

tion is dominated by rcxis cascading. The density of the ' en masse' region 

is a maximum when the minimum number of rcxis are in flight, as shown in 

Fig. 2.17d. After this maximum density, a starts to increase and the num

ber of rcxis cataracting has risen again, as shown by Fig. 2.17e. After 

this the cycle repeats itself. 

Vermeulen and Howat explain the cycle in terms of dynamic pressure within 

the charge. The dynamic pressure between the charge and the lining is 

highest when the 'en masse region is most dense. This allows the charge 

to rise up the mill wall and force some rcxis to cataract. When these rcxis 

cataract, they reduce the density of the region and so the dynamic angle 

of repose decreases, causing the rcxis to start to cascade and not to 

cataract. The cascading rcxis increase the 'en masse' density and hence the 

dynamic pressure increases, which results in the dynamic angle of repose 

increasing. This process is self perpetuating and forms a cycle. The au

thors presented a mathematical mcxiel which described the velocity of the 

rcxis in terms of the dynamic pressure fluctuations. The governing equa

tions are summarised in Appendix 2.3. 
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Figure 2,17: Tracings from the film strip of the rod configurations during 
a cascading phase of the charge motion. The inclination of the 
load profile (line TD) is at the angle of repose , cr. P is the 
en masse density, V is mean rod velocity and ~ is the dis

tance from the mill centre to the load profile (16] 

The results of Vermeulen and Howat ' s investigation resolved some of the 

anomalies presented in Rose and Sullivan ' s treatise. Secondly, Vermeulen 

and Howat ' s surge model presents a relatively simple description of the 

dynamic nature of the ' en masse ' region and shows how fundamentally fric

t i on and slip are interrelated. 
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2.5 Rad.ial Segregation in a Tube Mill. 

The occurance of Radial Segregation of a charge has been mentioned by var

ious authors [2,3,7,11]. Radial Segregation is defined as the division of 

the charge into separate zones. These zones differ according to element 

size and occur radially in a mill. They can be considered to be continuous 

throughout the length of the mill, like a cylinder within a cylinder. 

Haultain and Dyer [3] were the first to comment that during experimental 

work, they observed radial segregation of their charge. The authors exper

imented with a mixture of black rape seed and white peas. The smaller 

seeds were observed to migrate to the mill centre at low speeds. While at 

high speeds, the peas moved to the centre and the seeds to the periphery 

of the mill. The aforementioned authors [2,7,11] comment about similar ob

servations, though none give a detailed explanation for the effect. 

Henein et al [17], in 1985, conducted an experimental investigation into 

the radial segregation of rotary kilns. They define three methods by which 

segregation occurs in kilns namely percolation, flow and vibration. Per

colation segregation occurs when the size of the voids between the larger 

particles are large enough to permit the smaller particles to trickle or 

percolate through the voids. Bed packing, particle size and particle shape 

all effect the speed and extent of the resulting percolation segregation. 

Flow segregation occurs when a charge made up of granular solids is set in 

motion down an inclined slope. The charge is segregated by two different 

mechanisms. Firstly, the larger particles travel further down the surface 

than do the small particles and secondly the spherical shaped particles 

travel further than the irregular shaped particles . The two actions com

bine and segregate the 'en masse' region as it flows over the charge face. 

Segregation due to vibration occurs over a longer time duration. The 

result is the smaller particles rises to the top of the charge, while the 

larger particles sink to the bottom of the container. 

Nityanand et al [18], in 1986, repeated some of the previous author s ' work 

and extended the modelling of the radial segregation. The main difference 

between Henein et al and Nityanand et al ' s research is the size of parti

cle observed. Henein et al used sand particles smaller than 1 mm, while 

Nityanand et al used beads ranging in size from 4 to 9,5 mm. 
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Nityanand et al studied the radial segregation of the charge at various 

rotational speeds. Only the effects of percolation segregation and flow 

segregation were analysed, as the effects of vibrational segregation were 

not considered significant in the case of a rotating cylinder . The speed 

range used allowed the charge t o Roll , Cascade , Cataract and Centr i fuge . 

The types of bed motion are the same as defined by Henein et al (14] in 

section 2.4. Figure 2.18 contains a reproduction of some of Nityanand ' s 

results . 

a: Rolling Central Segregation 

c : Cataracting Onset of Reverse 
Segregation 

b: Cascading Well Mixed Bed 

d: Centrif\liling Reverse 
Segregation 

Figure 2.18: Ra.dial Segregation for different types of bed motion (18]. J 

= 34%, Ball sizes: 9 .5, 6.4 & 4.0 mm. Mill Dimensions: 0 . 2m 

ID x 0.2m L 

Nityanand et al define two types of segregation. The first is normal 

segregation and takes place when the smaller particles form a core in the 

centre of the charge. The second type is defined as Reverse segregation, 
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where the opposite occurs, with the smaller particles diffusing to the 

cylinder wall and the larger particles forming a central core. These ac

tions are the same as those observed by Davis, Haultain and Dyer, Hcivor 

and Gross. 

Nityanand et al explain the mechanics of reverse segregation as being due 

to a function of the ratio of the inertia centrifugal and the gravita

tional forces. These two forces can be combined to form the Froude number 

(Fr). The Froude Number, which is dimensionless, is defined as the ratio 

of an inertia force to a gravitational force, i.e. Fr = uz;i.g. The value 

of the critical velocity of the mill is used for u. The critical velocity 

for each particle is calculated by taking into account the effective 

radius for that particle. Hence as a particle's size decreases so its ef

fective radius increases and hence the critical velocity is increased. 

This results in an increase in the ratio of the inertia centrifugal to 

gravitational forces. Thus as the particles size decreases so its Froude 

number increases. 

At high rotational speeds the velocities of the different sized particle's 

are nearer to critical and the differences between the Froude numbers of 

the various sized particles becomes significant (because of the uz term). 

A particle with a high Froude number, a smaller one, is more effected by 

the inertia forces and hehce segregates towards the wall. This results in 

the larger particles being pushed into a central core. This is shown in 

Figs. 2.16c and 2.16d, where Reverse Segregation is plainly visible. 

The inertia forces at lower rotational speeds are not as significant and 

so the Froude number becomes less dominant. When a bed is spinning slowly, 

the balls roll or cascade very slowly down the charge face. Due to the ef

fects of flow segregation the larger balls travel further and stop closer 

to the charge toe. The smaller balls do not travel that far and come to 

rest near or just above the central core. The en masse region is not as 

dense, at its surface as at its core, hence the void size on the surface 

is significantly larger. The larger voids between the big particles allows 

the smaller particles to percolate through the surface of the charge face, 

and down into the central core. 

The larger balls that reach the toe are keyed into the liner motion. They 

travel underneath the core and back up the wall where they re-roll down 

the charge face again. The small particles that get entrained in this 
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flow, are re-percolated down into the centre, as they flow over the charge 

face. Hence there is a slow continual drift of small particles to and from 

the central core, with the body of the core remaining intact . This can be 

seen in the first picture of Fig. 2.16. The second picture shows a well 

mixed bed, formed by the two types of segregation actions occurring simul

taneously, which hinders the formation of a central core. 

Nityanand et al experimentally observe that the speed or rate at which the 

segregation occurs was independent of the depth of the bed, but dependent 

on the rotational speed. So at startup, irrespective of the filling ratio, 

segregation will occur that depends only on the startup velocity. Further

more the size ratio of smallest to biggest particle effected the rate of 

segregation. The larger the particle size ratio, the faster the segrega

tion occurred. 
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2.6 General Discussion of Reviewed. Literature 

A resume of all the reviewed literature is contained in Appendix 1. A 

point form summary of the reviewed literature is presented below. It is 

intended to highlight the major trends and advances ma.de by the various 

authors. 

(i) Vermeulen and Howat's [16] modelling of the dynamic pressure in a mill 

presents an explanation for the causes of the inter-related actions of 

slip and surge. The model assumes perfect packing which could be possible 

for a rod mill, but less likely for a ball mill. Even so, the concepts are 

very applicable to milling as a whole. Further investigations and the ap

plication of this theory to ball mills would impart a greater understand

ing of the slipping and surging in a ball mill. 

(ii) Indications [11,12,18] are that radial segregation could play an im

portant role in ball wear by isolating different sized balls to different 

areas within the mill. Segregation could also have an effect on determin

ing the degree of slip that occurs at the liner interface, which in turn 

determines liner wear. The growth and effectiveness of the abrasion zone 

could also be dependent on the degree of the radial segregation. Hence the 

development of a model for segregation in a ball mill could provide new 

insight into charge motion and wear characteristics. 

(iii) The milling process has so many independent variables (Rotational 

velocity, percentage fill, liner configuration, ball size distribution 

etc.) that isolating any one and analysing another leads to incorporating 

significant assumptions. At present the best that researchers can do is to 

try and minimise any assumptions ma.de while conducting experimental inves

tigations or developing numerical models. 

(iv) While examining mill internal interactions, the most difficult step 

is to be able to determine what is a first order and what is a second or

der effect. Slippage, with the associated frictional forces, of the charge 

seems to be a first order affect. The secondary concepts of dynamic pres

sure, ' keying in' of the charge and the actual effects of lining con

figuration must be investigated more fully before slippage can be com

pletely modelled. 
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(v) Finally, the realm of ball paths has been extensively investigated [1-

10]. All the theories developed significant initial assumptions about 

friction and the effects of friction on ball paths. Of all the papers 

reviewed, only Mcivor [7], Vermeulen [9] and Powell [10] have explicitly 

included friction. To date, no reference was found that included friction 

for a single ball on a smooth or slightly corrugated lining. This is the 

new direction that this investigation will follow with the effects of 

friction being incorporated into the existing models. 
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3. DERIVATION AND DISCUSSION OF THEPRETICAL MODELS 

An analysis of single particle motion yielded 3 distinct motion types. A 

particle can either slide along the liner or roll over the liner or move 

with a combination of sliding and rolling. Each motion type will be pre

sented and discussed in a separate section of this chapter. 

3. 1 The Slidirut Model 

An arbitrary particle moving in space has 6 degrees of freedom, 3 transla

tional and 3 rotational. An initial assumption that is made by many inves

tigators [2,7,9,10], is to limit the particles ' motion to a vertical 

plane. In this way horizontal travel is ignored and the system reduces to 

2 dimensions. This results in the particles ' motion being reduced by 3 de

grees of freedom. The remaining 3 degrees of freedom are made up of 2 

translational (Cartesian Coordinates : x & y or Polar Coordinates: e & r) 

and 1 rotational (spin about an axis parallel to the mill axis). 

A further degree of freedom can be restricted by specifying that the par

ticle can move off the liner. By this it is meant that the particles mo

tion is along the liner, either rolling or sliding. Another degree of 

freedom can be removed by assuming that the particle can not rotate or 

spin about its own centre. The end result is a particle that has only one 

degree of freedom. Practically, this is equivalent to a block shaped par

ticle sliding (but not rolling) along a mill lining. As the system has 

only one degree of freedom, it is relatively easy to model ma.thematically. 

Balls that are retrieved from a mill before they are completely consumed 

exhibit two characteristics. Host of the balls have flat faces that have 

been ground away, during the comminution process. The second character

istic is that the balls that have more than 'one flat face, tend to loose 

their spherical shape and take on a cubic shapes . These two points, a 

single degree of freedom system and the cubic shaped particle, justify the 

use of a block shaped particle as the starting point in the analysis of 

single particle motion on the inside of a rotating cylinder. 
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3.1.1 Derivation of Sliding Equations 

The orientation of the forces acting on a single block are depicted in 

Figure 3.1. The block is moving up with the liner and a frictional force 

has been inserted between the block and the liner. The force is assumed to 

act tangential to the liner. Assuming that the block is moving slower than 

the mill, then the direction that friction acts is to prevent the block 

from sliding, so it acts up the liner. 

w 

Figure 3.1: Orientation of the forces acting on a Block. 

Summing forces radially: 

IF'r: ID8n =Rt Wr ... (3.1) 

But an = S 2 (P-~lr) 

Assuming that P>lr - P-~lr ~ P 

-- R = 118 2 p - mgsine 

Summing forces tangentially: 

~ t: mat = T - Wt 

But at = ap 

T = map + mgcose 

where: T = Tangential Frictional Force (N) 
R = Normal Reaction on liner (N) 

.. '(3.2) 

. '' '(3. 3) 

' .. (3.4) 



Wr = Weight Component in the Radial Direction (N) 
Wt = Tangential Weight Component (N) 
at= Tangential acceleration (m/s2

) 
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an= Normal acceleration (inwards is positive) (m/s2
) 

e =Angular position of the block, from the mill centre ( 0
) 

a = Angular Velocity (rad/s) (clock-wise = positive) 
e =Angular Acceleration (rad/s2

) 

2m = Rotational velocity of the mill 
P = Radius of the mill (m) 
lr = Width of block perpendicular to the liner surface (m) 
m = mass of the block (kg) 

Equations (3.2) and (3.4) are 2 equations in 3 unknowns (e , R,T). A third 

equation is required to solve the system. One simple condition is that 

e=Qm, ie the block is rotating at the same velocity as the mill. It is a 

case of simple rotational dynamics with no acceleration in the tangential 

direction. It is the same as Davis ' formulation [2], as there is no slip 

between the block and the liner. The governing equations can be derived 

as follows: 

Putting 

Integrating (3.5) ·- a = Qm. t + ~ 

where ~ = constant 

Differentiating (3.5) - a = 0 

Hence equations (3.8) and (3 .9) can de derived: 

R = m.Qm2 P - rngsin(Qm.t+~) 

T = mgcos(Qm.t+~) 
• 

. . . ( 3. 5 ) 

... ( 3.6) 

... (3. 7) 

. . . (3 .8) 

... (3. 9) 

The block will continue to rotate with 2m until friction is exceeded, at 

this point the model is no longer valid. Once friction is exceeded, then 

the block will start to slide relative to the liner. Assuming that the 

frictional force between the block and the liner is proportional to the 

normal reaction, then: 

Frictional Force = T = µkR .. . (3.10) 

The static coefficient of friction (µs) is used before slipping has begun. 

After slipping has started the kinetic coefficient of friction (µk ) is 

used. The difference between µa and µk is not significant and hereafter an 

single value (µ) will be used when required. 

Hence substituting (3.10) into (3.4) and combining the result with (3.2) 

yields: 

... (3.11) 

Examining equation (3.11) it is apparent that it is only in terms of e, 

the single degree of freedom. Once solved, R and T will be determinable 

for any e. Furthermore it is noticeable from equation (3.11 ) that the mo-
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tion of the block is independent of the mass. The only effect the mass has 

on the system is on the magnitudes of both R and T (equations 3.8 and 

3.9). 

3.1.2 Numerical Solution of Sliding Equations 

Equation (3.11), is a second order, non-linear, homogeneous, ordinary, 

differential equation. Due to its highly non linear nature (the cose and 

sine terms), a numerical solution was sought. 

One possible method of solving a second order differential equation is to 

decompose it into a system of first order differential equations. These 

equations are then solved simultaneously. An Euler Numerical Approximation 

[19] was found to be most suited for the solution technique. Hence an 

Euler Forward Step was employed; the complete procedure is contained in 

Appendix 3. Here follows the results of the Euler Forward Step Numerical 

Solution procedure. 

Bn+1 = Bn + hen 

0n+1 - en + h{ui<(en) 2 -gµkSinen-gcosen} 
p 

Rn+1 - ffi(Sn+1) 2 P mgsin0n+1 

Tn+1 = m(en+1)P + mgcosen+1 

where h = the time step increment 

... (3 .12) 

... (3 .13) 

... (3.14) 

. .. (3 .15) 

n = the value at the present (nth) increment 

n+1 = the value at the next (n+lth) increment 

From equations (3.12 to 3.15) the magnitudes of a, a, R and T are 

determinable at any time after the start of the block ' s motion. 

The final elements required to complete the solution of the differential 

equations are the initial and final conditions, ie the boundary condi

tions. The initial conditions required are the block's position, e(0), and 

its angular velocity, 0(0) at the start of the motion period when t=0. 

These could be arbitrarily specified and the resulting solution found by 

"stepping forward in time" with a sufficiently small time increment that 

satisfies convergence. 

For the case of a block on a mill liner, two initial conditions are 

known. The first is that as sliding is about to begin,the block ' s velocity 

is the same as the mill velocity ie e(0)=Qm. Secondly as the block is 
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moving with a constant velocity, the angular acceleration is zero. So 

equating the forces, in the tangential direction, acting at the Point of 

slipping: -- Wt = T 

But friction is such that T = µsR 

But 0::Qm, 

Wt = us R 

-- mgcose = us (m0 2 P - mgsine) 

cose+us sine = (µs Qm} 2 p )/g 

.. . (3.16) 

. .. (3.17) 

Equation (3.17) defines eai~p, the angular position when the block will 

start to slip. The equation can be solved numerically using a Newton-Cotes 

Method. The value obtained will be e(0). A sample problem illustrating the 

complete numerical solution procedure is contained in Appendix 4. 

3.1.3 Examination of the various End Conditions of a Sliding Block 

The initial boundary conditions start the solution, but as this is not a 

self terminating problem, end conditions must be imposed. A block moving 

up a liner has four possible outcomes (excluding rolling). They are: 

1. Sliding back down the liner. 

2. Leaving the liner and following a parabolic trajectory. 

3. Becoming centrifuged and never leaving the liner. 

4. Toppling down the liner, either before or after sliding has begun. 

The first case that will be examined will be that of a block sliding back 

down the rising liner. Once the block has begun to slide , the forces ac

ting on it are gravity, down the liner, and friction up the liner. The net 

resultant angular acceleration of the block is always down the liner (at 

slipping Wt=T, thereafter Wt>T) and hence the block is continually 

decelerating. The block continues to decelerate until it comes to rest, 

that is 0=0. Thereafter, the block will move back down the liner (0 <0), in 

a similar way to a parcel sliding down a rising conveyor belt . On reaching 

the mill bottom, the block will continue rising up the other side of the 

mill until it, once again, comes to rest (9=0). The oscillation of the 

block will restart as once more it starts to move with 9>0, ie travelling 

in the same direction as the liner. 

The oscillations will continue until the block travels above the horizon

tal of the mill and leaves the liner. When ~0, it is assumed that the 

block has departed from the liner. A block is not able to leave the liner 
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before the horizontal has been passed, as the reaction force (R) is always 

positive for e<0° (See equation 3 .2). As the block slows down, the 

likelihood of departure increases. This is because R is dependent on 02 . 

Examining the energy transfer from the rotating liner to the block, the 

path is via the frictional force between the block and the liner. As the 

coefficient of kinetic friction increases, so the energy transfer rate in

creases and so the block ' s energy input increases . The larger the block ' s 

energy (kinetic and potential), the sooner it is able to rise above the 

horizontal and start to cataract. Hence the magnitude of the coefficient 

of friction should play a significant role in determining how long a par

ticle takes before cataracting. 

The departure velocity of the block is assumed to be purely tangential 

(V=a P). From the POD a parabolic trajectory is easily calculated; it ends 

when the ball impacts on the liner . The POD is easily recognisable, as at 

the end of each time increment the magnitude of R is checked. When R<0 the 

approximate .ADD has been reached and flight is initiated. No provision has 

been made for any "bunching or cro~ing" effects of the charge at POD, as 

there are none with a single particle 

When a block reaches the top of the mill, e~90° and 0>0, then it is 

defined that Centrifuging has occurred. A block can be centrifuged even if 

a<Qm. This occurs when the block is slipping, but a is still large enough 

for the inequality a2 p>g to be valid. The inequality is derived by putting 

e=90° and ~ in equation 3.2. This type of centrifuging will be referred 

to as Slipping Centrifuging. A second type of centrifuging occurs if a=Q.,,. 

This occurs if either u or Qin are very large. The situation results in the 

block never slipping relative to the liner. It will be defined as Totally 

Centrifuged and it is the same as Davis ' formulation. 

On descending back down the liner a centrifuged block will either continue 

moving with e::Qm or accelerate until it reaches the mill velocity. Upon 

reaching mill velocity, the block can either continue at 2m or continue 

accelerating till a>Qm. Any of the situations will lead to the block re

ascending the liner and the process repeating itself. 

The fourth ending condition, the toppling over of the block occurs for 

higher values of Us and lower Qin. The problem is one of elementary applied 

mechanics ie determining whether the block will slide or topple down the 
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plane as the angle of inclination increases. Once toppling has occurred, 

the block does not move along the liner surface, but rolls or bounces over 

the liner face. The motion characteristics of a tumbling block have not 

been analysed beyond being able to predict when toppling will occur. The 

onset of toppling can occur either before or after the block has begun to 

slide. The equations that predict both cases have been derived and dis

cussed in Appendix 5. 

3.1.4 Computer Implementation of the Numerical Solution to the Slidiru;t 

Equations 

The Euler Forward Step numerical solution process lends itself to rapid 

computer implementation. Only one previous value is required to calculate 

the value of e, WR and Tat the next time increment . Other numerical 

solution methods require two or three previous values to calculate the 

prediction for the next time increment (e.g. Milne or .Adams-Moulton Meth

ods). With the initial conditions known, the Euler method has the ad

vantage of being a self-starting system. 

A computer program was written in Fortran that would implement the re

quired algorithms and allowed for the block ' s motion to be animated. Fig

ure 3.2 contains a simplified flow diagram of the program structure. A 

listing of the program is contained in Appendix 8. A computer disk con

taining the relevant executable files has been included with the thesis. 

The program can be divided into 5 main parts. The first is the initialisa

tion and processing of the input variables. All the input variables are 

adjustable from within the program by using the user interactive data han

dling subroutines. At startup three types of output files are specifiable 

and they will be discussed later. The final step in the first part of the 

program is to solve for the theoretical Angle of Sliding (equation 3.17) 

and the Angle of Toppling. The two values allow one to determine whether 

the block will slide before toppling or vice versa. 
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Figur~ 3.2: Flow Chart of Computer Program. 
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The next phase of the solution is for a block moving with 0=Qm. the gov-

erning equations are the simple rotational dynamics equations (3.5 to 

3 .9). The entire solution sequences is bypassed if 0(0)~~, as this im

plies that right from time zero the block is sliding. This second stage of 

the program is terminated in one of two ways . The first is if the block 

never slips and it becomes Totally Centrifuged (0=Qm) or the second is if 

the maximum frictional force is exceeded . 

The third stage of the program starts when the block begins to slide, that 

isJwhen T~µsR. From here on the program implements the Euler solution to 

the governing differential equation (equations 3.12 to 3.15) . At the end 

of each time increment, the program checks if any of the four end condi

tions have been reached. When a sliding condition is encountered the ball 

is permitted to slide down the liner and re-ascend. The process of sliding 

would be terminated after a pre-determined number of increments, if flight 

has not begun. If toppling occurs, the program signals the event to the 

user, but does not terminate the implementation of the sliding equations. 

The program was written in this way so that, if required, the toppling 

condition could be ignored. 

The centrifuge condition is realized if the ball has not left the liner , 

but e~89 . 5° and 0~. The program is terminated at that point with the ball 

not being permitted to travel beyond the mill apex. When the ball leaves 
' . 

the liner it causes the program to branch into its fourth stage, the step

wise solution of the block ' s parabolic path. The parabolic flight is 

terminated when the block ' s centre reaches the mill liner. 

The final stage is the writing of the numerical results from the computers 

memory to the initially specified output files. The first type is a full 

output file that contains some of the variables' incremental values at all 

the time increments. The second file type is a swmnary file. This file 

only contains the significant time increments ' values. By "significant 

time increment" is meant, for example, when the block first begins to 

slide or when the block leaves the liner. This file is particularly useful 

when observing the effects of changing the various input parameters. 

The final type of output file contains the coordinates of the block ' s 

centre at each time increment. This file allows the block ' s path to be 

plotted and is also used as the interface to a computer animation proce

dure. The program drives a graphics subroutine that displays the block ' s 

and mill ' s movement at the end of each time increment. The animation is 



fast enough to provide a realistic visual interpretation of 

response to variations in the operating parameters. 
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the block's 

3.1.5 Discussion of the Results from the Numerical Solution of the Sliding 

Equations 

The analysis on computer was begun by initially running the program with 

varied input values. After the initial trial period, 3 parameters, ot, µ 

and Qm, were selected as having significant effects on the block's motion. 

The time increment was chosen so that an optimum value could be found that 

gave satisfactory convergence. The other two parameters were chosen be

cause they are the only two input parameters that are alterable within an 

existing milling situation. The reason for the remaining parameters being 

omitted is briefly outlined below. 

Mass: The motion of the block is independent of m (see Eqn. 3.11) 

Ball Radius: This was assumed negligible for realistic mill sizes. 

Gravity: Changing g wouldn't provide much new relevant information. 

Hill Radius: The mill radius was varied between lm and 2m, and the pro

gram re-run. The numerical results indicated that more information 

could be obtained by concentrating on the variation of µ and Qm. 

Secondly, in practice, the radius of an existing mill cannot be 

significantly altered. 

e(0) and 0(0): These were kept at e(0)=-~0 and 0(0)=Qm. (e=-~0 is equi

valent to the mill bottom, with e and a increasing in a clock-wise 

direction.) It was the intention to observe the response of a block 

placed at the bottom of a mill and moving with the mill, thus these 

two parameters were not changed. The experimental investigation was 

designed to be able to produce these same initial conditions. 

The first parameter that was varied was h, the size of the time increment. 

The increment was varied from 0,01 to 0,~1 seconds. The objective was to 

determine a value for h that allowed accurate results, yet did not in

crease computational time significantly. A value of ot=0.001 seconds was 

found to be most suitable, and was used throughout the remainder of the 

investigation. An examination of the convergence of the numerical solution 

to a theoretically known value is contained in Appendix 4. 
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. The second independently varied parameter was the coefficient of friction. 

To simplify the investigation it was assumed that the difference between 

us and Uk was not significant. Therefore the value of coefficient of fric

tion used was µ=µs =µk. The first group results examined were with respect 

to the effect on the angle at which slip begins (0a1~p) and secondly on 

the general motion of block. 

Equation 3.17 can be re-written as µ=f(0,Qm,P,g) ie 

µ = gcos0 ... (3.17a) 
pQmz-gsin0 

A descriptive interpretation of the equation is that the value of µ calcu

lated is the minimum to just allow the block to reach the angle 0, at that 

specific Qm, without slipping. (Implied is that at 0<0ai~p then e=Qrn) Thus 

the value of 0. can be seen as the angle at which slipping just begins. 

Mathematically µroin=f(0a1~p,Qm) or 0a1~p=f(µro~n,Qm). 

Trends were generated of µmin versus eai~p for three different mill 

speeds. Two views of the results are contained in Figure 3.3. The mag

nitude of µ was permitted to exceed 1, while 0 has been restricted such 

that 90°~0a1~~-80° (the top and bottom of the mill) 

Using Davis' equations [2.6], Ne = 24.4 rpm for a mill with P=l.5m. 

with Qm 20 rpm 25 ·rpm 30 rpm 

% Critical 82% 102% 123% 

then sina 0.671 1.048 1.510 (a = AOD) 

hence a 42,12° -- --

Davis' model predicts that the last two speeds exceed the critical 

velocity for a 1.5m mill and hence the block will become centrifuged for 

Q~24.4 rpm 

Examining Figure 3.3 (the top graph) with Qrn = 82% , it is observable that 

as eai~p tends to the Davis predicted Angle of Departure (. -r4'i iw) -'-·- (:, : ' 
tends to infinity. Hence there is a singularity in µ's trend at 0=a, which 

implies that for the block to reach the Davis predicted POD, µ must be 

very large indeed. This in turn implies that friction between the block 

and liner must be near infinite. Davis assumes that the block leaves the 

liner with e=Qrn. For this non-slip condition to occur, ·friction would have 

to be large. The conclusion that can be drawn is that by Davis ignoring 
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friction, the implied assumption is that friction is assumed infinite. 

This is a less obvious by-product of Davis ' formulation and is an un

reasonable assumption. 
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µ 
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-100 -50 0 8 (degrees} 
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Figure 3.3: Two Graphs ofµ versus e, for various !i:2m 
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The trends at the other mill speeds (Qin=l.02% and 123%) each exhibit a dis-

tinct peak or maximum. The maximum can be interpreted as the value of µ 

required for the ball to become Totally Centrifuged to the liner. For ex

ample: µ=2 & 2m=25rpm (which is greater than Davis ' critical speed), the 

block will still not centrifuge, because friction is not sufficiently 

large. A minimum value of µ=3,2 (the peak of the trend) is required for a 

single block to be totally centrifuged at Qin=102%. With Qin=123%, tbe mini

mum µ required is µ=0.89. The pattern that becomes apparent is that as Qm 

increases, so the minimum µ required for total centrifuging decreases. 

The observations made by Haultain and Dyer [3] about slipping can be fur

ther understood in the light of the aforementioned observations. The 

values of µ encountered in practice are generally µ<l, yet full charges 

are observed to centrifuge. Vermeulen and Howat [16] derive an expression 

for the Dynamic Pressure in a mill. The reaction of the liner, R, is 

directly proportional to the dynamic pressure. The magnitude of R in a 

full mill, as stated by Vermeulen and Howat, is significantly larger than 

that for a single block. The magnitude of a frictional force is determined 

from the product of µ and R. So for smaller values of µ, the larger values 

of R would produce the same magnitudes of friction and allow a charge to 

centrifuge. 

The next set of tests done were to vary µ, with emphasis being given to 

the effects on the block ' s ending condition. A set of computer runs were 

completed for with constant values of Qin=l.02%, P=l.5m and m=0.5kg. The 

coefficient of friction was varied between µ=0.2 and µ=3.0. All three end 

conditions (:ignoring the occurance of toppling) were obtained from this 

range Figure 3 .4 contains the three cases withe plotted against e. Figure 

3 .5 contains the variation of R and T under the same conditions. (Figures 

3.4a, 3.4b and 3.4c correspond to Figures 3.5a, 3.5b and 3.5c respective

ly.) 

Figure 3.4a illustrates the case were the block slides back down the 

liner, called the Sliding case. It occurs when µ is relatively small. The 

block has initially the same velocity as the mill, but soon after it has 

started to rise, it slips relative to the liner. It continues to rise un

til e=0, after which it will slide back down the liner with e<0. It is in

teresting to note that e is never larger than zero, and hence the block 

does not even reach the horizontal. Figure 3.5a has the Point of Sliding 

(µs R=T) labelled. From Figures 3.4a and 3.5a it can be seen that R is 



never less than zero, and so the ball never leaves the liner. 
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Fllture 3.4: Graphs illustrating the possible End Conditions of a Block on 

a Smooth Liner. 
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Graphs illustrating the trends of R and T versus e for a 

Block on a Smooth Liner. 
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Figures 3.4b and 3.5b depict the case when the block is able to leave the 

liner and become a body moving with free fall. The block starts to slip at 

a larger a, than that for the sliding case, and consequently has 9>0 when 

R=0. This condition allows the block to start cataracting with an initial 

tangential velocity of V=eP. The reason for the plot of Rending abruptly 

is that the block is no longer on the liner after the POD, and so R and T 

have no meaningful values. 

For values of ~3.2 the Totally Centrifuging situation is reached. It has 

not been illustrated, as the plot of e versus a would be a straight line 

(e::Qm). Figure 3.4c illustrates that the fact that even during centrifug

ing, the block does slip, but the magnitude of the slip is significantly 

less than that which occurs during the other two situations. Consequently 

this is a depiction of the Slipping Centrifuge situation. Figure 3.5c 

shows that R is never less than zero. 

The final analysis undertaken was to look at the effects on the block ' s 

trajectory, by firstly keeping Qm constant and varying µ, and then holding 

µ constant and varying Qm. The two investigations were done concurrently 

as similar results were expected. Figure 3.6 contains the outcome of keep

ing Qm constant (Qm=82%). The circle represents the mill liner. 

The general effect of increasing friction is to make the block ascend 

higher, before starting to slide ie increase ea1~p. As the block has 

slipped less, its e is greater and once it leaves the liner, its tangen

tial velocity is comparatively higher. The higher tangential velocity 

causes the block to be flung further across the mill. This is visible by 

the different paths taken by a block when µ=1 or µ=2.5. The second block 

travels beyond the mill's vertical centre, while the block which has µ=1 

has little lateral travel. With a full mill the lower µ would result in 

the block cascading down the charge face and the other block cataracting. 

The limit to the increase in friction is the Davis Hodel, where the ball 

rises as high as possible (AOD=a) and leaves the liner with e=Qm. The 

Davis model is illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 3.6. When µ=15 the 

block's path is almost as predicted by Davis. Once again the Davis predic

tions are only reproducible for very large or near infinite values of 

friction. 
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Figure 3.6: The Parabolic Trajectories of a Block for varying µ and con

stant Qm (Qm=82%). 

The results of varying Qm while holding µ constant, are presented in Fig

ure 3.7. A value of µ=1 was chosen, because all the ending conditions were 

reproducible at suitable chosen speeds. When Qm<74%, the block slides down 

the liner before it travels back up again and only then does it manage to 

achieve a state of free fall. With a full mill this condition would be 

similar to cascading. The path the block would trace is on the inside of 

the 74% trajectory and has not been included in Figure 3.7. 
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The Parabolic Trajectories of a Block for varying Qin and con

stantµ ( µ=1.0). 

For mill speeds from ~74% to ~102%, the block rotates with the liner '(with 

varying degrees of slip) and then follows a parabolic flight path. As the 

speed is increased, so the block's departure velocity increases, (equi

valent to increasing friction at constant Qm) and it is flung further 

across the mill. Above 102%, the block does not slip sufficiently to pre

vent centrifuging from occurring. The uppermost path depicts a ball 

centrifuging at 115%. At 123% equation (3.17) has no solution and so it is 

inf erred that the ball never slips and is 'l'.otally Centrifuged to the 

liner. Hence for Qin between · 102% and 123%, the block is only being Slip 

Centrifuged and not fully centrifuged. 
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In conclusion, the movement of a block is directly dependent on its 

angular or tangential acceleration. The only variables that can be varied 

to increase at are u. P or e. To keep slipping to a minimum, at must be as 

large as possible, and by maximizing u, P and e this would be possible. In 

the milling process some slipping is desirable, (to form the abrasion 

zone), while too much is not (no cascading or cataracting). The variation 

of the specific parameters is controllable to achieve the desired milling 

situation. 
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3.2 Bolljru;t Mcx:lel 

A second mode a particle can move with is Pure Rolling. Pure rolling as

sumes that the point of contact between the ball and the liner does not 

slide. So the point of contact is assumed to move at the same velocity as 

the liner. 

The situation of a block on a liner' has 1 degree of freedom, ie a. A ball 

rolling on a liner has two degrees of freedom, namely the rotation of the 

ball about the mill centre (a), and the rotation (SPin) of the ball about 

its own centre (~). When a rolling ball leaves the liner, its motion has 3 

degrees of freedom, 2 in the x and y directions and the third is its SPin 

about its own centre. The case presented. below is that of a ball on a 

liner, and therefore has only 2 degrees of freedom. Once the ball leaves 

the liner it is assumed that the interaction of the ball's SPin on the 

parabolic trajectory is insignificant. Therefore after departure the ball 

is assumed to still move with only 2 degrees of freedom. 

3.2.1 Derivation of tbe F.auations for a Ball m.oyjru;t with Pure Rolling 

The governing equations for rolling will be derived in a similar way to 

that used for the sliding case. The orientation of the forces on a ball 

has been illustrated. in Figure 3. 8. Point A is the point of contact be

tween the ball and the liner, P is the centre of the ball and 0 is the 

centre of the mill. e and ~ are both positive in a clockwise sense and 'a' 

is the radius of the ball. 

Referring to Figure 3.8, summing forces in the tangential and normal 

directions yields: 

n't: mat = T - mgcose 

But at = e(P-a) 
Assuming that P >a .-. P -a ~ P 

n'n: 

But 

mep = T - mgcose 

lllBn = R + mgsine 

an = e2 p 

-· R = P e2 m - mgsine 

Summing moments about the ball centre, P: 

IMtSP: Iw = Ta 

But Iba11 = 2ma2 /5 

... (3.18) 

... (3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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Combining equations 3.18 to 3.21 yields: 

2wa = 5ep (3.22) 

w 

Figure 3.8: Orientation the forces acting on a BalL 

It is required that the ball rolls with pure rolling, ie Point A moves 

with at the same speed as the liner -- VA = QmP 

Summing Velocity vectors at A: QmP = e(p-a) + wa 

Assuming P>a :. (P-a) ~ P :._QmP -=-f!_P- + wa ... (3.23) 

Differentiating (3.23) with respect to time (Qm=constant) yields: 

Gp~= -Wa .. . (3.24) 

Substituting (3.24) into (3.22) yields·: 

:. 7aCiJ = 5gcose ... (3.25) 

Equations (3.18, 3.19, 3.23 and 3.25) are 4 equations in'4 unknowns, R,T,e 

and w. Equation (3.18) and (3.19) are dependent on e only (ie R=f{e,e}) 

and T=f(e,e). Equations (3.23) and (3.25) are a pair of coupled equations, 

( e=f {w} and w=f { e}), this leads to the equations being solved simulta

neously. The solution for the block had 1 degree of freedom and hence 1 

governing equation. This scenario has 2 degrees of freedom and hence 2 

equations in 2 unknowns. It is notable that in deriving these equations, 

even though a frictional force (T) was included, no explicit need occurred 

for the inequality ~Us R. Secondly µ is not contained in any of the gov

erning equations. 

With the one sliding equation two initial conditions were required, hence 

with two rolling equations three initial conditions are required. They are 

e(0), 0(0) and c.1(0). Equation (3.23) couples the variables, e and w and so 
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once either is specified, the other becomes a dependent variable. Assuming 

that the ball is initially moving with e=-Qm, then w(0)=0. The specifica

tion of e(0) will be kept the same as that used for the block ie e(0)=-
900, the bottom of the mill. 

3; 2. 2 Numerical Solution of the Rolling F.guatjons 

An Euler Forward Approximation Method will be used to numerically solve 

the two simultaneous equations. The full procedure can be found in Appen

dix 6. The final equatioris are: 
c.>n+1 = Wn .+ h5gcosefa 

9n+1 = en + h(Qm.o - awn) 
p 

en+1 = -a(wn+l - wn) 
( p-o--r fi 

Hence at the end of the step: 

Rn-i-1 = mP e 2 n+1 - mgsin( 9n+1) 

and Tn+1 = -mP9n+1 - mgcos(en+1) 

... (3.28) 

... (3.29) 

... (3.30) 

... (3.31) 

The initial conditions used modelled a non-spinning ball, moving at the 

same speed as the liner and being placed at the bottom of the mill. The 

numerical values of the initial conditions are: w(0) = 0 

e(0) = -90° 

9(0) = S2m 

9(0) = 0 

3.2.3 Discussion of the Results from tbe Numerical So1ution of the Bolling 

F.guations 

The numerical solution was performed by a computer program, similar to 

that used for the block. The major difference between the two programs was 

the algorithm used to implement the respective Euler Approximations. The 

data handling aspects of two programs were generally similar. After the 

program had been executed for various initial parameters, it became appar

ent that the ending conditions for the ball were different to those for 

the block. 
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The possibility of centrifuging did not occur, even though provisions had 
been included in the computer program. The ball was observed to run up one 

side of the mill and then roll down and continue up the other side. Each 

successive oscillation was larger than the preceding one. Once the ball 

came to rest-above the horizontal it did not return down the liner, but 

fell away from the liner ie R<0. It cannot be said that the balls were 

cataracting as the departure velocities were significantly smaller than 

those of the sliding block. The situation would be similar to a charge 

that has just started to cascade. An ending condition of a specifiable 

maximum number of iterations was included in the program. 
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Figure 3.9: Graph of e versus time for a Ball moving with Pure Rolling on 

a smooth liner with µ::m. 

Figure 3.9 contains a plot of e versus time. At the start of each computer 

run, a value of µ is required as an input parameter. Even though µ is not 

explicitly contained in the governing equations, the magnitude of the 

limiting friction is an implied boundary condition. The pure rolling for

mulation assumes that there is no skidding of the ball and this implies 

that ~µR (µ=T/R). Hence the model breaks down (and is forced to 

terminate) if µmput S Uz-equ:ired = Tn/Rn. This occurs if the frictional 
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force required to stop skidding is less than that available ie µ:input. So 

by setting µ::m, as in Figure 3.9, implies that the ball is never allowed 

to skid as friction can not be exceeded. This will be r·e-examined in Fig

ure 3.12 

With the mill rotating clockwise, e=-180° is the horizontal axis to right 

of the mill centre, while e=QJ 0 corresponds to the horizontal on the left 

side. As before e=-90° is the mill bottom. Examining Figure·3.9 it is 

noticeable that the ball's movement seems to be a divergent system, where 

the size of each successive oscillation is ever increasing. A description 

of the ball's behaviour is, once it has ascended up one side ~f the mill, 

on its return past the neutral position (mill bottom), it has a sig

nificantly larger spin than during the previous pass, and is therefore 

able to rise higher up the other side. The trends and relative phases of e 
and w are illustrated in Figure 3. W. 
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Figure 3 .10: Graph of e and w versus time for a Ball moving with pure 
Rolling on a smooth liner. 

Another explanation for the response, from an energy point of view, is 

that the mill continually increases the ball's energy. The energy is 

transferred via the frictional force acting at the point of contact, A, 



between the ball and liner. There is no provision 

dissipation, as the block is not permitted to skid 
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in the model for energy 

(µ=t0). Energy is only 
dissipated if a force acts through a distance. With a non skid condition 

there is no distance moved between the two surf aces and so the energy dis

sipated is zero. Each time the ball returns to the mill bottom, the in

creased energy is contained in two modes of kinetic energy, ie the ball's 

spin (w) and its angular velocity (0), When it reaches its highest point 
on the liner the energy is transformed into potential energy due to the 
height of the ball and the kinetic energy due to the spin (At the highest 

point 0=0). As the ball's energy increases on each pass, the additional 
energy is converted to an increase in both the potential and kinetic ener

gy. This explains why the ball rises higher and spins faster after each 

oscillation. 

The boundary condition of a ball departing from the liner is illustrated 

in Figure 3.11. The radial reaction, R, of the ball against the liner has 

been plotted against time. The graph is for the same initial conditions as 

used in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The ball's first oscillation (Figure 3.9) 

results in a rise of only 50° (eh~~hegt~ -30°). A further 8 oscillations 

are needed, before the ball has enough energy to rise above the horizon-. 

tal. At the end of each successive oscillation, the magnitude of the reac

tion reaches a new minimum. (The reaction is a maximum when the ball 

passes the mill bottom) After the 8th oscillation, the reaction becomes 

negative and the ball leaves the liner. The solution was terminated at 

this point, hence the abrupt end of the graph. 

The other condition that was used as an end condition (besides number of 

iterations) was whether friction had been exceeded and the ball had begun 

to skid. At the end of each iteration, the value of T/R=µ was calculated. 

Figure 3.12 contains a plot of the T/R produced from the same conditions 

used to generate the other graphs. At each of the highest points of oscil

lation, the value of T/R is a maximum. This is because at the extremities 

of each oscillation 0=0 and hence the ball's spin is a new maximum. From 

equation (2.23), if 9=0 then w=QmP/a. This means that µmust be large 

enough for the ball to move and spin without skidding. (A tyre skids if it 

can not get good traction on the road. The traction is directly propor

tional to the coefficient of friction between the two surfaces.) As the 

ball's energy increases so the magnitude of the frictional force required . 
to eliminate skidding increases. 
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Figure 3.11 illustrates the case were the ball departed from the liner. 

For this to have occurred, then ~162 as this is the ratio of T/R at the 

extremity of the 7th oscillation. A value of this magnitude is not feasi

ble and so the ball would have skidded before departure would occurred. In 

reality, ~1. and so the pure rolling model would have broken down after 

only the 4th oscillation or approximately ~ seconds. The coefficient of 

friction between two steel surfaces, is approximately u=0.35. If the ball 

and liner were both made of steel, then the pure rolling model would have 

failed sooner, after only 29 iterations or 0.58 seconds. 

The mill's speed was varied in order to observe the ball's general 

response. The trend that became apparent was that the higher the value of 

Qin, the sooner (both in time and e travelled) the ball started to skid. 

Therefore, in conclusion, the pure rolling model holds only for the ini

tial motion of the ball. Soon after the motion is initiated, friction 

would be exceeded and the ball would start to skid. The time duration for 

which the model holds decreases as the mill speed increases. At· realistic 

mill speeds and coefficients of friction, the time taken before skidding 

occurs is generally less than a second. 
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3.3 Combination of the Rolling and Sliding Mc:x:iels 

The two previous sections looked at the cases of pure sliding and pure 

rolling. Both had inherent assumptions that in practice would not have 

been permissible. The block mcxiel excluded the possibility of rolling, 

while the rolling mcxiel excluded the possibility of sliding or skidding. 

In reality, a particle would move with a combination of the two mcxiels. 

Using the same derivation as for sliding (see Figure 3.1), the resulting 

equations after summing forces in the radial and tangential directions, 

are: R = pme 2 
- mgsine 

T = Pme + mgcose 

... (3.2) 

... (3.4) 

Referring to Figure 3.1, if the particle is permitted to spin or tumble 

clockwise, then taking moments about the centre yields: 

Iw =Ta 

Substituting (3.4) into (3.32) yields: 
w = ma(ep + gcose) 

I 

... (3. 32) 

... (3.33) 

As with sliding, the assumption used is µkR=T and hence combing (3.2) and 

(3.4) yields equation (3.11): 

... (3.11) 

Equation (3.11) can be solved using an Euler Approximation and would yield 

equations (3.12) and (3.13). Solving equation (3.33) with an Euler Approx

imation yields: 

Wn+i = Wn +hma{Pen + gcosen} 
I 

... (3.34) 

The 2 governing equations, before numerical approximation, are equations 

(3.11) and (3.33). These equations mcxiel a particle moving with a combina

tion of spinning and sliding. The equa~ions for rolling were coupled and 

had to be solved simultaneously. Those resulted in both e and w influenc

ing the ball's motion. The equations for this mcxiel are uncoupled. Equa

tion (3.11) is of the form e=f(e,e) and is independent of equation (3.33), 

which is of the form w=f(e,e). 

The physical interpretation of the system of equations is that of a parti

cle that is sliding and spinning along the rotating surface. The anomaly 

is that the particle's spin bas no influence at all on its behaviour. In 
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other words, the frictional force is prcducing a torque that in turn 

causes the particle to spin, but the resulting spin has no influence on 

the particle's motion. 

Therefore these equations are equally inadequate in their attempt to mcdel 

the conditions occurring in practice and the analysis of this inotion type 

will not be pursued any further. The ultimate mcdel to be sought would 

need to include the effects of the spin on the motion of the ball. The 

solution would have the ball's motion made up partly by spin and partly by 

rotation about the mill centre. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RATIONALE AND PRCx;E;DURE 

This chapter has been divided into three parts. The aims and reasons for 

the experimentation are covered in the first part. The second part dis

cusses the experimental apparatus used and the manner in which the 

theoretical situations were modelled in the experimental situation. The 

final part describes the data acquisition techniques employed for measur

ing the various operating parameters. 

4.1 Experimental Rationale 

All the preceding analysis and discussion has been based on purely 

theoretical predictions. An experimental investigation was initiated to 

compare the theoretical predictions with experimental results. The main 

advance in the new formulations were the inclusion of the frictional force 

between a particle and the liner. The derived model permitted a more ac

curate prediction of the particle's motion. With a block, the starting 

and ensuing magnitudes of slip are predictable, as well as the resulting 

slip's influence on the Angle of Departure and Centrifuge conditions. This 

resulted in most of the experimental investigation c.oncentrated on the 

sliding equations. A brief experimental investigation was done on the pure 

rolling model. The rolling investigation was less extensive because the 

theory predicted that it would only be applicable for less than 1 second 

and hence more difficult to analyse experimentally. 

In order to verify the sliding and rolling theories applicability, the aim 

of the experimentation was to observe a particle's response to specific 

variations in selected operating conditions. The operating conditions that 

were selected to be varied were: the mass of the particle, the coefficient 

of friction (µ) and the test mill velocity (Qm). The influences of Qm and 

µ were examined in the analysis of the theoretical predictions. The varia

tion of m, was included to validate the postulation that a particle's mo

tion is independent of its mass. 

The specific sliding condition that was examined, was the response of a 

block initially at the bottom of the drum and moving without slipping. The 

initial conditions can be represented mathematically as: e(0)=-~0 and 

e(0)=Qm. These conditions were chosen because they are the same conditions 

that were modelled in the theoretical analysis. Secondly, these conditions 

would allow various specific results to be easily gauged. These are e 01~p, 
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the two types of Centrifuging. As in the 

shape of the particle's trajectories after 

departure was assumed to be parabolic. Various authors [2,4,6,9] have ex

perimentally investigated particle trajectories and it was therefore de

cided to exclude the post departure behaviour from this investigation. 

4.2 Experimental Apparatus 

Past experience has shown that a test mill mounted on rollers, runs with 

large induced vibrations. The effect of the vibrations (10] is to reduce 

the coefficient of static friction (µs ) to almost zero. This occurs be

cause, a particle placed onto an even slightly inclined vibrating plane 

does not remain still. It will slide down the plane and so the apparent 

coefficient of friction tends to zero. This would not have been suitable 

as no provision is made in the theory for a surface that has µs =0. To 

eliminate mill vibration, an axially mounted mild steel drum (~=404mm, 

depth=l.00mm) was constructed. As no liquid was to be added to the charge, 

in this case a single particle, no front was constructed. The open drum 

made the positioning and retrieval of the particle simple. It also 

eliminated the problems encountered due to end effects of a glass window 

[2,5]. Figure 4.1 contains.a photograph of the experimental apparatus. 

Clearly visible is the axially mounted drum, and below it, a motor and 

variac. 

The drum was powered by a~ Hp DC motor attached to a variac. This al

lowed the drum's rotational speed to be variable, across a fixed speed 

range. The Critical Velocity as predicted by Davis is 66.7 rpm (Equation 

2.5). The motor was able to rotate the drum at speeds well exceeding 302J% 

of critical. This speed range was required because the new formulation 

predicts that a single particle will not centrifuge at the Davis predicted 

speed. 

An electronic speed transducer was incorporated to measure the drum 

velocity. It consisted of a slotted disc mounted directly on the mill 

shaft. When attached to an ordinary frequency counter, the rotational 

velocity of the shaft is measurable. The disk has 60 slots cut into its 

edge, so the displayed frequency is equivalent to the shaft speed in rpm. 

The speed transducer is visible at the back of the shaft in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 1: Photograph of Experimental Apparatus 
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of Information Panel and Camera position. 
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 contain photographs of the experimental layout out. A 

vertical panel was built that fitted around the drum. A circular hole was 

cut in the panel. The panel was positioned so the hole and drum centres ' 

were concentric. To allow the block's angular displacement to be easily 

measurable, the perimeter of the cavity was marked at 5° intervals. In ac

cordance with the notation used in the theoretical discussion, the drum 

bottom was labelled e=-92)0 ,but the angular displacement and velocity in

creased in an anti-clockwise direction. Included in the panel were areas 

onto which test information could be mounted and a position for the mount

ing of the frequency counter. 

A video camera and recorder were used to record the block ' s motion. The 

positioning of the camera is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The camera ' s image 

included the drum and particle, the information panel and the mill rota

tional speed (the frequency counter) as shown in Figure 4.3. A video 

camera was selected instead of a high speed camera for the following rea

sons. High speed photography requires expert knowledge for successful op

eration and film processing. In comparison, a video camera is relatively 

simple to use and has the advantages of automatic focussing and lighting 

control. Secondly a video camera does not need any time for film process

ing and developing. This permits the experimenter to recognise and correct 

faults immediately. 

The video images were analysed using a video recorder that had a single 

frame advance facility. This enabled the motion to be easily quantified, 

while still using relatively unsophisticated equipment. The video camera 

operated at 25 frames/second, which was predicted to be fast enough for 

the experimental speed range. 

The developed theory for the sliding model assumes that there is no rota

tion of the particle. A rectangular shaped particle made from steel square 

bar was most suited. Furthermore, the theory requires that the particle 

size Or and lt) must be small compared to the mill radius (p). A standard 

bar size of cross section 15x15 mm, results in the ~lr/P ratio of 0.037, 

which is within fill acceptable range. To test the theoretical prediction 

that a particle's motion is independent of its lll8SS, 3 blocks of varying 

length were fashioned. The respective lengths and lll8Sses used were; 21mm, 

29mm, 37mm long and 26g, 36g Md 46g of lll8SS. To observe and test the 

validity of the pure rolling model a cylinder (¢=30mm.,1=29mm) was fash

ioned. 
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The second parameter that was to be varied was the coefficient of friction 

between the particle and the drum surface. After an initial trial perioo, 

the two surfaces selected were the bare steel drum and a lining of cloth. 

The cloth lining was stuck to the drum using latex. Initially bare latex 

was also used, but its "stickiness" resulted in µ.> 1. 3 and the block tended 

to topple before sliding, so it was deemed unsuitable. The last parameter 

that was varied was Qin. This was done with the aid of the variac. 

4.3 Exoerimental Procedure 

The investigation used the initial conditions described {e(0)=-92) 0 and 

e(0)::Qm} and evaluated the particles ' responses when each of the three in

dependent physical parameters were altered. The three parameters that were 

controlled were Qin, µ. and m. 
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Figure 4.3: Photograph of a Sample Video Recorded Frame. 
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The determination of the Angle of Slip and Angle of Departure of each par-

ticle was done by analysing the recorded video. Figure 4.3 contains a 

sample frame from the video recordings. The block is visible at approxi

mately e=-33°. The Angle of Slip (ea11p) was determined by observing when 

the block first started to move relative to the markings on the rear sur

face in the drum. When the block started to move away from the liner, it 

cast a shadow onto the liner. The angle at which the shadow was first 

visible was assumed to be the Angle of Departure. 

Batches of tests were run on the two surfaces. Each batch consisted of 

varying the mill speed from 20 rpm (30% Critical) until the block became 

centrifuged. A number of visual recordings were made at each of the mill 

speeds. In this way a mean value was calculable for the 0a11p and the AOD 

at each speed. Each set of data was analysed statistically, using a Stu

dent or "T" Test, to determine an appropriate confidence range. 

The last parameter that had to be quantified was the effective coefficient 

of friction between the block and the two linings. The static coefficient 

was measured by placing the block at the bottom of the mill and slowly 

rotating the mill. The process was filmed and by analysing the video, the 

angle at which the block just started to slip could be determined. A ki

netic coefficient of friction was not measured, as the difference between 

µs and µk, on a steel surface, is not significant. 
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5.0 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The presentation of the experimental results will be divided into five 

sections. Each section will present the relevant experimental data and 

thereafter compare these results to the theoretical predictions. The five 

sections will cover; 

(1) The measuring of the Coefficient of Friction for each surface, 

(2) The determination of the Angle of Departure for each surface, 
(3) The determination of the Angle of Slip, 

(4) The experimental Centrifuge speed required for a single block and 

(5) A brief discussion of the experimental observations for the Pure Roll

ing situation. 

5.1 Determination of Coefficient of Friction (u) for each Surface. 

The coefficient of friction was determined while the mill was stationary. 

Examining equation 3.11 and setting e=0 and 0=0, the resulting expression 

is: µ = cot(e) ... (5 .1) 

If e<0 then µ = -cot(e) ... (5 .2) 

The mill was rotated and the angle determined when the block started to 

slide. This is equivalent to placing the block on an increasing inclined 

plane and observing when the block starts to slide down the plane. The ac

curacy with which the angle could be established was ±1-2°. Figure 4.3 il

lustrates that 1-2° is not an excessive uncertainty. The block's width 

(15mm) is equivalent to an arc of 4.3° and the angular graduations are 

marked in 5° increments. The relative size of the block to the angular in

crements makes it unfeasible to quote angles with a confidence of more 

than 2°. 

Surf ace Angle µ Uncertainty in µ Uncertainty Range 
-

Steel -77.0° 0.231 ± 0.037 (±16%) 0.194 - 0.268 

Cloth -67.0° 0.424 ± 0.042 (±10%) 0.382 - 0.466 

Table 5.1: Tabulation of the Uncertainty inµ 

Due to the nature of the cot function an uncertainty of ±2° can lead to a 

large uncertainty in the value ofµ, Table 5.1 contains the medium of the 

values measured for each surface. An uncertainty of 2° in the measured 
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angle is equivalent to an uncertainty of ±2.5% for steel and ±3% for the 

cloth surface. When these results are used to calculate µ, the uncertainty 

in µ on steel rises to ±16% and on cloth ±10%. The increase in the un

certainty range is unavoidable and the values of µ that will be used to 

evaluate the theoretical predictions, will be restricted to within these 

uncertainty limits. 

5.2 Results of the Anale of Departure of a Siru;tle Block 

During the examination of the filmed results, it became relatively simple 

to determine when a block had departed from the liner. Due to the lighting 

conditions, once the block had moved a significant distance away from the 

lining, a shadow was cast onto the lining. The Angle of Departure (AOD) 

was recorded when the shadow was just visible. 

The theory predicts that if e>0° and RS0, then the block will leave the 

liner and start its parabolic trajectory. The block can not leave the 

liner if e<0°, as the normal component of the block ' s weight is always 

positive (Equation 3.2). When the situation arises where 0=0 but e:S0°, 

then the block will just slide back down the mill. 

Tests were run to determine the AOD of the block for the two surfaces and 

for three different masses on the steel surface. If a block did not rise 

above the horizontal (e~0 ), then the highest angle reached after the 

first oscillation was recorded instead of the AOD. 

Appendix 7 contains a listing of the experimental data. Each data sample 

was analysed statistically. The appendix contains the number of data 

points (N) and the mean of each sample. A Student test was applied to each 

sample and the ~% Confidence Range determined. The upper and lower limits 

of the ranges have been tabulated in the appendix. Included alongside the 

experimental results are the theoretical predictions. The theoretical 

results will be referred to as required and explained from within the 

text. Relevant data will be selected from Appendix 7 and plotted to empha

sis specific trends and responses. 

The aim of the first batch of tests was to confirm that a block ' s motion 

is independent of its mass as predicted by equation (3.11) . Figure 5 . 1 

contains a plot of the Angles of Highest Rise (or Departure) against Mill 
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Speed.· The three blocks have masses of 25.9g, 36.05g and 46.0g. As the 

largest block is 1.8 times heavier than the smallest, it will be assumed 

that blocks of different masses were used. The data collected for the 

three blocks has been plotted at discrete points. The largest and smallest 

blocks have data for increments of 20rpm, while the 36.05g block has data 

at 10rpm increments. 
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Figure 5.1: Graph of Angular Rise versus Mill Speed for three different 

blocks on a steel surface. 

The experimentally determined Angles of Departure for the three blocks 

fall within a narrow band. Their values differ from each other by a maxi

mum of 4°, this occurs at 30 % critical (20rpm). The uncertainty range, at 

30%, as a percentage of the mean of the sample is only 6%. The magnitude 

of the differences, or errors, can be attributed to general experimental 

uncertainty. 

Therefore it can be stated that the three blocks of different mass, exhib

it a similar response on a liner of constant roughness. The conclusion 

that can be drawn is that the prediction by the theoretical model, that a 

particle's motion is independent of its mass, is confirmed. Furthermore it 
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is feasible to assume that for the other experimental investigations still 

to be presented, they need only be done with a block of arbitrary mass, 

and do not have to be re-run for particles of different masses. This was 

implemented and the remainder of the experimental investigation used only 

the 36,05g block. 

The second batch of tests examined the change in the Angle of Departure as 

µ and Qm were varied. The two surfaces used were steel and cloth, the par

ticle was the mild steel block. Figure 5.2 contains an a plot of the mean 

values of each sample and the 00% Confidence Intervals as determined from 

the T Tests. 
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Figure 5,2: Graph of Angular Rise versus Mill Speed, with the 00% 
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The confidence intervals are generally less than 4°. This indicates a high 

probability that a repeated experiment would yield similar results. The 

confidence interval increases at the higher mill speeds because the AOD 

could be determined less accurately because of the limits of the video 

camera's frame resolution. In practice a mill is generally run at speeds 
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around the 70-80% critical range. So the accuracy of the experimental 

results beyond the operating range is less important. They have been in

cluded to present the general trends at higher mill speeds. 
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Figure 5.3: Graph of Angular Rise versus Mill Speed, with the mean sample 

values and the theoretical predictions. 

Figure 5.3 contains a plot of experimental results and the theoretical 

predictions. The experimental results are the mean values contained in ap

pendix 7. The theoretical curves were obtained from the numerical solution 

of the governing sliding equation and using a value of µ. within the limits 

of experimental uncertainty. In each case the top curve corresponds to the 

upper limit in the experimentally determined µ. and the bottom curve to the 

lower limit.- There is good agreement between the theoretical predictions 

and the experimental results. Two points of note that fall well outside of 

the uncertainty band, are the Qm=l.50% on the steel lining and the S2m=30% 

on the cloth lining. 

An explanation for the lower than predicted value of the Qm=l.50%, is that · 

the block's initial velocity, e at e=-90°, was less than the mill 

velocity. During the experimentation the blocks were released, from rest, 
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at angles less than -921°. This was done so that when they reached -921°, 

the block would have accelerated up to, and achieved, mill speed. As the 

mill speed was increased, the blocks had to accelerate for a longer time, 

or distance, before achieving mill velocity. If a block is not placed suf

ficiently distant from the mill bottom, then particularly on a smooth 

lining, it will never reach Qin and so passes e=-921° with e<Qm. For a value 

of e=88% of Qin at e=-921°, then the theory predicts (with u=0.2) that the 

AOD is 54°. This is a better correlation with the experimental data and 

explains the apparent anomaly. A similar explanation could be used for the 

inconsistency at 30% critical on the cloth lining. If the block is 

released from too high, then e>Qm at e=-921° and the experimental angle of 

highest rise will exceed the theoretical prediction. 

Finally, Figure .5.3 illustrates that the theory developed for a single 

particle on the inside of a rotating cylinder, does satisfactorily predict 

a block's departure point. As predicted by the theory and corroborated by 

the experimental results, the departure angle increases as the coefficient 

of friction increases. Secondly, the departure angle increases as the 

speed of rotation increases. It can therefore be concluded that the 

predicted trends generated by the numerical solution of the sliding equa

tions, are valid. 

5.3 Discussion of the Results of the Slip Angle of a S;irutle Block 

The results of the investigation into the Angle of Slip (esi~p as defined 

by equation 3.17) are contained in Figure 5.4. The data is contained in 

Appendix 7. The two bands represent the 921% confidence interval as ob

tained from the "T" Tests. The two uncertainty bands increase at the 

larger mill speeds. This is because the exact slipping point is more dif

ficult to detect as the mill speed increases. Again the increase in the 

uncertainty occurs outside of the operating range of most mills. 

Two trends are illustrated in Figure 5.4. The first is that as the Qin in

creases, so there is an associated increase in esi~p. The coefficient of 

friction between the cloth surface and the block is larger than between 

that for the steel surface. So the second noticeable trend is that, as µ 

increases so eaup increases. Both of these trends were predicted in the 

discussion of the theoretical predictions. 
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Flirure 5 .4: Graph of Slip Angle versus Mill Speed 

An anomaly arose when the exi>erimental results were compared to the 

theoretical predictions. The following discussion will explain the anomaly 

and present the relevant theoretical predictions and experimental results 

for comparison. 

A block moving with the mill will only begin to slip relative to the mill 

when the limiting friction is exceeded, this occurs at e=eai~p. Before the 

block has begun to slip, a~. while just after it has slipped e<Qm. After 

slipping has begun, the block's angular acceleration is negative (down the 

liner) and so its angular velocity decreases. The block continues to 

decelerate until one of the possible ending conditions is encountered. 

An analysis of the block's displacement relative to the mill's displace

ment is presented in Figure 5.5. The horizontal axis represents time, with 

t=0 corresponding to the moment the block begins to slip. The particular 

case presented is that of a block on a steel surface (µ=0.2), with the 

test drum rotating at 90% critical (60rpm). The data comes from the output 
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generated by the computerised numerical solution of the Sliding equation. 

Solving equation 3.17 yields eai~p=-68.7° and the numerical solution 

predicts that the block comes to rest (e=0) at e=-17.9°. 
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Figure 5.5: Graph of Angular Displacement of a Block and the Mill Liner 

versus Time 

The plot contains three curves, the middle curve is the angular displace

ment of the mill ('2m is constant, hence the curve is a straight line), the 

bottom curve is the displacement of the block, e(t), while the top line is 

the Slip of the block relative to the liner. The Slip has been defined as 

the angular displacement of the mill less the angular displacement of the 

block ie Slip= emill - 9block ... (5.3) 

The video camera used, QPerates at 25 frames per second,. ie one frame cor

responds to 0.04 seconds. The information contained in Figure 5.5 is 

therefore equivalent to approximately 4 frames. If 4 lines are drawn on 

the graph at times; t=0.4, t=0.8, t=0.12 and t=0.16 to represent the four 

frames, then the data presented in Table 5.2 is obtained. 
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Time e(t) eelip Distance Slipped 

0.04s -55.6° 0.2° 0.5 mm 

0.08s -42.40 1.40 4.9 mm 

0.12s -31.4° 4.8° 16.8 mm 

0.16s -23.3° 11.1° 39.1 mm 

Table 5.2: Tabulation of Data obtained from Figure 5.5 

The tabulated information represents the data that would be obtained from 

a frame by frame analysis of the recorded video. During the analysis of 

the film, the Angle of Slip was only recorded when a detectable amount of 

slipping had occurred. A detectable amount of slip was at least 7.5mm or 1S 

the width of the block. The slip at 0.04s, would therefore not be notice

able, while the slip at 0.08s might just be detectable. The slipping at 

0.12s would certainly have been detected,' but e=-31.4° would have be re

corded as the angle of first slip. The difference between the actual Angle 

of Slip and the recorded angle is 37°. This illustrates the inherent dif

ficulties incurred with the use of the video, and will explain the anomaly 

between the experimental data and theoretical predictions. 

Tests were conducted on the each of the two surf aces to determine the 

Angle of Slip of a block for varyingµ. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 present_ the 

results. Figure 5.6 contains the data obtained on the steel lining, the 

90% confidence interval has been plotted around the sample means. Figure 

5.7 contains the results from the cloth surface. Both figures contain 

results generated by the numerical solution of the Sliding equation. 

Values of µ=0.2 for the steel surface and µ=0.44 for the cloth surface 

were used in the theoretical models. These values were chosen as they are 

within the experimental uncertainty ranges for the two values and they 

yielded the best correlation to the experimental data. The three con

tinuous curves denote ea1~p (0° of slip), 1° of slip and 5° of slip of the 

block relative to liner. The data used to plot these curves is also con

tained in AppendiX 7. 
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Examining the two figures it is observed that all of the: experimental con-

fidence intervals (within a milling operational range Qm:S80%) fall between 

the 1° and 5° slip lines. None of the data points fall between the 0° and 

1° lines. The two graphs illustrate the trends and uncertainties discussed 

above. The results all fall within the expected uncertainty range (the 1° 

and 5° slip ranges) and it can be concluded that no other significant ex

perimental error might have been incorporated. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the above discussions: 

1. The method employed to measure the Angle of Slip was not appropriate. A 

better method would be to define Slip as Qm-e. This would necessitate 

the continual measurement of a of the block, which would pose dif

ficulties of it own. 

2. 1 The results do fall within the re-predicted theoretical ranges of 1° 

and 5° of Slip. 

3. The eai~p visibly detectable in an experimental situation is sig

nificantly different to the actual point of slipping. This implies 

that even though a block may seem to be moving wi},hout slipping, it 

may be slipping. This, in turn, suggests that previous measurements of 

the extent of the abrasion zone in a mill maybe incorrect and that the 

abrasion zone maybe more extensive. 

4. The experimental procedure. has highlighted the difficulties in measur

ing eei~p. the theoretical formulation has provided the understanding 

required to interpret the experimental results. This fact supports 

Mclvors [7] statement in favour of applied mechanics being used to 

study milling problems, instead of experimental investigations. 

5.4 A Brief Discussion of the Experimentally observed. Centrifuge Speeds of 

a Single Block. 
... 

One of the ending conditions of a block can have is to become centrifuged 

to the liner. Davis' original description predicted a constant Critical 

Velocity, that is only dependent on the mill size, and not on the mag

nitude of friction. The theory developed in th~s thesis includes the ef-, 

fects of friction, and is able to predict the centrifuge velocities for 

smooth liners varying roughness. 

Two types of centrifuging have been defined, namely Slipping Centrifuged 

and Totally Centrifuged. The audio response of the test drum was used to 

d_istinguish between the two situations. An empty drum runs almost silent-
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ly, because it was axially mounted on roller bearings. The only noise was 

due to windage. If a particle was added and the particle became Slipping 

Centrifuged, then it was accompanied by a audible ringing of the drum. The 

ringing was caused by the block slipping relative to the lining, and caus

ing audible vibrations (a noise) to be emitted. During total centrifuging, 

there is no motion of the block relative to the lining and so no audio 

response was detectable. 

Velocity Ranges of Centrjfugjng 
Slipping Centrifuged Totally Centrifuged 

Steel 165% - 210% 225% - 232% 

µ=0.2 > 169% > 226% 

Cloth 135% - 142% 150% - 157% 

µ=0.44 > 139% > 157% 

Table 5.3: Tabulation of Experimental and Theoretical Centrifuge Speeds 

Table 5.3 contains the ranges of speeds over which the two response were 

recorded. It was not possible to ascertain the exact speed of the onset of 

each response, so the approximate range has been presented. The theoreti

cal predictions have been incorporated to allow for comparison to be made 

with the experimental results. They were evaluated by using the measured 

coefficients of friction for the two surfaces (steel: µ=0.2 and cloth: 

µ=0.44). All the mill speeds have been measured as a percentage of the 

Davis Critical Velocity. The test drum's Davis Critical Velocity is 

66.7rpm. 

As can be seen from Table 5.3 there is a good correspondence between the 

theory and experimental data. The uncertainty in the experimental data is 

because the drum's speed was only increased in 15% of Critical (10 rpm) 

increments. These results, once again, highlight the inadequacies of the 

Davis model. It can be concluded that the new formulation can predict the 

onset and nature of centrifuging occurring to a single block on a surf ace 

with a measurable coefficient of friction. 
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5.5 A Brief Discussion of the Results of the Rollirut Scenario 

The rolling situation, a ball rolling without skidding, was simulated ex

perimentally with a cylinder rolling on the drum lining. The only alt.era

tion to the theory would be to substitute the angular second moment of in

ertia of a cylinder for that of the sphere. 

During experimentation, the cylinder was placed at the bottom of the drum 

and released without an initial spin, ie 9(0)=0 and w(0)=0. The cylinder 

started moved with the drum and it began to spin. Once it had reached its 

apex, it rolled back down the lining and began to oscillate about the bot-
r 

tom of the mill. The prediction that a ball or cylinder, moving without 

skidding would become a divergent system, did not occur. The cylinder did 

not continue to rise ever higher, instead it tended to spin faster and 

"skip" along the lining. 

The cylinder's behaviour implies that it might not have been moving 

without skidding. Re-examining the experimental initial conditions, it is 

apparent that if a stationary cylinder is introduced onto a moving liner, 

then initially it has to skid. The skidding would continue as the 

cylinder's angular velocity increases. There is no provision in the theory 

for a particle returning to a non-skid situation from a skidding situa

tion. Hence for the present experimental scenario, it is not possible to 

analyse the motion of cylinder moving without skidding. 

A possible test that could examine non-skid motion is as follows. The 

theory predicts that a high µ is required for the non-skid motion to con

tinue for an observable time duration. If both the cylinder and the lining 

were coated in latex, then the required coefficient of friction might be 

attainable. 

The difficulty of placing a initially spinning cylinder into a rotating 

drum could be over come by using a ramp. The ramp would be positioned, so 

that the cylinder would roll down it and then fall onto the rotating 

lining. A ramp of sufficient inclination and length could be constructed 

that would yield the required initial conditions, ie w(0)=f(Qm). This type 

of experimental arrangement might overcome the present difficulties of ex

amining the non-skid rolling motion of a cylinder. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND REQJMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

At the end of each section of the thesis relevant comments were made and 

conclusions drawn. The aim of this chapter will be to summarise all the 

individual observations made throughout the text. The conclusions will be 

presented in point form in the approximate order they were made. 

i) The formulation derived by Davis [2] has been deemed inadequate by 

many authors [3,4,9,12]. In particular, the attempt made by Davis 

to predict the centrifuging velocity (Ne) does not take into ac

count the effect of friction on a particle's motion. The Sliding 

Model developed by this author emphasises that Davis, by implica

tion, assumes that the frictional-force between a single particle 

and the mill liner is infinite. 

ii) Unlike past formulations, the Sliding model predicts two ways in 

which a particle can be centrifuged to the liner. The first way is 

the same as predicted by Davis and is defined as Totally 

Centrifuged. It occurs when the block's velocity is always equal to 

the mill velocity, ie a non-slip situation. Slipping Centrifuging 

is the other type of centrifuging predicted by the model. It is 

defined as the behaviour of a particle that becomes centrifuged to 

the liner, but whose velocity is less than the mill's velocity. 

Slipping Centrifuging is dependent on the magnitude of the fric

tional force acting between the block and the liner. 

iii) The Pure Rolling model developed is not adequate as it is only 

valid for the initial motion of a particle rolling along a liner. 

It breaks down as soon as the spinning ball would skid due to the 

insufficient friction between the ball and the liner. The model is 

valid for less than a second for a steel ball on a steel liner. 

Furthermore, the time period before it breaks down, decreases if 

either the mill speed is increased or the coefficient of friction 

decreases. 

iv) A simple combination of the Pure Rolling and Pure Sliding models 

does not over come the inadequacies of the two individual models. 

The resulting combined model ignores the effects of the ball's spin 
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on its translational motion. The model that is required would have 

to incorporate both the effects of the ball's spin and its rota~ 

tion, about the mill centre, into the final formulation that 

defines the balls' motion as a whole. 

v) The experimental investigation conducted yielded results that were 

in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. The trends dis

cussed in section 3.1.5 can be considered to be valid. The three 

responses of a block; Sliding, Trajectory and Centrifuging, were 

all reproduced in the experimental testing. 

vi) The response of a block to changes in the coefficient of friction 

or the mill speed can be swmnarized as follows. For the Angle of 

Slip to increases, either the mill speed or the coefficient of 

friction must increases. Secondly, as the Angle of Slip increases, 

so the Point of Departure (if it occurs) increases. Associated with 

the increase in either mill speed or friction is an increase in the 

block's departure velocity. The larger the block's departure 

velocity, the further the block cataracts across the mill. 

vii) The experimental procedure used to measure the Angle of Slip was 

inadequate. It highlighted the difficulties of visually estimating 

when the relative velocity of two particle's is non zero, by ob

serving their relative displacements. The results indicate that 

previous investigators measurements of slip might have been an un

der estimation of the true extend of the phenomena. The experimen

tal results from this investigation indicated that slip occurs for 

approximately 30° before it is detected. The conclusion that can be 

drawn is that the abrasion zone may be larger than previously 

estimated. 

viii) The two types of centrifuging were both reproduced in the experi
mental situation. There was good agreement between the theoretical 

predictions and the experimental,data. From this it can be con

cluded that the Sliding model provides an improved method for 

estimating the Centrifuge velocity of a single particle on surfaces 

of varying roughness. 
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The work contained in this thesis modelled the motion of a single particle 
' 

on a smooth surface. This leads to two obvious areas where the model can 

be extended. They are to model the motion of more than one particle and to 

model the motion of a single particle on a unsmooth liner. These two 

topics will be discussed as well as the idea of developing a combined 

model for the behaviour of the block. 

The first area that will be a logical extension .of the developed theory is 

to add a second block or ball to the present model. When a block is added 

a reaction force will be introduced between the two particles because of 

their contact. Initially, when the particles are moving without sliding 

(e~), then the force between the particle will be zero. Once the upper 

block has started to slip, it will retard the motion of the second block, 

while the lower block will provide an extra "push" to the upper block. The 

system of equations should be coupled and will need to be solved simulta

neously. By adding extra blocks, the crowing or bunching action of the 

'en masse' region will be modelled. This will permit a greater understand

ing of charge motion at the Point of Departure. 

Another way in which the system could be transformed from a single to a 
multi particle system is to add balls instead of blocks. The extension 

will initially be the same as the extension to the block model. But in

stead of having only a reaction force between the two balls, there will 

also be a frictional force between the two balls. This is due to counter 

rotation occurring at the contact point between the balls. Once the system 

with two or three balls is understood, then a second layer of balls could 

be added. This process of adding additional balls will eventually permit 

the layer nature and dynamic pressure of the en masse region to be 

modelled. 

The second area where the Sliding model can be extended to, is to trans

form the smooth cylindrical liner into a corrugated liner. The type of 

liner shapes used in industry vary from sinusoids to ribbed. The modelling 

of a liner is relatively simple. The liner shape is periodic and so it is 

suited to a Fourier Analysis. Once the Fourier Analysis is completed, the 

resulting equation is "wrapped" around the circumference of the mill. Fig

ure 7.1 contains a liner which is sinusoidal. 
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Figure 7 .1: Mill with a Sinusoidal ·Liner Shape. 

The next stage is to calculate the normal (a perpendicular line to the 

liner surface) to the surface at every point. This is done by using cal

culus and finding the Gradient to the liner surface. once this is done, 

the system reduces to a situation that is very similar to that mcxielled by . 
•, 

Powell [10). Use could be made of the solved equations developed by Powell 

for a particle moving along a rotating lifter bar. In this way the effect 

of varied shaped liners on the motion of a single block could be analysed. 
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reference:i results. 
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Hcivor, R.E. 1983 Theoretical modelling of ball paths in
cluding the effects of lifter face 
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Vermeulen, L.A. 1984 Theoretical modelling of ball paths 
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electric sensor place:i in liner. 
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Vermeulen, L.A. 1985 Theoretical modelling of rod paths, in
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cluding the effects of changes in lifter 
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1938 Contains experimentation on slip. Obser
vations made through an end-plate on a 
test mill. 

1958 Contains theoretical modelling of ball 
mechanics. Experiments done on a batch 
test mill. 

1972 Contains experimental results on slip in 
a mill. Experimentation done by insert
ing electrical probes into the mill. 

1983 Theoretical modelling of the motion 
of charges in rotary kilns. Various 
types of motion are defined. Experimen
tal results by photographs and a 
partitioning device. 

1988 Theoretical modelling of the 'en 
Masse' region with the development of an 
expression for dynamic pressure. Experi
mentation done using high speed 
cinematography, with the effect of 
parallax being accounted for. 

Al. 3 Cbarge Surge in a Tube Mill. 
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Rose, H.E. 
Sullivan, R.M. 

Vermuelen, L.A. 
Howat, D.D. 

1958 Theoretical modelling is developed 
on the surging in a mill. Experimental 
results are referenced to other experi
menters. 

1986 Theoretical modelling of the surge 
of amill charge using rods. Experimenta
tion done using high speed 
cinematography. 
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Henein, H. 
Brimacombe, J.K. 
Watkinson, A.P. 

Nityanand, N.B. 
Manley, B. 
Henein, H. 

1985 Experimental investigation of 
segregation in kilns. Photograph 
and a radial partioning device within 
the mill. 

1986 Experimental investigation into the 
characteristics of radial segregation of 
a mill charge. High speed cinematography 
was used. 

Notes: i) "Contains" implies that the reference covers more areas than 
refered to in this report. 

ii) Articles appearing in two sections are referenced in both sec
tions; 



APPENDIX 2: Resume of Matbematical ForJQUlations 

A2.1 Ball Paths and Trajectories 

White fll 1005 

Balance of Forces ( See Fig. 2.1) 

im2m2 P = mgsine + R 

'Critical Velocity: Etc 2 = g/P rad/s or Ne = 2B.....a rpm 
(p 

Davis [2]_ 1919 

Parabolic trajectory with origin at POD. [a=PODJ (See Fig. 2.4) 

The equation of the parabola trajectory is: 

y = xtan(a) - gx.z 
2V2 cos2 (a) 

Point of Impact (or the Point of Return) will have coordinates 

x = 4Pcosa.sin2 a 

y = -4Pcos2 a.sina 

Gow et al [41 1929 

A2.1 

Constant velocity of ascent: Y =fl ln(cos(0-57.~~}} -ln(cos~>] 

At highest point (dy/dx=0): x = V20/g 

y = 2.3025(V2/g)logsec~ 
From this point, until contact, a parabolic path is assumed 

Fahrenwld and Lee [51 1931 

Forces acting at P.O.D., including friction induced spin 
Fi + F4 ( R - r ) + mgsina = ~ 

(R2 +2r2 -2Rr)", R-r 

Fi = Centripetal Force 

F4 = Friction = IJ,D')gsina 

V = Ball Velocity 

If R >>r and at the P.O.D. F1 = 0 , then: 

V2 = g(R - r)(µsina + cosa) 

Hence a measure of slip (for a particular a) can be analysed. 



Rose et al [61 1958 
A2.2 

Von Steiger using a similar formulation as Gow et al: 

Coordinates as apex: Ylil - Yo = (V2 /g)logsecao 

Xiii - Xo = (V2 /g)ao 

Hclvar (7 J 1983 

mg 

Vermuelen et al f 91 1985 

A Force Balance yields: 

Ix: µN + mRQ111
2 COST - JQgsin(fl!l-T) = 0 

~y: N - ml\Q.,.2 sinT - mgcos(ld-T) = 0 · 

where: T = Tilt of lifter 

µ = Coeff. of Frition 

N = Normal to lifter face 

e = Angle of Friction 

= arctan(µ) 

Solving for fZI, (Id = ADD): 

Id = arcsin{[~2/g]cos(e-T)} + (e-T) 

A Force balance on a rod yields: 

Qm2 (R-a)(cos0o-µsin0o) 

- g(sineo-µcoseo) = 0 

Boundry conditions: 

i) t=0 at e=eo 

ii) t=tL when rod on lifter edge 

For Sliding Motion: 

~ = Qm2 s + g(µcos!ZI - sin!ZI) - Qm2 0 
dt2 

where: Id = Qt+eo 

o = µsin0 = µ(a+~w) 

Boundry Conditions: 

s(0) = (R-a)cos0 

d:i(0) = 0 
dt 



A2.3 
Solving for s yields: 

s(t) = [s(0)-8+{g/2Qm2 }(µcoseo-sineo)]cosl"Qmt 

- {g/2Qm2 }[(µsineo+coseo)sinl"Qmt+{µcosA-sinA}] + 0 

The rod velocity relative to the lifter is given by ds/dt which can be 

evaluated from s(t) and yields: 

ds/dt = Qm[s(0)-8+(µgcoseo-gsineo)/2Qm2 ]sinl"Qmt - (g/2!;2m)({µsineo+coseo} 

cosh(Q.nt+eo)-{µsin(Q.nt+eo)+cos(Q.nteo)}] 

A2.2 CHARGE SLIPPAGE 

Hukki (12) 1958 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

/ 
I 

I 

,I! "" 

0 

Henein et al (14) 1983 

Solving yields: 

Frictional Force: 

Ff= ~(no-n)(mgcosa+HS2m.2 R) 
no 

where: m = Ball Mass 

M = Large Effective Mass 

no= mill speed 

mg sin.f/J n = ball speed 

• 

~ = proportionality constant 

After integrating a from 0 to ao, 

The following expression is 

obtained: no = 
nc 

1 

A: Slipping/Rolling boundry 

d2 s/dt2 = g(sine-µi.cose) 

Boundry Conditions: i) t=0 when V=0 

ii) t=0 when s=0 

The time required to replenish the 

wedge is: to = (30/R){To/Q} 

where: T = ¢u - ~L 

1-1S(gR)(B)(S!{J0ro2 )(sine-tan~cose)=0 

~ s ya I 
Froude numbelr I Mat~rial Parameters 

Scale Up factor (% fill) 



I 

\a 

If ¢ > ¢u> ¢c1 then no slipping occurs 

A2.4 

8: ·slipping Conditions 

tanes =A - {cos(arcsin[A])}-1 

where: 

¢ = Bed Inclination 

¢a = Slip Angle 

¢u = Upper angle of Repose 

¢c1 = Dynamic angle of Repose 

A=(fb/R)[Fgsin¢]{F~+2FcFgcos¢+Fg}~ 

¢u> ¢ > ¢c1 then slipping occurs rather than slumping 

¢u> ¢ct> ¢ then the bed only slips, (no other type of motion) 

C: For Rolling: compare ¢ to ¢c1 and Fe is negligible 

Hence: tan¢ = 3tan¢(A-cOSASinA) 
2sin3A 

y 

E: Centrifuging of Charge: 

Q: Cascading/Cataracting Conditions 

If e (the A.0.0. measured from the 

bottom of the mill) e>0 then Vo is 

angled inwards and ball can depart 

from charge body~ Hence the boundry 

between cascading and cataracting 

occurs at e=0. 

Hence, for this condition: 

Q~/cR =(~[ta:1 - ·~[~~;t1 - tan4 

Ne = {~}(21&)" 
1t D 



Vermuelen and Howat. (15] 

p = apgR + 0Pcu2 R2 

where: p = dynamic pressure 
P = dynamic density 
cu = Angular velocity of 'en Masse' region at radius R from 

the mill centre 
a,0 = Constants 

If R changes to R+AR and Q changes to Q+~ then: 
AE_ =(T+cu2R -j[(T+2cu2R)AR + 2(w2R)AcuJ 

P g g R g cu 

where: T = a/0 

A2.3 CHAWE SUOOE 

Rose et al (6] 1958 

0 = Ill{ (D/d), (µ), (J) } 

where: 0 = Angle through which the Charge Surges 

µ = Coefficient of Friction. 

D = Mill Diameter 

d = Ball Diameter 

J = Filling Ratio 

Verwelen (16] 1988 

The Dynamic Pressure Pd is: 

Pd < P{gh(e)+1S.Q2(R2-T2)} 

where: T = ~sec(e-a) 

A2.5 

h(e) = seoa[Rcos(e-a)-A] 

Assmuming that Pd = k1Pf, with k1 
a proportionality constant such 

that 0<k1<l because grode < Qm~ll 

v _________.. 
Then assume c.v· = k2 APcl 

where: 

Vc; Pelo 

k2 = proportionality constant 

Pelo = Pd at t = 0 

t::. V = change in mean speed due to change in APcl 



A2.6 

By definition t:.V = Vj - Vo; where: Vj is velocity at time t = tj 

Hence: Vj = Vo + CAPd 

=Vo+ C(Po.6.f + f ot:.P) 

= Vo + C[Po((~)o .Lla i~Jo .Lli\) + f ot:.j 

where: t:.a = (l,j - ao 

C.i\ = i\j i\o 

AP = Pj - Po 



A3.1 
APPENDIX 3: Solution of the Sliding Governing F.ouations usirut an Euler 

Forward. 

The decomposition of the one 2nd Order Differenti~l Equation (Equation 

3.11) into two 1st Order equations, can be done as follows: 

ep - µk9 2 p + g(µksine + cose) = 0 ... (3.11) 

Let e = ¢ (A3.1) 

-- 95 = e (A3.2) 

-- 9J = µke 2 - g{b!,11,sine + cose} (A3.3) 
p 

Equations (A3.1) and (A3.3) make up the system of first order differential 

equations that are solved simultaneously. 

The Euler Forward Step is of the form (19]: 

y(x.o + h) = y(xa) + hy'(x.o) + Error ... (A3 .4) 

where: y(x) is the function value at x 

y'(x) is the derivative of the function at x 

h is the interval size, h = x - x.o 

For small h the error term becomes small, so re-writing with subscripts: 

+ hy~ ... (A3.5) 

Using the Euler Forward Step to numerically approximate the derivatives of 

the governing equations yields: 

where: 

Sn+l = den+l ~ e(t+h)-e(t) = 9n+l - en 
dt Bt h 

9Sn+1 = d¢n+1 ~ ¢(t+h)-¢(t) = 
dt Bt 

¢n+1 - ¢n 
h 

en+1,en+1,¢n+1,¢n+1 are the values at time increment n+l 
en,¢n are the values at time increment n 

Bt = h is the time increment 

(A3.6) 

(A3.7) 

At time increment n=0 the values of e,e,e are known (initial conditions) 

and hence the values at time increment n=l can be calculated. Therefore at 
any increment n, one is able to solve (by "stepping forward") for the 

values at n+l. This is the basis of a forward step, numerical solution 

procedure. Equations (A3.6) and (A3.7) are only valid for small 5t or h. 

The underlying assumption is that the rate of change of the function is 

linear over a sufficiently small time increment. The size of a suitable h 

is discussed in Appendix 4. 
' 



A3.2 

Substituting (A3.6) and (A3.7) into (A3.1) and (A3.3) yields: 

9n+1 = en + hen 

9n+1 = en + h{Uk(9n)2 -SUkSinen-gcosen} 
p 

(A3.8) 

(A3.9) 

The value of e at any time increment can be numerically approximated by: 

9n+1 = 9n+1 - en 
h 

... (A3.10) 

Finally using the above equations the values of R and T can be evaluated 

at any time. 

Rn+1 = m(Sn+1) 2 P - mgsin0n+1 

Tn+1 = m(en+1)P + mgcosen+1 

(A3.11) 

(A3.12) 

These four equations (A3.8 - A3.11) are the basis of the algorithm used in 

the computer program used to analyze the block's motion. 



A4.1 

APPENDIX 4: Worked Example of the Numerical Solution of the Sliding 

Equations 

The problem will be worked through using a large time increment. This will 

result in significant inaccuraccies occuring. The convergence of the solu

tion, by reducing the time increment, will be presented and discussed 

after the conclusion of the worked example. 

The Milling parameters used are: µ=0. 5 P =1. 5m m=0. 5kg Qm=30 rpm H=0, ls 

Let the block initially be moving with the mill and start at the mill bot

tom. 

So: e(0) = -90° ; 9(0) = 30 rpm= 3.142 ra.d/s ; 9(0) = 0 ra.d/s2 

Hence the values for N=l are: ei=-72.0°; 91=3.142 ra.d/s; 81=0 ra.d/s2 

Using Equations (3.8) & (3.9): 

R at the end of time step 1 is: Ri = 12.307 N 

T at the end of time step 1 is: Ti = 0.0 N 

_-_ µR > T and so the block is not sliding 

Therefore using equations (3.5), (3.6) & (3.7): 

02=-54.0°; 92=3.142 ra.d/s; 92=0 ra.d/s2 

Tabulating the results for the time steps: 

N e R T Comments 

1 -72.0° 3.142 0 12.307 0.0 µR>T, -- No Sliding 
2 -54.0° 3.142 0 12.067 1.516 µR>T, -- No Sliding 
3 -36.0° 3.142 0 11.370 2.883 µR>T, -- No Sliding 
4 -18.0° 3.142 0 10.285 3.968 µR>T, -- No Sliding 
5 0.0° 3.142 0 8.918 4.665 µR<T, -- Sliding 

Solving equation (3.18) yields: eei~p= -20.989° 

This numerical solution.shows that -l8°$es1~~0°, which exhibits the ex

pected inaccuracy due to the large time increment. 

The block has started to slide, so the numerical solutions of the govern

ing differential equations are used from here on. Therefore using Equa

tions (A3.8) to (A3.12): 

ea=0.0°; 9a=2.981 ra.d/s; 9e=-1.605 ra.d/s2 (Note: e<Qm) 

and Re=7.402 N and Te=4.005 N 

µR > T, so the 'block continues to slide. 



A4.2 
Tabulating the results for the time steps: 

N e R T Comments 

6 18.0° 2.981 -1.605 7.402 4.005 µR<T, -- Sliding 
7 35.1° 2.702 -2.787 5.149 4.665 µR<T, -- Sliding 
8 50.6° 2.344 -3.580 2.658 4.014 µR<T, -- Sliding 
9 64.0° I 1.951 I -3.932 I 0.334 I 3.116 I µR<T, .. Sliding 

10 75.2° 1.561 -3.003 -1.553 2.151 R<0 :. Departed Line 

The values of the parameters at departure are found by averaging the 

iterations before and after the iteration when Ri:::e. 

-- AOD = 69.6° and e = 1. 756 rad/s 

-· Velocity at departure = 2. 621 m/s 

r 

With these two values the block's parabolic trajectory can be determined. 

The solution process is terminated when the centre of the block comes into 

contact with the mill liner. 

The solution that has been presented used H=0.1 seconds. Due to the large 

increment size, there was a significant inaccuracy between the analytical 

and numerical values at ea11p. Presented below is a table of the numeric 

solution's results for different increment sizes. The values are tabulated 

are e and N before and after friction is exceeded. The analytic solution 

predicts that ea11p = -20.989° 

• 
H ea11p Numeric Na11p 

0.ls -18.0° to 0.0° 4 - 5 
0.05s -18.0° to -s.0° 8 - 9 
0.01s -19.8° to -18.0° 39 - 40 

0.005s -20.70° to -19.80° 77 - 78 
0.00ls -20.88° to -20.70° 384 - 385 

0.0005s -20.921° to -20.88° 767 - 768 
0.0001s -20.958° to -20.955° 3835 - 3836 

The numeric solution converges to the analytic solution as H decreases. 

The convergence at H=0.0001 seconds is to the second decimal place. The 

cost of this accuracy is that 3835 iterations were performed before this 

result was reached. The result for H=0.001 seconds is within 0.5% of the 

analytic result, but only 384 iterations were required. This example has 

been presented to highlight the rapid increase in computational time that 

accompanies any extra accuracy in a numerical solution process. 



A5.1 
APPENQIX 5: Deriyation of the Toppling F.cmations. 

The block can topple down the liner either before or after sliding has 

begun. Both cases will be presented as the forces involved are not the 
same. 

A5.1 Toppling before tbe start of Sliding: 

FiWre A5.1: Orientation of forces acting on a Block on the Point of Topp

ling (e:::Qm) 

Using d'Lambert's Principle, the Radial Angular Acceleration has been re

placed by an equivalent inertial force. In this case the force is an out-

· ward acting force of IDBlinitude me 2 P. The tangential angular acceleration 
is zero as e::Qm. As the block is on the verge of toppling, it can be as

sumed that the Normal reaction (R) acts at the extremity of the block, ie 

point A. 

Taking moments to be positive in the clockwise direction. ,There is no ex

ternal moment, so the sum of moments about any point must equal zero. The 

size of the block in the tangential direction is 2j and in the radial 

direction 2i. 
:. »ltsA i(mgcose) - j(me• p-mgsine) = 0 

But e~ :. g(icose + jsine) - j'2..2 P = 0 

For the block to topple over »ltsA > 0 

~ For Toppling g(icose + jsine) -j'2..2 P > 0 

(A5.1) 

(A5.2) 

... (A5.3) 



A5.2 

Using a Newton-Cotes Numerical Solution Technique to solve for etopp1a: 

&n+1 = en - g(icose + jsine) - jS2m2 P 

g(jcose - isine) 
... (5.4) 

This solution technique is used in the computer implementation to calcu

late the Toppling Angle for a block moving without sliding. 

Summing moments about the Centre of Gravity (CG) of the block yields the 

following: ~ts OG: iT - jR = 0 ... (A5.5) 

For toppling ~ Mts > 0 _.._ iT - jR > 0 ... (A5.6) 

Assuming that the block starts to slide and topple simultaneously, then 

the frictional force is such that T = µR. Combining this with A5.5 yields: 

iµR-jR=0 ·· µ.=j/i ... (A5.7) 

The magnitude of u defined in equation A5.7 is the coefficient of friction 

required to allow the block to start sliding and toppling simult~eously. 

Therefore: µ. < j/i then the block will slide before toppling 

µ. > j/i then the block will topple before sliding. 

Hence for a square block if u < 1 the block will slide before toppling 

while if u > 1 the block will topple before sliding 

This result is significant as the operating parameters (~. P or m) do not 

effect the interaction of toppling and sliding. The only factors that 

determine wether a particle will slide or topple are the dimensions of the 

particle and the coefficient of friction between the particle and the sur
f ace. As expected, tall narrow blocks (j>i) will topple, while short broad 

(i>j) bl~cks will slide.- Similarly, smooth surfaces (U small) will result 

in the block sliding, while rough surfaces (u larger) will result in the 

block toppling. 



A5.3 
A5.2 Toppling a;fter tbe start of Sliding: 

Figure A5.2: Orientation of forces acting on a Block on the Point of Topp

ling ( eJ!Qm) 

At the point of toppling the normal reaction acts through the point A. 

Using d'Lambert's Principle both the tangential and radial accelerations 

(me2 P and mep respectively) have been replaced with equivalent inertial 
forces. 

Taking moments to be positive in the clockwise direction. There is no ex

ternal moment, so the sum of moments about any point must equal zero. The 

size of the block in the tangential direction is 2j and in the radial 

direction 2i. 

:. IMtsA : i(me P +mgcose) - j (11&2 p - mgsine) = 0 . . . (A5. 8) 

For toppling to occur Dits > 0 

:. For toppling: iep - je2 p + g(icose + jsine) > 0 (A5.9) 

The computer implementation uses equation A5.9 and at the end of each time 

increment the inequality is checked. If the sum of the moments is greater 

than zero then it signals that the block has started to topple down the 

liner. It does not terminate the run, but continues to implement the slid

ing equations. The reason being that Dits>0 does not imply that the block 

has toppled over, but that it has only started to topple. So there is 

still time before the block will topple over and during this time the 

sliding equations · would still be applicable. The motion of the toppling 

block was considered to be outside of the scope of thesis investigation. 



AS.1 

APPENDIX 6: Solution· of the Rolling GovemW F.auations using an Euler 

Forward. Step. 

The system of 2nd Order Differential Equation is the following: 

Qmp = ep + wa 

7wa = 5gcose 

(3.23) 

... (3.25) 

Equations (3.23) and (3.25) are a pair of coupled differential equations, 

(e=f{Qm,w} and w=f{e}). This necessitates that they are solved simulta

neously. The two 1st Order Differential Equations will be numerically 

solved using an Euler Forward Step. 

The Euler Forward Step is of the form (19]: 

y(Xo + h) = y(Xo) + hy'(Xo) + Error 

where: y(x) is the function value at x 

... (A6.1) 

y'(x) is the derivative of the function at x 

h is the interval size, h = x - Xo 

For small h, the error term becomes small, so re-writing with subscripts: 

Yn+l = Yn + hy~ .... (A6.2) 

Using the Euler Forward Step to numerically approximate the derivatives of 

the goveming equations yields: 

· Sn+1 = den+1 ::::: e(t+h)-e(t) = 9n+1 - 9n (A6.3) 
dt 8t h 

&n+1 = den+1 ::::: e(t+h)..;.e(t) = Etn+1 - en (A6.4) --dt 8t h 

Wn+1 = dc.>n+1 ::::: w(t+h)-w(t) = c.>n+1 - Wn (A6.5) --dt 8t h 

where: 

en+1,en+1,&n+1,Wn+1,wn+1 are the values at time increment n+l 

en,en,wn are the values at time increment n 

8t = h is the time increment 

Substituting (A6.3) and (A6.5) into (3.23) and (3.25) yields: 

Wn+1 = Wn + h{Sgcosen} 
7a 

(A6.6) 

Etn+1 = en + h{S2m.o - ac.:tn} (A6.7) 
p 



Hence at the end of the step: 

Rn.+1 = m(en+1)2 P - mgsin(en+1) 

Tn+1 = m(&n+1)P - mgcos(en+1) 

A6.2 

(A6.8) 

(A6.9) 

These equations are the basis of the algorithm used in the computer pro

gram used to analyze a ball moving with pure rolling. 
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APPENDIX 7: Listirut of Experimental and Theoretical Results 

List of Results of the Angle of Departure on a Steel Linirut 

TheQtetical fte::iiQtions Exoetimental Results 
Qm Uncertainty in Expt. µ. 90% Confidence Range 

(% Ne) µ.=0.194 µ.=0.268 N Mean Lower Upper 
30 -61.1° -57.0° 7 -59.4° -61.6° -57.8° 
45 -51.5° -47.1° 4 -50.8° -51.9° -49.6° 
60 -41.30 -36.5° 10 -40.40 -41.30 -39.7° 
75 -30.4° -25.0° 4 -30.0° -31.7° -28.3° 
90 -18.5° -12.1° 8 -18.4° -19.1° -17.7° 

105 - 5.2° - 1.60 3 - 4.7° - 5.6° - 3.7° 
120 6.8° 13.7° 4 12.0° 6.4° 17.6° 
135 19.3° 28.9° 3 21. 7° 17.4° 25.8° 
150 35.7° 52.1° 4 36.5° 32.8° 40.2° 
165 62.4° Cent. 3 49.0° 37.4° 60.0° 

List of Results Qf the Angle Qf Deoartute on a Cfoth Lining 

Qm 
TheQretical Etedictions 

Uncertainty in Expt. µ. 
Expetimental Results 

90% Confidence Range 
(%Ne) 

30 
45 
60 
75 
90 

µ.=0. 384 µ.=0 . 466 
-50.9° -47.0° 
-40.7° -36.6° 
-29.5° -25.0° 
-17.1° -12.0° 
- 2.9° 2.2° 

N 
3 
5 
6 
6 
9 
8 
7 
6 

Hean 
-39.7° 
-34.8° 
-23.8° 
-11.2° 
- 2.7° 

Lower Upper 
-41.6° -37.7° 
-36.5° -33.1° 
-25.4° -22.2° 
-12.0° -10.4° 
- 4.0° - 1.4° 

105 
120 
135 

9.7° 14.9° 
24.6° 32~3° 
46.8° 66.4° 

11.8° 
28.3° 
57.5° 

10.6° 12.9° 
26.9° 29.6° 
53.2° , 61.8° 

List Qf Results Qf the Arutle Qf Slip on a Steel Lining 

Qm 
(%Ne) 

30 
45 
60 
75 
90 
105 
120 

TheQretical Ptec:lictions Experimental Results 
µaxperi.menta1 = 0.2 90% Confidence Range 

0° Slip 1° Slip 5° Slip N Mean Lower Upper 
-77.0° -66.4° -61.6° 8 -65.4° -68.2 ° -62.5° 
-75.0° -61.4° -54.0° 4 -60.8° -62.5° -59.0° 
-74.0° -56.4° -46.4° 8 -51.8° -53.1° -50.4° 
-71.0° -50.9° -38.8° 3 -44.3° -45.3° -43.4° 
-68.7° -44.9° -31.9° 4 -40.0° -41.9° -38.1° 

-65.4° I -30.1° I -22.4° I 3 1 -21.3° 1 -31.6° 1 -23.1° 1 
-61.0° I -31.8° I -13.3° I 3 I -11.1° I -16.5° I - 6.0° I 

List of Results Qf the Angle of Slip on a Cfoth Lining 

Qm 
(%Ne) 

30 
45 
60 
75 
90 
105 
120 

Theoretical Predictions 
µ.xper1.menta1 = 0.44 

0° Slip 1° Slip 5° Slip 
-64.1° -53.3° -48.8° 
-61.6° -47.1° -40.2° 
-57.9° -40.2° -31.0° 
-53.1° -32.3° -21.0° 
-47.1° -22.9° - 9.7° 
-39.8° -12.4° 3.2° 
-30.7° 0.7° 19.7° 

N 
3 
7 
6 
5 
8 
5 
4 

Experimental Results 

Hean 
-50.3° 
-45.1° 
-34.3° 
-26.2° 
-13.0° 

3.6° 
6.8° 

90% Confidence Range 
Lower Upper 

-51.3° -49.4° 
-45.8° -44.5° 
-35.3° -33.3° 
-28.3° -24.1° 
-14.1° -11.9° 
- 0.3° 

4.0° 
7.5° 
9.5° 



APPENDIX 8: Listing of tbe Compllter Program used for the Solution and 
Animation of the Sliding Equations. 

A listing has been included of the computer program that was used to solve 

the governing equations of a block sliding on the inside of a rotating 

cylinder. The program is written in Fortran 77. An executable version is 

contained on the disk attached to this thesis. The program has been called 

BALLS.EXE and needs OOS 3.2 or more to run. The program looks for the file 

BALLS.DAT, so the two files must be in the same directory to run the 

program. The output files and their characteristics have been discussed in 

the thesis and at the start of the subroutine BALLFILE.FOR 

To use the animation subroutines one or two other executable programs must 

be run before BALLS.EXE is executed. If the computer that you are using 

has a Colour monitor (of any kind), then the file WGKS.EXE must be run 

before starting BALLS.EXE. If the computer has a Hercules Card the two 

files WGKS.EXE and HERCBIOS.a:>M must both be run before the program 

BALLS.EXE is begun. 

The animation section of the program can be speeded up by increasing the 

size of the time increment used by the Euler Solution. This has a side 

effect that the Euler Solution becomes unstable and the animated response 

of the block can becOlle fictitious. For example if h is too large the 

animated response can cause the block (represented by a circle on the 

screen) to travel straight through the liner. When the program is executed 

without the animation, then it is advisable to reduce h, so that the 

results contained in the output files do not suffer from inaccuracies. On 

the other hand, if no documented output is required, then one can adjust 

the size of h accordingly. 

· When large output files are generated by the program, it is recommended 

that the files be copied to a Hard Drive. The reason is that the program 

will stop running, if it can not find any more free space on the disk to 

which it is writing the results. To stop this and to allow the program to 

run faster, the programs can be down loaded onto a Hard Drive. 

A8.2 
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c • • • 9 • • 9 " s • s • S I ti I I s • • • • • S • I I • I I • I S I • S • ti I • I • I S S I • I • a·· I t t I • I • 9 S S t S I 9 ,· S & f11 & 

c File = BALLS.FOR 
c ....... • .............................................................. . 
c Purpose ........ 
c Developer ...... 
c Date ........... 
c Referenced by .. 
c References to .. 
c 
c 
c Language I I I e I•' 

c Installation ... 

The Controlling routine for BALLS Program 
M. Nates, UCT 
September 1989 
NONE 
BALLTITL.FOR, BALLFILE.FOR, CURED, BALLINPU.FOR, 
BALLVARA.FOR, SOLVE.FOR. BALLINCR.FOR, 
BALLOUTP.FOR, YBSNO 
Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
IBM PC with DOS 3.3 

c S • • S e • S 9 • • e • • S • • S 'II • • e S • • S S It S • e I • e e S • • • S • 9 • • • e • e • • • e e t • lo • s S S e I • ti e • S S • • S 

c 
.c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of module function: 

This is the calling or controlling routine of the entire numerical 
solution and computer i.Q;>lemtation. The various subroutines are 
called intum, as required. 

c ..................... ~ ........................................... . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of the Variables used throughout the program· 

A = Size of 'Ball' used for Animation [(~orm2+Atang2 )Iii] 
-ANIM :: Marker [Flag] to show if animation is required 

ANORM = Normal dimension of the block 
ATANG = Tangential dimension of the block 
BALLIN = Character n81le of Data Input file [ BALL.DAT ] 
BAI.LOUT = Character n81l.e of Full Output File 
BALLSUM = Character name of Suooary Output File 
CDMB.ALL. INC= File that contains the coJllllOll block used by the program 
<DRD(N,1) = X co-ordinate of the ball relative to the mill centre 
CDRD(N,2) = Y co-ordinate of the ball relative to the mill centre 
CDRD(N,3) = Total rotation of the mill from starting time. 
DUMMY/OUM = General character string used, changes as required. 
FINALN = Final increment number 
G = Gravitational constant (9,81] 
H = Size of time increment used while block on liner 
HP = Size of time increment used during flight 
IMAX = Maxilmlm Number of Iterations 
MARKER = Used as a general flag 
HARKPR1 = Marker [Flag] to show if a Full Output file is open 
HARKPR2 = Marker [Flag] to show if a Co-ordinate File is cpen 
HARKPR3 =.Marker [Flag] to show if a Summary Output file is cpen 
MASS = Kass of the block [m] 
MCDRDN = New mill rotation [used for ani.JDation - exor put] 
MCDRIX) = Old nill rotation [used for animation - exor putJ 
MUS = Static coefficient of friction (µs] 
KUK = Kinetic coefficient of friction [µk] 
NPOD = Increment number at the point of departure (POD) 
OMBlA(N,1) = Increment number N 
OMBlA(N,2) = Theta._dot of block (e] at time N 
OMEGA(N,3) = Theta of block (e] at time N 
OMEGA(N,4) = Reaction of liner on block [R] at time N 
OMEGA(N,5) = Tangential force [T] on block at time N 
OMF.GA(N,6) = Toppling mnent about A at ti.Ile N 
OMBlAI = Initial theta....dot of block [9(0)] 
OMF.GAM = Rotational velocity of the nill [Qm] 
PI = R (3.141592654) 
RHO = Radius of the mill [P] 
THETA0 :::: Theta at which sliding should start [e111Sp] 



AB.3 = Initial theta of block [e(0)] c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

THETA! 
THBTATOP 
THBTADD 
XCDRDN 
XOORDO 
YCDRDN 
YCDRDO 

= Angle at which Toppling will occur, but only for e:::Q.i 
= Angular Acceleration of the Block (e) 
= New X co-ordinate [used for animation - exor put] . 
= Old X co-ordinate [used for animation - exor put] 
= New Y co-ordinate [used for animation - ex.or put] 
= Old Y co-ordinate [used for animation - exor put] 

c .................................................................. . 
program BAIJ,S 

c ................................................................ . 
c$include comball. inc 

character*! dummy,dum 
equivalence(dummy,dum) 

call curini 
c 
c--- Display program title page 

call BAIJ,TITL 
c 
c--- Initialise. 

markpr1=0 
markpr2=0 
markpr3=0 
anim=0 

5. continue 
c 
c--~ input of data output file names 

c 

c 

c 

call BALLFILE(markprl,markpr2,markpr3,ani.m) 
call· cured 

call BAIJ,INPU 

call BAIJ,VARA 

C--- Solve for thetae for given variables · 
call SOLVE 

c 

c 

c 

if(ani.m.eq.l)then 
call mill ini 
end if 

if(anim.eq.0)then 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*)' Program Running - Please Wait' 

end if 
call Ballincr 

c--- Close all animation workstations if required 

c 

c 

c 

if(anim.eq.l)then 
call finish() 
end if 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*)' 
write(*,*)' 

Writing the Results to the required Output Files· 
Please Wait· 

call balloutp 

c--- Close all the files that where opened 
close(?) 



~· ' ' 

. ( 

.if(markprl.eq.l)then 
.· close(8) 

end if .. · . .· 
ff(markpr2.eq.l)then 
.close( 9) ·, 

. end if 

·, 
' - :. 

A8.4 

c--:- Possibilty of re-running program from within' itself, b~t only Jf. 
c--- the blOck's motion has not been animated 

if(anim.eq.0)then 
Wl."ite(*,*) 
write(*,*)' Do you wish to ·re-run the package?' 

75 format(' Y or N '\) 
Wl"ite(*,75) 

c 

call YESNO(dum) 
if(dUllDy. eq. 'Y'. or .dulmy. eq .' 'y' )then 
Wl"ite(*,*>' Note:' · . 
Wl"ite(*,*)' The new output files to be specified will" ~ 
write(*,*)' be written over thOse just created-if their' 
Wl"ite<*1*)' n8118S are not altered. ,· 
write(*,*> . 
panse'
goto 5 
end if 

end if 

·stop 
end 

Press Enter to continue' 

c$include BALLMISC.FOR 

. ' 

., 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = BALLTITL.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To display an introductory Screen 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to . . CURED, CURCUP 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c I I I I I I I I I • I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I •.I I I I 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I 

SUBEVUTINE BALLTITL 
c ................................................................ . 

call cured 
15 format( 10x,' **********************') 
25 format( 10x, ' Progr811 to Numerically Solve the Governing ') 
35 format(l.0x,' Differential F.quation of a Single Block ') 
45 format( l.0x, ' Sliding on the inside of a Smooth Cylinder ') 
55 format(l.0x,' •··) 
65 format( l.0x, ' Theory Developed by: M. Nates' ) 
75 format(l.0x,' G. Nurick') 
85 format(l.0x,' D. Reddy') 
95 format(l.0x,' Please Wait') 

call curcup(2,0) 
write(*,15) 
call curcup(5,0) 
write(*,25) 
call curcup(6,0) 
write(*,35) 
call curcup(7,0) 
write(*,45) 
call curcup(9,0) 
write(*,55) 
call curcup(12,0) 
write(*,65) 
call curcup(13,0) 
write(*,75) 
call curcup(14,0) 
write(*,85) 

c--- delay to keep the front page on the screen 
do 10 i=l,2'11!J0 

j=j+l 
10 continue 

call curcup(16,0) 
write(*,95) 
do 2" i=l,leee0 

k=k+l 
continue 
call cured 
re tum 
end 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = BALI.FILE.FOR 

-C •• • • • • • •• • ••••••• • •••• • • •••• • •• • •••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 

c Purpose ........ To handle the opening of the various data files 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to . . CURED, CUIOJP, YESNO 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c S I S SS• SS• S SS SS s S S SS SS•• SSS• SS IS S SS IS SSS SSS St S SS IS t St St t st t t t ts t ts t s I 11 s 

c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c The module opens the various output data files requested by the 
c user (listed below). It sets the flags of the files that are 
c opened. It proccess the users responses with the aid of the 
c utility subroutine YESNO. The module also enquires wether the 
c user wishes to animate the block's llOtion. The relevant flag 
c is set for the animation proccess. 
c .............................................................. . 
c 
c Description of parameters : 
c o MARKPRl - Flag to denote wether a Full Data Output File is open 
c o MARKPR2 - Flag to denote wether a SUDDarY Output File is open 
c o MARKPR3 - Flag to denote wether a Co-ordinate Output File is open 
c o ANIM - Flag to denote wether Animation is required 
c List of Files: 1. BALLIN: This is the file that the program stores 
c the def8lllt input variables in. It is not 
c changable, and is called BALL.DAT 
c 2. BAI.LOUT: This is the Full Output File. It contains 
c all the variables incremental values. It 
c also contains information of the Blocks 
c fight trajectory and velocity. 
c 3. BALLSUM: This file contains the only a listing of 
c the input variables and specific values 
c at significant increments (eg At POD). 
c It is useful for quick analysis of the 
c block's response 
c 4. <DRDOUT: This file contains the block's centre's 
c co-ordinates at each increment. It is 
c used to plot the Block's motion path. 
c S t t I t t e e t S e s S S I S t e t e S e S t • t e e I t • s I S e • S S S t S I S t t t • I • t • I • I S e I I t t S I • • • 

SUBRlUTINE BALLFILE(MARKPR1,MARKPR2,MARKPR3,anim) 
c ................................................................ . 

c 

character*l2 BALLIN, BALI.DUT, <DRDOUT, BALI.SUM 
character*! dW1111Y,dum 
equivalence(dU11111Y,dum) 
integer markpr1,markpr2,markpr3,anim 

c--- initialise 
markpr1::0 
markpr2=0 
markpr3=0 
anim=0 

c 
c--- Def8lllt input data deck called BALL.DAT 

BALLIN='BALL.DAT' 
c 
c---- Create page for file handling 



I 

c 

call cured 
write(*,*), 
write(*,*)' 
write(*,*) 

AB.1 

~ile Specification for Output Files' 

c--- input of data output file name 
c 
15 format( a) 
25 format('Is a data ouput file required? y or N -'\) 

write(*,25) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dUJlllY.eq. 'Y' .or.dWD1DY.eq. 'y')then 

c--- set print marker 1 to 1 ie markprl=l and read in name of output file 
markprl=l 
write(*,*) 

35 format( 'Enter name of output data file.-'\) 
write(6,35) 
read(*,15) BAI.LOUT 
end if 
write(*,*) 

c 
c--- input of data output summary file name 
c 
45 format('Is a condensened data ouput file required? Y or N -'\) 

write(*,45) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if (dummy. eq. 'Y' . or .dUDDY. eq. 'y' )then 

c--- set print marker 1 to 1 ie markpr3=1 and read in n81le of output file 
markpr3=1 
write(*,*) 

55 format( 'Enter name of condensed data output file.-'\) 
write(6,55) 
read(*,15) BALI.SUM 
end if 
write(*,*) 

c 
c--- input of cordinate output file n81le 
c 
65 format('Is a cordinate ouput file required? Y or N -'\) 

write(*,65) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dunay.eq. 'Y' .or.dUDDY.eq. 'y' )then 

c--- set print marker 2 to 1 ie markpr2=1 and read in name of output file 
markpr2=1 
write(*,*) 

75 format( 'Enter name of cordinate output data file.-'\) 
write(6,75) 
read(*,15) COROOUT 
end if 

c 
c--- Determine wether animation is required 
c 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*>' Animation of Block Motion' 
write(*,*)' 
write(*,*)' Note 1. With Animation the ratio of ball size to mill' 
write(*,*)' size 11Ust be such that (ball/mill)<0.1 ' 
write(*,*)' 2. For an acceptable animation speed H>=0.01' 
write(*,*> 

85 format('Is the Blocks motion to be animated? Y or N -'\) 



' 

write(*,85) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dummy.eq. 'Y' .or.dummy.eq. 'y' )then 

c--- set animation marker to 1 ie anim=l 
anim=l 
end if 

c 
c--- open required files 

open(7,file=BALLIN) 
c 

c 

c 

c 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
open(8,file=BALLOUT) 

end if 

if(markpr2.eq.l)then 
open(9,file=CORDOUT) 

end if 

if(markpr3.eq.l)then 
open(l.0,file=BALLSUM) 

end if 

re tum 
end 

A8.8 
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c . .................................................................... . 
c File= BALLINPUT.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To read and display the def8lllt input variables 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UC!' 
c Date ........... September 1980 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to . . None 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
0 . .... ti •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ti ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c This routine reads the input from a data deck BALL.DAT 
c It then displays the input variables for lllodification by 
c BALLVARA.FOR if required. It is used as a buffer routine before 
c BALLVARA.FOR 
c ti ti ti ti ti ti ti e ti ti S S S S ti ti ti ti S S ti ti ti S ti ti s ti s I e e S e s e S ti ti a ti ti S e s ti ti ti e ti e ti ti ti e e ti s ti t1 s s e 

Subroutine BALLINPU 
c . ... • ... ti ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ti •• ti •••••••••• ti •••••••••••••• ti 

c$include comball. inc 
c Initilise all variables 
c . ............................ ti •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ti •••••••• 

Do 10 i = 1, 5fZJ00 
Do 20 j = 1,6 
omega( i, j )=0 

20 continue 
10 continue 
c 
c--- Read input from data deck 

read(7,* ) OMEGAM,MASS,MUS,MUK,RHO,G,H,OHEGAI,THETAI,HP,Atang, 
&anorm, imax 

c . ................................. ti •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C Output the input f 9r display 
c . ............................. :· . ................................. . 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*) · Listing of the Problem Variables.' 
write(*,*> · . 

15 Format( 5x,' Size of time increments {s} (H) = . ,Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X,. Mass of ball {kg} (MASS) = . ,Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X,. Static Coeff. of Friction (MUS) = . ,Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,· Kinetic Coeff. of Friction (MUK) = . ,Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Mill Speed {rpn} (OHEnAM) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ sx,· Gravity {ID/s2) (G) = . ,Fll.2,/, 
+ 5X,. Mill Radius {m} (RHO) = . ,Fll.3,/, 
+ 5X,, Ball Dim. (Tangential) {11} (ATANG) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,. Ball Din. (Normal) {m} (ANORM) = , ,Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Initial Ball Omega {rpn} (OMEGA!) = . ,Fll.2,/, 
+ 5X,. Initial Theta {degrees} (THETA!) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5x,, Time increments for flight {s}(HP) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ 5x,· Max. Number of Iterations{N}(IMAX) = . ,Fll.0,/) 
write(6,15)H,MASS,MUS,MUK,OHEnAM,G,RHO,Atang,anorm,omegai, 
&thetai,~,imax 

c 
retum 
end 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = BALLVARA.FOR 
c e • e • • • e e e • • e e • 9 I • • • • • e I • e e 9 e ' e • e • • • • S e e e e e e • e e • e e e , e e e e • e e e e e e e e , , e , e e 

c Purpose . . . . . . . . To assist with the proccessing of the Input Data 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to .. BALLCHAN .FOR, CURED, CURCUP 
c Language •...... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IX>S 3.3 
c, e e e • e e e •I e e e e e e e • 8 e • e • • • e e S • 9 e Se S 9 S ••Se• See I• S ••SSS s s a• SS a• ISSI S •Se IS 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of module function: 

This program is used to help with the altering and managent of the 
BALI.CHAN routine. It also writes the changed input variables to the 
required output files. It specifies the size of the animation 'Ball' 
Its final task is to convert the input data from degrees and rpm to 
to rads and rads/s. 

c ..................................................... " ............ . 
Subroutine BALLVARA 

c ................................................................ . 
c$include comball.inc 

character*l dum, dUllllY 
equivalence (dummy,dum) 

10 continue 
c 
C---- Check wether the initial def8lllt values need changing 

write(*,*)'Are the def8lllt values of the variables suitable ?' 
75 format(' Y or N '\) 

write(*,75) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(d\llllllY .eq. 'Y' .or .dummy .eq. 'y' )then 
goto 60 
end if 
call BALLCHAN 

call cured 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*) ' Listing of the New Def8lllt Problem Variables.' 
write(*,*) ' ' 

85 Format( 5x,' Size of time increments {s} (H) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X,' Mass of ball {kg} (MASS) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X,' Static Coeff. of Friction (MUS) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Kinetic Coeff. of Friction (MUK) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Mill Speed {rpm} (OMmAM) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5X,' Gravity {m/s2) (G) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5X,' Mill Radius {m} (RHO) = ',Fll.3,/, 
+ 5X,' Ball Dill. (Tangential) {n} (ATANG) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Ball Dim. (Normal) {n} (ANORM) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,, Initial Ball Onega {rpn} (OMEGA!) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5X,' Initial Theta {degrees} (THETA!) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5x,' Time increments for flight {s}(HP) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ 5x,' Max. Number of Iterations{N}(IMAX) = ',Fll.0,/) 
write( 6, 85) H, HASS, MUS, MUK,OHEnAM ,G, RHO, ATANG, ANORM ,OMmAI, 

&THETA! , it;>, illax 
goto 10 

60 continue 
c 
c--- write final values to ouput files,if required 



c 

c 

c 

I 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*) 
write(8,*) ' 
write(8,*) · 

Listing of the Problem Variables. · , . 

write( 8, 85) H, MASS, MUS, MUK, OMEGAM, G, RHO, AT ANG, ANO RH, OMEGA! , 
&THETAI,hp,imax 

end if 

if(markpr2.eq.1)then 
write(9,*) 
write(9,*) ' Listing of the Problem Variables.· 
write(9,*) ' 

write(S,85) H,HASS,MUS,MUK,OMEGAM,G,RHO,ATANG,ANORH,OMEGAI, 
&THETAI,hp,imax 

end if 

if(markpr3.eq.1)then 
write(l0,*) 
write(l0,*) ' Listing of the Problem Variables.' 
write(l0,*) · 

write(10,85) H,MASS,MUS,MUK,OMEGAM,G,RHO,ATANG,ANORH,OMEGAI, 
&THETAI , l'f?, imax 

end if 

c--- Prepare screen for problem solution 
call cured 

c 

write(*,*) · Problem Variables' 
write(*,*) · 

write(*,85) H,HASS,MUS,MUK,OMEGAM,G,RHO,ATANG,ANORH,OMEGAI, 
&THETAI,hp,imax 

A8.11 

c--- Convert the input variables from degrees & rpm to rad & rad/s 
c--- Convert thetai to radians 

thetai=thetai*3.141592654/180 
c--- convert omegan and onegai from rpm to radians 

onegai=ome«ai*3.141592654/3i?J 
omegam=omegam*3.141592654/30 

c---- Let the variable A=(tang/2) ie the radius of the block/ball 
A=0.5*sqrt(atang*atang+anorn*anorm) 

c 
retum 
end 
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c .............................................. . 
c File= BALLCHAN . .FOR ······················· 
c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
c Purpose ........ To allow a default val~e·t~·~·~~t~~~·~·i,;~~t· 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLVARA . .FOR 
c References to . . CURED, GETREAL. FOR 
c Lansuas.e ....... Fortran 77 (WAT.FOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IX)S 3.3 
c 
c·····~~~~i~ti~·~f·~~i~·f.;;.~ti~;·································· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

-------------------------------
The module is used if the input variables require changing. 
The module presents the default value and calls for a new 
value. If none is entered, then the default value is used. 
The mc;x:tule calls the subroutine GETREAL . .FOR, which is used (with 
the aid of CHRTOR) to parse the input string into a real number 

c ....... ~b~~t.i,;~. 8ALLCHAN ................................. · .. · 
c ..... ~~~~i~~iici2. BAiiiN ................................... · . · . · . 
c$include comball. inc 

INTmER MARKDEF,nunval 
real num,pi 

c--- initialise 
MARKDEF=0 
numval=l 
num=0.0 

pi=3.14159265 

C Output the old input for display and change 
c * ....... ~it~(*:*> ............................................... . 
* 
* 
* 5 
15 
25 
35 
135 
45 
55 
65 
75 
125 
85 
95 
105 
145 
115 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*) • 
write(*,*) · 
Format( a) 

Listing of the Problem Variables.· 

Format( 2x, · Size of time increments {s} (H) [' ,F9.5, ']= · ,\) 
Format( 2X, ·Kass of ball {kg} (MASS) (' ,F9.5, ']= · ,\) 
Format( 2X,' Static Coeff. of Friction (MUS)(' ,F9.4, ']= · ,\) 
Format( 2X, ·Kinetic Coeff. of Friction (MUK) (",F9.4, ']= ',\) 
Format( 2X,' Hill Speed {rpm} (OHEGAM) (' ,F9.2, ']: . ,\) 
Format( 2X, · Gravity {ll/s2) (G) (' ,F9.2, ']= · ,\) 
Format( 2X,' Hill Radius {m} (RHO)[' ,F9.3, ']= ",\) 
Format( 2X,' Ball Dim. (Tangential) {m} (ATANG) [' ,F9.4,'J=. ,\) 
Format( 2X," Ball Dim. (Normal) {m} (ANORH) [' ,F9.4, '): ',\) 
Format( 2X, • Initial Ball Omega {rpm} (OMEGA!) [' ,F9.2, ']= · ,\) 
Format( 2X, • Initial Theta {degrees} (THETA!) [ • ,F9. 2, · l= ·, \) 
Format( 2x, · Time increments for flight {s}(HP) [ · ,F9.5, · l= ·, \) 
Format( 2x, ·Max. Number of Iterations{N}(IHAX) [',F9.0, ']= ·,\) 
Format(f12.6) 
call cured 

write(*,*)'• 
&*****' 

write(*,*)'*** Input the new value at the equals sign, 
& ***' 



c 
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write(*,*)'*** ~r press return for the bracketted default value 

& ***' 
write(*,*>·• 

&*****' 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*) 
write(*,15) H 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)'l'HEN 

C--- HAKE H=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nar USE DEFAULT 
H=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,25) mass 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)'l'HEN 

c--- HAKE mass=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nar USE DEFAULT 
mass=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,35) mus 
call GETRF.AL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- HAKE ms=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nar USE DEFAULT 
mus=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,135) Dlk 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- HAKE mk=NEW VALUE AND 00 NCYI' USE DEFAULT 
mk=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,45) anegan 
call GETRF.AL(NUM,MARKDEF) 

. IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 
C--- HAKE omeg81l=NEW VALUE AND 00 NCYI' USE DEFAULT 

onegan=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,55) g 
call GETREAL(NUM ;MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE g=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nar USE DEFAULT 
g=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,65) rho 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE rho=NEW VALUE AND 00 NCYI' USE DEFAULT 
rho=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,75) atang 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE a=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOT USE DEFAULT 



c 

atang::NUM 
END IF 

write(*,125) anorm 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- HAKE a=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOT USE DEFAULT 
anorm=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,85) omegai 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- HAKE omegai=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOT USE DEFAULT 
omegai=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,95) thetai 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- HAKE thetai=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nor USE DEFAULT 
thetai=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,105) Hp 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- HAKE HP=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOT USE DEFAULT 
HP=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,145) I118X 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(HARKDEF.NE.l)THBN 

C--- MAKE HP=NEW VALUE AND IX) NOi' USE DEFAULT 
I118X=NUM 
END IF 

c 
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C--- WRITE NEW VALUES TO DATA FILE,but first and then rewind file 
rewind(7) 
WRITE(7,* ) OHEnAM,MASS,MUS,MUK.,RHO,G,H,OMEGAI,THETAI,HP, 

&ATANG,ANORM,imax 
rewind(7) 

c 
RETURN 
END 

• 
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c . .................................................................... . 
c File = GETREAL.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To interface with between BAU,CHAN and CHRI'OR 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . BAU,CHAN. FOR 
c References to . . CHRINI . FOR, CHRSTR, CHRI'OR, CHRRED, CHRERR 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ....... . · ............................................................. . 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
0 To get a real value, by first buffering the inpilt using the CHRINI 
c routines, from the keyboard. The CHRINI routines were written by 
c J. Vos, and parse a character string into a real varaible. It allows 
c a value in the form -2.5e-3 (-0.0025) to be entered and interpreted. 
c 
cs 9 e e e 9 S s e s s s s S I e I s • s • I s Iii s S s s s S s • • S t S s I • t s s S t S s S t I I s ti S • • I S S s t S S S 

c Description of par81leters : 
c o N - Real value returned by to BALLCHAN.FOR 
c o MARKDEF - Flag to indicate wether the default value is to be used 
0 . ......................................... · ............................ . 
c 

SUBR>UTINE GETREAL(N,MARKDEF) 
. C • • ·, • • • • • • • • • ' • • " • • • • • • ' • • r' • • • • ' • • • ' • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • 

c 

c 

real a( 100) ,n 
integer if err ,numchr ,maxc_hr ,ma.rkdef 
parameter (maxchr=10) 
character*! chrbuf(maxchr) 

c--- initialize module 
call CHRINI 
markdef=0 

c 
10 continue 
c 
c--- get the real value to be read 

iof set = 48 
call CHRRED (iferr) 
if(iferr.ne.0)then 
write(*,*)'Brror in reading input' 
goto 1"" 
end if 
call CHRSTR (chrbuf ,maxchr,numchr,iferr) 
if(iferr.ne.0) then 

call CHRERR (iofset) 
write(*,1001) maxchr 

1001 format(lh, ·=> MaxiDlln number of characters in token= ·,i2) 
goto 10 

else if(numchr.eq.0) then 
write(*,1003) 

1003 format(\,'=> Used Default Value ·, \) 
write(*,*) 
markdef=l 
goto 100 

end if 
c 



call CHRI'OR (chrbuf ,numchr,n,iferr) 
if(iferr.ne.0) then 

call CHRERR (iofset) 
write(*,1002) 

\ A8.16 

1002 format(lh, '=>Invalid real value specified, re-enter - ',\) 
goto 10 

end if 
c 
100 . continue 
c 

re tum 
end 
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c . . · ....................... · .. ti ••••••••••••••••••••• ti ........ ti •••••••••••• 

c File = SOLVE.FOR 
c . .. ti •• ti •••••••• ti •••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• ti •••••••• ti ••••••••••••••••••• 

c Purpose ........ To Solve for the theoretical Poi.fit of Slip 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, ucr· 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BAIJ..S.FOR 
c References to .. None 
c Language .. ·• .... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IX>S 3.3 
c . ............... ti •••••••••••••••••••• ti ••••••••••••••••••••••• ti ......... . 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of module function: 

This routine is used to solve for theta0 i.e. theta at which 
limiting friction is first encountered and slipping begins. It 
uses a Newton-COtes Solution Process. The starting values are 0 
and -180 degrees. (The F.quation it solves is F.quation ) 
It also solves for the Point of Toppling, only if thetadot=cmegam 
i.e. if the block has not slipped yet. It also states wether the 
block will slide first or topple before slliding. 

c . ............................. ti ••••••••••••• ti •••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBRJUTINE SOLVE 
c . .................... ·. ti •••••• ti ••••••••• ti ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c$include comball.inc 
c . 
c--- initialise values and theta0= -90.0 

c 

real xl,x2,i,cons,yl,y2,cons2,j,thetatop,const 
real denom,nuner,pointer 
pointer=0 
i=0 
j=0 
x2=0.0 
xl=-3.14159/2 
cons= lll.ls*onegam*omegam*rho/g 

10 continue 
c--- Solve for theta-sliding theta0 - Using a Newton-COtes Method 
c•******** 

c 

xl=x2 
x2=x1-(sin(xl)*DDJs+cos(x1)-cons)/(cos(x1)*1Bls-sin(xl)) 
i=i+l 
If(i.gt.100) then 
write(*,*)' !!! unable to solve for theta-slip!!!· 
pointer=! 
goto 500 
else if (abs(x2-x1).gt.0.0001) then 
goto 10 
end if 

c--- Make theta0= final x2 value 
. theta0=x2 

c 
c--- make sure that -3.14159< theta0 < 3.14139 

c 

If(theta0.gt.3.14159.or.theta0.it.-3.14159)then 
const=thet.80/3.14159 
theta0= theta0-int(const)*3.14159 

end if 
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15 format(5x, 'The theta at which slipping should start is ',f8.3,/) 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,15)thete0*180/3.14159 
end if 

c--- Write the value of theta-slip to screen 
write(*,*) 
write(*,15)thete0*180/3.14159 

c 
500 continue 
c 
c--- Solve for theta-topple at theta-dot=omegam - Using a Newton-Cotes 
c 

c 
30 

c 

c 

y2=0.0 
yl=-3.14159/2 
cons2= (atang/2)*omegam*omegam*rho 

continue 
yl=y2 
numer=cons2-~((atang/2)*sin(yl)+(anorm/2)*cos(yl)) 
denom=ii*((anorm/2)*sin(yl)-(atang/2)*cos(yl)) 
y2=yl-numer/denom 
j=j+l 
If(j.gt.li?JfZJ) then 
write(*,*)' 
write(8,*)' 
goto 1000 

I I I ... 
! ! ! 

unable to solve for theta-topple 
unable to solve for theta-topple 

else if (abs(y2-yl).gt.0.0001) then 
goto 30 
end if 

thetatop=y2 

! ! ! , 
l ! ! , 

c--- make sure that -3.14159< theta-topple < 3.14139 

c 

If(theta0.gt.3.14159.or.thetatop.lt.-3.14159)then 
const=thetatop/3.14159 
thetatop= thetatop~int(const)*3.14159 

end if 

35 format(5x,'The theta at which toppling should occur is' ,f8.3,/) 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,35)thetatoP*180/3.14159 
end if 

c 
c--- Write the value of theta-topple to screen 

write(*,35)thetatoP*180/3.14159 
c 
c---- Compare theta topple and theta-sliding (if they are available) 

If(pointer.eq.1) goto 1000 
If(theta0.lt.thetatop)then 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*)' Hence the block should slide before toppling' 

end if 
write(*,*)' Hence the block should slide before toppling' 

Elseif(theta0.eq.thetatop)then 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 

write(8,*)' The block should slide and topple sinlltaneously' 
end if 

write(*,*)' The block should slide and topple sinlltaneously' 
Else 

if(markprl.eq. l)then 



c 

write(8,*) · 
end if 

write(*,*>· 
F.ndif 

um continue 
c 

re tum 
end 

AB.19 
Hence the block should topple before sliding' 

Hence the block should topple before sliding' 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = HILLINI.FOR 
c ....................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To initialise the animation proccess 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to . . Various GKSCDVER.FOR Routines 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with 1))5 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c The lllOdule is used to initialise the animation process with the aid 
c the GKSCOVER.FOR routines. The graphic routines employed use the 
c General Kernel System developed by WATCDH. This module first opens 
c the type of screen required and then draws the mill. The size of the 
c mill never changes (as its radius changes), only a scale line 
denotes 
c the change in the mill size. The next stage is to draw the block to 
c the same scale as the mill, and the to place it in its starting 
c position on the mill liner. The final task done is to draw two 
markers 
c that represent the rotationof the mill. These markers are also 
placed 
c in a starting position. 
c ....................................................... ·~ ....... . 
c 
c Description of par&11eters : 
c XAXIS - The size of the X axis, proportional to the mill size 
c YAXIS - The size of the Y axis, proportional to the X axis 
c XC - The centre of the X axis (the centre of the screen) 
c YC - The centre of the Y axis (the centre of the screen) 
c .................................................................. . 

subroutine millini 
c ................................................................ . 
c$include gksrlefn.inc 
c$include comball.inc 

INTEGER M, i,j ,n 

c 

REAL xc,yc,xaxis,yaxis 
CHARACTER*80 PICl(l:PIC_SIZE), PIC2(1:PIC_SIZB), pic3(1:PIC_SIZE) 
character*l2 CDRDIN 
CDMMON /PICl'URE/ PICl, PIC2, pic3 
cClllllOl'l/mill/xc,yc,xaxis,yaxis 

* Initialization. 

* 

c 

c 

xaxis=4*rho 
yaxis=xaxi8*0.75 
xc=xaxis/2 
yc::yaxis/2 

CALL !NIT( 0 ) 

c--- set coluors if required 
if(gkswk._type.ne.10)then 

CALL CDLOURHAP( 0, BLACK ) 
CALL CDLOURHAP( 1, LIGHT_GREEN ) 
CALL CDLOURHAP( 2, LIGHT_RBD ) 



'* 

CALL OOLOURHAP( 3, LIGHT_YELI.DW ) 
end if 

c--- redefine screen with a linear transformation 
call gswn(l, 0.0, xaxis, 0.0; yaxis) 
call gselnt(l) 

* c--- draw outside and inside of mill 

* 

c 

call circle(xc,yc,rho,l) 
call circle(xc,yc,rho*l.1,1) 
call paint (xc+rho*l.05,yc,3) 

c--- put in mill centre 
call LINE(xc-rho/4,yc,xc+rho/4,yc,1) 
call LINE(xc,yc+rho/4,xc,yc-rho/4,1) 

c 
c:--- draw first ball and label it as such 
* set text atrributes 

CALL GSTXFP(2,2) 

c 

CALL GSCHH(0. l*rho) 
call gstxp(tp_right) 
CALL GSTXAL(left,BO'ITOH) 
call text(xc*0.05,0.25*yc,'Position Markers' ,1) 
call text(xc*0.05,0.1*yc, 'Block:',1) 
call circle(0.3*xc,0.15*yc,a,1) 
call paint (0.3*xc,0.15*yc,2) 

c--- draw mill mark.er and label it as such, sized rho/10 
call text(xc*0.6,0.l*yc,'Hill:',1) 

c 

call circle(0.85*xc,0.15*yc,0.05*rho,1) 
call paint (0.85*xc,0.15*yc,3) 

c--- put in scale line of 0.5 metre in length 
CALL GSTXAL(right,bottom) 

c 

call text(l.95*xc,0.1*yc,'Scale: 0.5 metre',2) 
call line(1.95*xc,0.01*Yc,1.9*xc-0.5,0.01*Yc,2) 

C--- getpic ball, ball=picl 
call getpic(0.3*xc-a,0.15*yc+a,0.3*xc+a,0.15*yc-a,pic1) 

c 
c--- getpic mill marker, mill marker =pic2 

call getpic(0.85*xc-0.05*rho,0.15*yc+0.05*rho, 
& 0.85*xc+0.05*rho,0.15*yc-0.05*rho,pic2) 

c 
c--- place first ball on liner (and marker) at starting point 

xcordn=(rho-a)*cos(thetai) 
ycordn=(rho-a)*sin(thetai) 
mcordn=thetai 

c place ball and mill marker 
c--- ball 

call putpic_action(xc+xcordn-a,yc+ycordn+a,picl,3) 
c-- marker 

call putpic_action(xc+(cos(mcordn))*rho*l.2-0.05*rho, 
$yc+(sin(mcordn))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,3) 

call putpic_action(xc+(cos(mcordn+pi))*rho*l.2-0.05*rho, 
$yc+(sin(mcordn+pi))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,3) 

re tum 
end 

*$include gkscover 

A8.21 
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c ........................ ; ............................................ . 
c File = BALLINCR.FOR 
c ...................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To Solve the Governing F.quations Numerically 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . BALLS. FOR 
c References to .. BALI.PARA.FOR, MILLMOVE.FOR 
c Language '. ...... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IXJS 3.3 
c ••I I • I I I I I ~. I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II I I I I I I I I I 1111 I I I I I I I I a I I I I I I I I Ill 

c 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c 
C This subroutine uses an Euler Method to step forward with 
C increment h in tine. The path of the ball is traced until the 
C ~til one of the possible ending conditions in reached. After 
c each increment the block (ball) is moved on the screen by 
c HILLMOVE.FOR. If the block leaves the liner then BALIPARA.FOR 
c is called. 

·C • ••••• • .••• • • • • • • • " • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

c 
c Description of parameters : 
c omega(i,1) = Increment Number 
c omega(i,2) = Theta dot of the block at each time increment 
c omega(i,3) = Theta of the block at each 'tine increment 
c omega(i,4) = Normal Reactioo oo the block at each time increment 
c omega(i,5) = Tangetial Force on the block at each time increment 
c omega(i,6) = Toppling Moment on the block at each time increment 
c .............................................. ~ .............. ~ ..... . 

SUBEVUTINE. SALLINCR 
c ................................................................ . 
c 
c$include comball.inc 
c--- Initialise. required values 

integer i,marker,para,j 
real THETADD 
THETADD=0 
marker=0 
0o ue i = 1,5000 

Do 120 j = 1,3 
cord(i,j )=0 

12" continue 
110 continue 
c 

c 

finaln=0 
· npod = 0 
para=0 

c--- Values of the variables at time t=0 or N=l 
i=l 
omega(l,1)=0 
omega(l,2)=omegai 
omega(l,3)=thetai 
omega(l,4)=mass*omegan*omegam*rho-mas8*~sin(omeg8(1,3)) 
omega(l,5)=mass*~os(omega(l,3)) 
omega(l,6)=(atang/2)*rho*omeg&m*omegam-~((atang/2)*sin( 

& ·omega(l,3))· +· (anol'lll/2)*cos(omega(l,3))) 



cord(l,3)=thetai 
c 
c--- Check if Omegai=Omegam if not go immediately to slipping 

If(omegai.ne.omegam)then 
write(*,*» Ball slips immed.iatley, Omegai.ne.Omegam· 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*)' Ball slips illlned.iatley, Omegai.ne.Omegam· 

end if 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write(l.0,*)' Ball slips immed.iatley, Omegai.ne.Omegam' 
end if 

goto 10 
endif 

c 
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c Iq;>limentation of the Numerical Sol'n of the Non-Sliding Case 
C***** 
c 
5 continue 
c 
c--- calculate the values of the variables at time N+l 

omega(i+l,l)=i 

c 

omega(i+l,2)=omegai 
onega(i+l,3)=omega(i+l,2)*H+omega(i,3) 
omega(i+l,4)=mass*omegan*omegam*rho-mass*i*Sin(omega(i,3)) 
omega(i+l,5)=mass*i*cos(onega(i,3))· 
omega(i+l,6)=(atang/2)*rho*omegam*omeg81l-i*((atang/2)*sin( 

& omega(i,3)) + (anorm/2)*cos(onega(i,3))) 

c--- calculate the cordinates of the ball centre 
cord(i+l,l)=(rho-a)*cos(omega(i,3)) 
cord(i+l,2)=(rho-a)*sin(omega(i,3)) 
cord(i+l,3)=cord(i,3)+h*omegam 

c 
c--- move ball on the screen 
c first make the past increments old 

xcordo=xcordn 
ycordo=ycordn 
mcordo=mcordn 

c then make the new cords from this iteration 
xcordn=cord(i+l,1) 
ycordn=cord(i+l,2) 
mcordn=cord(i+l,3) 

c then call 'moving' routine but ooly if required. 
if(anim.eq.l)then 

call nillmove 
end if 

c 
Check Number 1 
If no 'event' after 10e0 iterations end -routine 

c--
c--
c--- Also note to screen when a further 500 iterations are completed. 

115 

If(0.eq.mod(i+1,500).and.i+l.ne.0.and.anim.eq.0)then 
write(*,101) i+l 
end if 

If(i+l.gt.imax)then 
write(*,*)' !!! Block has not started to slide !!! ' 

format(· ! ! ! But the maximm iterations exceeded=' ,f5.0, · ! ! ! ·) 
write(*,115) imax 
write(*,*)· ! ! ! therefore the run is terminated.. I I I ' . .. 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(B,*) · ! ! ! Block has not started to slide ! ! ! , 



c---

c 

write(8,115) imax 
write(8,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated. 

end if 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write(l0.*)' !!! Block has not started to slide 
write(10,115) imax 
write(l0,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated. 
. end if 

End run because number of iterations has been exceeded 
Npod=i+l 
Finaln=i+l 
goto 999 

End if 

c--- Check Number 2 
c-- check if theta>89,9 and omega>::0 
c--- then ball never leaves rim, but sticks to it 

If(omega(i+l,3).ge.1.569051.Brld.omega(i+l,2).gt.0)then 
write(*.*)' !!! Ball is centrifuged to liner !!! · 
write(*,*)' !!! before it has started to slide !!! · 
write(*,*>' !!! therefore the run is terminated!!!' 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
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! ! ! , 

! ! ! , 

! ! ! , 

write(8,*)' !!! Ball is centrifuged to liner !!! • 
write(8,*) • ! ! ! before it has started to slide ! ! ! · 
write(8,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated.!!!' 

c 

c---

c 

end if 

if(markpr3.eq.l)then 
write(l0,*)' !!! Ball is centrifuged to liner 
write(l0,*)' !!! before it has started to slide 
write(l0,*)' ! ! ! therefore the run is terminated 

end if 
End run because ball is centrifuged 

Npod=i+l 
Finaln=i+l 
goto 999 

End if 

c--- Check Nunt>er 3 
c--".'" Check wether the toppling noment has changed sign 

If(onega(i+l,6).lt.0.and.marker.eq.0)then 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 

write(8,*)' Block starting to toppled before sliding.· 
write(8,51) onega(i,1),omega(i,2),omega(i,3)*180/3.14159, 

& anega(i,4),omega(i,5),omega(i,6) 

! ! ! , 
I I I ' ... 

write(8,5l) onega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

c 

& omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 
end if 

if(markpr3.eq.l)then 
write(l0,*)' Block starting to toppled before sliding.· 
write(10,51) omega(i,1),anega(i,2),omega(i,3)*18'21/3.14159, 

& omega(i,4),omega(i,5),omega(i,6) 
write(10,51) omega(i+l,1),onega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*18'21/3.14159, 

& omega( i+l,4) ,omega( i+l,5).omega(i+l,6) 
end if 

c--- toggle marker so that the message is not re-written 
marker=! 

End if 
c--- Check NUllber 4 



c---

51 

Check wether ms*R>=T if so slipping begun 
If(omega(i+l,4)*HUS.le.omega(i+l,5))then 

write(*.*)' Slipping about to begin, mus*R=T · 
format(4x,f5.0,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4) 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*) 
write(8,*)' Slipping about to begin, mus*R=T ·, 
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write(8,51) om.ega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 
*omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 

c 
end if 

if(markpr3.eq.1)then 
write(l0,*) 
write( 10,*)' Slipping about to begin, mus*R=T ' 

write(10,51) onega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*18121/3.14159, 
*omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 

end if 
c--- Increment N to N+l 

c 
c---

c 

i=i+l 
goto W 

,. 
No sliding so increase increment and re-iterate 

Else 
i=i+l 
goto 5 

End if 

10 continue 
c 
c 
c Implillentation of the Numerical Solution of, the Sliding D.E. 
c 
c The kinetic Coefficient of Friction is used for sliding MUK 
c 
c--- record increased increment nulber [time = t + ih] 

omega(i+l,l)=i 
c 
c--- theta._dot (omega] at time t + ih 

c 

0110Sa(i+1,2)=omega(i,2)+h*(Dllk*omega(i,2)**2-muk*S* 
+sin(onega(i,3))/rho-S*cos(onega(i,3))/rho) 

c--- 'theta....dot_dot at time t + ih 
THETADD = (omega(i+l,2)+omega(i,2))/2 

c 
c---- theta at time t + ih {only used to calculate Toppling Moment} 

omega(i+l,3)=omega(i,3)+h*omega(i,2) 
c 
c--- calculate reaction r = omega(i,4) at time t + ih 

omega(i+l,4)=mass*(omega(i,2)**2*rho-S*sin(omega(i,3))) 
c 
c--- calculate tangential force T omega(i,4) at time t + ih 

omega(i+1,5)=mass*S*cos(onega(i,3)) 
c 
c--- calculate the toppling JD0110nt 

c 

omega(i+1,6)=(atang/2)*rho*omega(i,2)**2-S*((atang/2)*sin( 
& omega(i,3))+(anorm/2)*cos(omega(i,3)))-(anorm/2)*rho*thetadd 

c--- calculate the cordinates of the ball centre 
cord(i+l,l)=(rho-a)*cos(omega(i,3)) 
cord(i+l,2)=(rho-a)*sin(omega(i,3)) 



cord(i+l,3)=cord(i,3)+h*omegam 
c 
c--- move ball on the screen 
c first make the past increments old 

xcordo=xcordn 
ycordo::ycordn 
mcordo=mcordn 

c then make the new cords from this iteration 
xcordn=cord(i+l,1) 
ycordn=cord(i+l,2) 
mcordn=cord(i+l,3) 

c then call 'moving' routine 
if(anill.eq.l)then 

call millmove 
endif 

c 
c 
c Start checks to determine the nature of the block's motion 
c 
c--- Check Number 1 
c--- Check if the block has started to toppled over, M>0 
c--- write only once to the screen and file, i.e. use marker 

If((omega(i+l,6)).lt.0.and.marker.eq.0)then 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 
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write(8,*) ' The block has started to toppled down the liner' 
write(8,51) anega(i,1),omega(i,2),omega(i,3)*180/3.14159, 

& omega(i,4),omega(i,5),omega(i,6) 
wri te(8 ,51) omega( i+ 1, 1), omega( i+ 1, 2), anega( i+ 1, 3 )*180/3. 14159, 

& omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),onega(i+l,6) 
end if 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write(l0,*)' The block has started to toppled down the liner' 
write(10,51) omega(i,1),omega(i,2),omega(i,3)*180/3.14159, 

& omega(i,4),omega(i,5),onega(i,6) 
write(10,51) omega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

& omega(i+l,4),onega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 
end if 

c--- toggle marker so that the message is not re-written 
marker=! 

end if 
c 
c--- Check Number 2 
c--- Print omega if sliding down the liner is about to start, the 
c interval of "omega=0" decreases as the increment time decreases 

if(8bs(omega(i+l,2)).lt.(0.045+0.015*(h-0.001/0.001)))then 
101 format(5x,i6.0,' iterations have been completed') 

if(anim.eq.0)then 
write(*,*) 
write(*,101) i+l 
end if 
write(*,*) ' Theta.....dot [Omega] of the Ball is ~ zero' 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*) ' Theta-dot [Omega] of the Ball is ~ zero' 
write(8,51) omega(i+l,l),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omega(i+l,4),onega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 
end if 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write(l0,*) ' Theta-dot [Onega] of the Ball is ~ zero 
write(10,51) omega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omesa(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),anega(i+l,6) 



c 
c---
c---
c---

111 

c---

c 
c--
c---
c---

c 

c---

c 
c 

end if 
end if 

Check Number 3 
If no 'event' after imax iterations end routine 
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Also note to screen when a further ~ iterations are completed 
If(0.eq.mcxi(i+l,502J).and.i+l.ne.0)then 
write(*,101) i+l 
end if 

If ( i+ 1.gt. imax)then 
write(*,*)· ! ! ! Block has not departed from the liner ! ! ! · 
format(' !!! or centrifuged after',f5.0, 'iterations, !!! ') 
write(*,111) imax 
write(*,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated. ! ! ! , 

if(markprl.eq.l)theri 
write(8,*)' !!! Block has not departed from the liner!!!· 
write(8,lll) imax 
write(8,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated. I I I ' ... 

end if 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write( 10 •*) · ! ! ! Block has not departed from the liner ! ! ! · 
write(l0,111) imax 
write(l0,*)' !!! therefore the run is terminated. 

end if 
End run because number of iterations has been exceeded 

Finaln::i+l 
Npcxi=i+l 
goto 999 

End if 

Check Number 4 
check if theta>89,9 
then ball never leaves rim, but sticks to it 
If(omega(i+l,3).ge.1.569051.and.omega(i+l,2).gt.0)then 

write(*,*)' !!! Ball is centrifuged to liner !!! · 
write(*,*)' !!!_therefore the run is terminated!!!· 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 

! ! ! , 

write(8,*)' !!! Ball is centrifuged to liner!!!' 
write(8,*) 

end if 

if(markpr3.eq.l)then 
write(l.0,*) • ! ! ! Ball is centrifuged to liner 
write(l0,*) 

erxl if 
End run t;>ecause ball is centrifuged 

Finaln=i+l 
Npcxi=i+l 
goto 999 

. End if 

! ! ! , 

c--- Check Number 5 
c--- check sign of reaction and see if required to 'kick-out' 

If(omega(i+l,4).ge.0)then 
i=i+l 

c--- pass final increment number 
npcxi=i 
goto 10 

Endif 

. ) 
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c 
c--- Normal P.O.D. has occured write it to screen and file 

write(*,*)· Ball follows normal path and leaves liner.· 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 

write(8,*)' Ball follows normal path and leaves liner.' 
end if 

c 
if(markpr3.eq.l)then 

write( 10, *) · Ball follows normal path and leaves liner. ' 
end if 

c-- mark that ball left liner "normally" 
Npod=i 
para=l 

50 continue 

c 

c 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(B,51) omega(i,1),omega(i,2),omega(i,3)*180/3.14159, 

.*omega(i,4),omega(i,5),omega(i,6) 
write(B,51) omega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 
end if 

if(markpr3.eq.l)then 
write(10,51) omega(i,1),omega(i,2),omega(i,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omega(i,4),omega(i,5),omega(i,6) 
write(10,51) omega(i+l,1),omega(i+l,2),omega(i+l,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omega(i+l,4),omega(i+l,5),omega(i+l,6) 
end if 

c--- Call BALI.PARA to calculate the ball parabolic path if the ball 
c leaves the liner 

c 

If(para.eq.l)then 
call BALI.PARA 

end if 

999 continue 
c 

retum 
end 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = BALI.PARA.FOR 
c S S S S S S e S e e e e S e S e e e e e S e S S S S S S S S e e S s e e S S S s e e s e e e e e S s s s a e s e I e e e e • e S e e e s S e 

c Purpose ........ To numerically solve the Parabolic trajectory of 
c block after it has left the liner. 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLINCR.FOR 
c References to .. MILLMOVE.FOR 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c Subroutine to numerically simulate the parabolic flight path of 
c block. An Forward Step is used to solve the; equations of. The 
c The Point of Departure is found by averaging the angle of the 
c block before and after R<0. The initial velocity is found by 
c assuming that it is purely tangential. The average of Thet~dot 
c before and after R=0 is used to find the velocity. The subroutine 
c call the animation subroutine MILLMOVE.FOR after each increment 
c to animate the blocks's motion. 
c . ............................................................. . 
c 
c Description of parameters : 
c POD = Angle or Point of Departure of the Block from the liner 
c Vini = Initial Tangential Velocity 
c Ux,Uy = Initial c~nents of velocity in the X and Y directions 
c Sx,Sy = Block's diaplacement in the X and Y directions 
c V = Bl0ck's Total Velocity at each tine increment 
c Vy = Block's Vertical Velocity at each time increment 
c (Vx is constant) 
c . ............ " .................................................... . 

Subroutine BALI.PARA 
c ................................................................. . 
c$include comball. inc 

real SX,SY,UX,UY,VINI,POD,V 
integer i 

c--- Use the average of the last two iteration on the liner surface 
POD=(omega(NPOD+l,3)+omega(NPOD,3))/2 

c 

Sx = cos(POD)*(rho-A) 
Sy = sin(POD)*(rho-A) 
Vini = ((omega(NPOD+l,2)+omega(NPOD,2))/2)*(rho-a) 
Ux = -Vini*sin(POD) 
Uy = Vini*cos(POD) 
vy = uy 
i = 0 

c--- Output initial canditions to file 
write(8,*) 
write(8,*)' Initial values at the start of Flight.' 
write(8,*) · 

15 Format( 5x, · Point of Departure {degrees} (POD) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X, · Initial Velocity {m/s} (Vini) = . ,Fll. 5,/, 
+ 5X,' Init. Horiz. diaplacenent {n} (Sx) = 

, ,Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X, · Init. Vert. diaplacenent {n} (~y) = ,Fll.5,/, 
+ sx,· !nit. Horiz. velocity {JQ/s} (Ux) = , ,Fll.5,/, 
+ 5X,' Init. Vert. velocity {m/s} (Uy) = . ,Fll.5,/) 

write(8, 15)P0[)lH80/3.14159, VINI,SX,SY,UX,UY 
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c -- write heading 

write(8,*) 
write(8,*)' 
write(8,*)' 

Incremental Flight Path and Velocity Results' 

write(8,*)' No 
write(8,*) · 

c 
10 continue 
c 

Sx 
(m) 

Sy 
(m) 

Vy 
(m/s) 

c--- Increment one time step using time increment of HP 
i=i+l 

c 

sx=sx+ux*hp 
sy=sy+vy*h-~hp*hp/2 
vy=vy-g*hp 
v=sqrt(vy*vy+ux*ux) 
cord(i+l+NPOD,l)=SX 
cord(i+l+NPOD,2)=SY 
cord(i+l+NPOD,3)=cord(i+NPOD,3)+hp*omegam 

c--- move ball on the screen 
c first make the past increments old 

xcordo=xcordn 
ycordo=ycordn 
mcordo=mcordn 

c then make the new cords from this iteration 

c 

xcordn=cord(i+l+npod,1) 
ycordn=cord(i+l+npod,2) 
mcordn=cord(i+l+npod,3) 

if(anim.eq.l)then 
call mill.move 

end if 

c--- Check if against liner 
If(sx*sx+sY*sy.lt.rho*rho.or.i.lt.10)then 

c-- print this steps values 
11 format(4x,i4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4) 

write(8,ll)i+Npod,sx,sy,vy,v 
goto 10 
end if 

c 
c--- Print final value and record Finaln 

write(8,11)i+Npod,sx,sy,vy,v 
Finaln=l+I+NPOD 

c 
retum 
end 

V' 
(m/s), 
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c .. · ................................................ •, .................. . 
c File = MILLMOVE.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose . . . . . . . . To animate the block after each increment 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . BALLINCR. FOR, BALLPARA. FOR 
c References to .. Various GKSOJVER.FOR Routines 
c , Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IXJS 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c This routine animates the block after each increment. It removes· 
c the block from its old position (?CORDO) and puts it at its new 
c position (?CORON). 
c .................................................................. . 

subroutine millmove 
c ................................................................ . 
c$include comball. inc 
*$include gksdefn 

INTEGER M, i,j ,n 
REAL xc,yc,xaxis,yaxis 
CHARACTER*80 PICl(l:PIC_SIZE), PIC2(1:PIC_SIZE), pic3(i:PIC_5IZE) 
OOMMON /PICTURE/ PICl, PIC2, pic3 
common/mill/xc,yc,xaxis,yaxis 

c--- remove old ball and marker and redraw new ball and new marker 
c--- ball 

call putpic_action(xc+xcordo-a,yc+ycordo+a,picl,1) 
c---- marker 

c 

call putpic_action(xc+(cos(mcordo))*rho*l.2--0.05*rho, 
$yc+(sin(mcordo))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,1) 

call putpic_action(xc+( cos(mcordo+pi) )*rho*l. 2--0. 05*rho ,, 
$yo+(sin(mcordo+pi))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,1) 

c move ball and mill marker 
C'--- ball 

call putpic_action(xc+xcordn-a,yo+ycordn+a,picl,3) 
c-- marker 

* 

call putpic_action(xc+(cos(mcordn))*rho*l.2--0.05*rho, 
$yc+(sin(mcordn))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,3) 

call putpic_action(xc+(cos(mcordn+pi))*rho*l.2--0.05*rho, 
$yc+(sin(mcordn+pi))*rho*l.2+0.05*rho,pic2,3) 

re tum 
end 
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c ...................................................................... . 
c File = BALLOlITPUT.FOR ' 

c. I I I I• I I I I I I I I I I I 1 It I I I I I I• It I I Its I 111,1111II1IIIIII111I1t1 11 a 1 e 1 ti 1 t 111 

c Purpose ........ To process the relavent output data. 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UC'I' 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. BALLS.FOR 
c References to .. None 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ....................•................•................................ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of module function: 

The module writes the incremental results to the Full Output 
Data file and the Co-ordinate Data Output File. The data is 
written at the end of the numeric solution, therefore if the run 
is terminaed before it comes to an end (eg by C'I'RL-BREAK), then 
the results will not be written to the files. The data for the 
Summary Output file is written during the solution process, and so 
no specific ouput needs to be written after the solution comes 
to an end. 

c .................................................................. . 
Subroutine BALLOlITP 

c$include comball. inc 
c 
c--- write array to output file 

if(markprl.eq.l)then 
write(8,*) 
write(8,*)' Pre-Departure Incremental Results' 
write(8,*)' 
write(8,*)' Number Theta dot Theta Reaction Tangential 

&Toppling Mom. Mill Rot. ' 
write(8,*)' N (rad/s) (degrees) (N) (N) 

& (Nm) (degrees)' 
51 format(2x,f4.0,3x,f8.4,4x,f9.4,3x,f8.4,3x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,3x,f8.3) 

do 2S21 j=l,Npod+l 
write(8,51) omega(j,1),omega(j,2),omega(j,3)*180/3.14159, 

*omega(j,4),omega(j,5),omega(j,6),cord(j,3)*180/3.14159 
2Sll continue 

c 
c 

end if 

c--- write cords to file cords file 
if(markpr2.eq.l)then 

61 format(7x,i4.0,4x,f9.4,4x,f9.4,4x,f9.4) 
write(9,*) 
write(9,*)' N X Cord Y Cord Mill Rot.' 
write(9,*)' (m) (m) (degrees)' 
do 60 j=l,Finaln 
write(9,6l)j-1,cord(j,1),cord(j,2),cord(j,3)*180/3.14159 

60 continue 
end if 

retum 
end 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = BALLMISC.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ Contains miscellaneous utility subroutines 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September~1989 
c Referenced by .. Included in BALLS.FOR 
c References to .. None 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Description of modules 
c 
c WAIT: 
c Used as an automatic non interactive pausing routine 
c YESNO: 
c Used to return the letters Y/y/N/n only for a yes/no question, 
c so that a decision can be made from the response. 
c .............................................................. . 

SUBOOUTINE WAIT( SECONDS ) 
c ............. · ................................................... . 

REAL SECONDS 
INTF.GER IPS, TICS, add 

c 
c 'IPS' is the number of do-loop iterations required to delay 1 second .. 
c This number varies between CPUs. 
c 

PARAMETER (IPS=~) 
SECONDS = SECONDS*IPS 
00 11 TICS=l, INT( SECONDS ) 

add=add+l 
11 continue 

return 
END 

c ................................................................ . 
Subroutine YESNO(dum) 

c ................................................................ . 
character*! dum 

c 
10 · continue 
15 format( a) 

read(*,15) dum 
if(dum.eq. ·y· )then 

c 

goto 20 · 
end if 
if(dum.eq. 'y' )then 
goto 20 
elseif(dum.eq. 'N')then 
goto 20 
elseif(dum.eq. 'n' )then 
goto 20 
else 
write(*,*)'Enter Y or N only - ' 
goto 10 
end if 

20 continue 
c 

return 
end 



c--- Common block for BALLHILL Problem 
real OMEGAM,MASS,H,RHO,G,theta0,xcordo,ycordo,mcordo 
real OMEGA,OMEGAI,THEl'AI,HP,CDRD,A,mcordn,xcoi;dn,ycordn 
real ATANG,ANORM,HUK,MUS,imax 
integer finaln,markfirs,markprl,markpr2,Npod,markpr3,anim 
common/CDMball/OMEGAM,H,G,RHO,MASS,OMEGA(50f{J0,6),A,anim, 

·A8.34 

+ theta0,thetai,omegai,finaln,HP,CDRD(50f{J0,3),imax, 
+. xcordo,ycordo,mcordo,xcordn;ycordn,mcordn,mus,muk, 
+ markfirs,markpr1,markpr2,atang,anorm,Npod,markpr3 
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APPENDIX 9: Listing of the Computer Program used. for tbe So1ution of tbe 

Bolling F.guations. 

A listing has been included of the computer program that was used to solve 

the governing equations of a ball moving with pure rolling. The program is 

written in Fortran 77. An executable version is contained on the disk 

attached to this thesis. The program has been called OOLLS.EXE and needs 

DOS 3.2 or more to run. The program looks for the file OOLLS.DAT, so the 

two files must be in the same directory to run the program. The output 

file and its characteristics has been discussed in the thesis. 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = ROLLS.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose . . . . . . . . The Controlling routine for the OOLLS Program 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . NONE 
c References to .. ROLLTITL.FOR, OOLLINPU .FOR, 
c OOLLVARA.FOR, OOLLINCR.FOR, 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with OOS 3.3 
c ............................................................ ' ........ . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Description of module function: 

This is the calling or controlling routine of the entire numerical 
solution and computer implemtation of the Rolling model. The various 
subroutines are called intum, as required. The routine calls for 
the name of the Output File (Unlike in Balls.for were a subroutine 
does the calling 

c .. · .............................................................. . 
program E()LLS 

c ......................................... · ....................... . 
c--- Common block for BALI.MILL Problem, rolling case 

c 

real OMEGAM,MASS,MU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a,imax 
real data,OMEGA,OMEGAI,THETAI,thetadi,thetaddi,marker 
co11111on/COMOOLL/OMEGAM,MU,H,G,RHO,MASS,data(Z000,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetadd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
+ omega,a,marker,imax 

character*12 ROLLIN, roLIDUT 
character*l dWDIDY 
call curini 

call rolltitl 
c--- open input and ouput data files 
25 format( 'Enter name of output data file.-'\) 
35 format( a) 
45 format('Is the ouput file to be condensed? Y or N -') 

write(6,25) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

read(*,35) roLI.OUT 
write(6,45) 
call YesNo(dUIDIDY) 

if(dUJDllY.eq. ·y· .or.dummy.eq. 'y' )then 
marker=0 

else 
marker=l 

end if 

rollin = 'roll.dat' 
open(7,file=E()LLIN) 
open(8,file=roLI.OUT) 

call roLLINPUT 

call roLLINCR 

stop 
end 
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c •..................................................................... 
c File = OOLLTITL.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To display an introductory Screen for the Rolling 
c program 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCI' 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . OOLLS. FOR 
c References to . . CURED, CURCUP 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IX>S 3.3 
c ....................................................... ~ ............. . 

SUBOOUTINE OOLLTITL 
c ................................................................ . 

15 
25 
35 
45 
55 
65 
75 
85 
95 

call cured 
'format( lx, · 
format( lx, · 
format( lx, · 
format( lx, · 
format( lx, · 
format( lx, ' 
format( lx, · 
format( lx, · 
format(lx, · 

*') 
Program to Numerically Solve the Governing ') 

Differential Equation of a Single Ball ') 
Rolling on the inside of a Smooth Cylinder ·) 

**************************,) 
Theory Developed by: M. Nates') 

call curcup(2,15) 
write(*,15) 
call curcup( 5, 15) , 
write(*,25) 
call curcup(6,15) 
write(*,35) 
call curcup(7,15) 
write(*,45) 
call curcup(9,15) 
write(*,55) 
call curcup(12,15) 
write(*,65) 
call curcup(13,15) 
write(*,75) 
call curcup(14,15) 
write(*,85) 

G. Nurick') 
D. Reddy') 

Please Wait') 

c--- delay to keep the front page on the screen 
do 10 i=1, l.01i!.100 · 

j=j+l 
continue 
call curcup(16,15) 
write(*,95) 
do 20 i=l,5000 

k=k+l 
20 continue 

call cured 
return 
end 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File= ROLLINPUT.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose .. ~ ..... To read and display the default input variables 
c Dev.eloper ...... M. Nates, ucr 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by · .. IDLLS.FOR 
c References to . . ROLL VARA. FOR 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Descrjption of module function: · 
c -------------------------------
c 
c This routine reads the input from a data deck ROLL.DAT 
c It then displays the input variables for modification by 
c ROLLVARA.FOR if required. It is used as a buffer routine before 
c ROLLVARA.FOR. Finally it converts the input data from degrees and 
c rpm to rads and rads/s 
c ............ · ....................... ; .......................... . 

Subroutine IDLLINPUT 
c ................................................... ; ............. . 
c This routine reads the input from a data deck??????.??? 
c It then creates the time increment and initialises 
c all the other variables. 
c. s SSS e • • • S •••Se S • • s • s •••Se Se S • e S s •••a e I e SSS Se S ••••Se Se SS• Se••• es• 

c--- Common block for BALI.MILL Problem, rolling case 
real OMEGAM,MASS,MU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a 
real data,OMEGA,OMEGAI,THETAI,thetadi,thetaddi,marker,imax 
common/(l)MROLL/OMEGAM,MU,H,G,RHO,MASS,data(20210,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetadd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
+ omega,a,marker,imax 

c Initilise all variables 
c ................................................................ . 

Do 10 i = 1,2012E 
Do 20 j = 1, 7 
data(i,j )=0 

20 continue 
10 continue 

c--- Read input from data deck 
read( 7, *) OMEGAM, MASS, MU, RHO, G, H, thetai, thetad i, 

& thetaddi,omegai,a,imax 
omegadi=0 

c 
c ....................... . · ........................................ . 
C Output the input for display 
c ................................................................ . 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*)_' Listi.rig of the Problem Variables.' 
write(*,*) ' 

15 Format( 1.x, 'Size of time increments {s} (H) =' ,F7.3, 
+ 4X,'Theta {degrees} (THETAI) =',F7.3,/, 
+ lX, 'Mass of ball {kg} (MASS) =· ,F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Theta Dot {rpm} (THETADI) =' ,F7.3,/, 
+ lX, 'Coeffecient of Friction (MU) =',F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Theta Dot Dot. (THETADDI) :',F7.3,/, 
+ lX, 'Mill Speed {rpm} (OMEGAM) =. ,F7. 3, 
+ 4X, 'Ball Spin {rpm} (OMEGAI) =· ,F7.3,/, 



+ lX, 'Gravity {m/s2) (G) =· ,F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Max Iterations (IMAX) =' ,F7.3,/, 
+ lX,'Kill Radius {m} (RHO) =',F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Ball Radius {m} (A) =· ,F7 .3,/) 
write(6~15) H,thetai,mass,thetadi,mu,thetaddi,omegam,omegai, 

+ , g, imax,rho,a 
c 
c---- Check wether the default values are acceptable 

CALL EVLLVARA 
c 

write(8,*) 
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write(8,*) ' Listing of the Problem Variables.' 
write(8,*) ' 

write(8,15) H,thetai,mass,thetadi,iuu,thetaddi,omegam,omegai, 
+ g,imax,rho,a 

c 
c~-- Convert thetai to radians 

thetai=thetai*3.14159/180 
c--- convert omegam, thetadi and omegai from rpm to radians 

omegai=omegai*3.14159/3ZJ 
thetadi=thetadi*3.14159/3ZJ 
omegam=omegam*3.14159/3ZJ 

c--- Convert thetaddi and omegadi from rpm/s to rad/s2 
omegadi=omegadi*3.14159/3ZJ 
thetaddi=thetaddi*3.14159/3ZJ 

retum 
end 
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c ..................................................... · ................ . 
c File = OOLLVARA.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To assist with the proccessing of the Input Data 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UC!' 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . OOLLINPUT. FOR 
c References to . . OOLLCHAN. FOR, CURED, CURCUP 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with DOS 3.3 
c ............................... · ...................................... . 
c Description of module function: 
c 
c This program is used to help with the altering and managent of the 
c OOLLCHAN routine. 
c .... ~ ............................................................. . 

Subroutine OOLLVARA 
c ................................................................ . 
c--- Common block for BALLHILL Problem, rolling case 

10 
c 

real OHEGAM,HASS,HU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a,imax 
real data,OHEGA,OHEGAI,THETAI,thetadi,thetaddi,mark.er 
co11111on/COHOOLL/OHEGAM,MU,H,G,RHO,HASS,data(2J2J00,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetadd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
+ omega,a,mark.er,imax 
character*! dum, dummy 
equivalence (dummy,dum) 
continue · 

C---- Check wether the initial default values need changing 

75 

15 

write(*,*)'Are the default values of the variables suitable ?' 
format(' Y or N '\) 
write(*,75) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dummy.eq. 'Y' .or.dummy.eq. 'y')then 
goto 60 
end if 
call OOLLCHAN 

call cured 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*> ' 
write(*,*) ' 

Listing of the Problem Variables. , 

Format( lx, 'Size of time increments {s} (H) =' ,F7 .3, 
+ 4X, 'Theta {degrees} (THETA!) =, ,F7 .3,/, 
+ lX, 'Mass of ball {kg} (HASS) =' ,F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Theta Dot {rpm} (THETADI) =',F7.3,/, 
+ lX,'Coefficient of Friction (HU)=' ,F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Theta Dot Dot (THETADDI) =' ,F7.3,/, 
+ lX, 'Hill Speed {rpm} (OHEGAM) :' ,F7 .3, 
+ 4X, 'Ball Spin {rpm} (OMEGA!)=' ,F7.3,/, 
+ lX, 'Gravity {m/s2) (G) =',F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Max. Iterations {N}(IHAX) =',F7.3,/, 
+ lX,'Hill Radius {m} (RHO) =',F7.3, 
+ 4X, 'Ball Radius {m} (A) =',F7.3,/) 
write(S,15) H,thetai,mass,thetadi,ru,thetaddi,omegam,omegai, 

+ g,imax,rho,a 
goto 10 
continue 
re tum 
end 
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c File = ROLLCHAN.FOR 
c ...................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To allow a default value to be entered as input 
c Developer ...... M. Nates, UCT 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by .. ROLLVARA.FOR 
c References to . . CURED, GETREAL. FOR 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with lXJS 3.3 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Description of module function: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

The module is used if the input variables require changing. 
The module presents the default value and calls for a new 
value. If none is entered, then the default value is used. 
The module calls the subroutine GETREAL.FOR, which is used (with 
the aid of CHRl'OR) to parse the input string into a real number 

c .............................................................. . 
subroutine ROLLCHAN 

c ................................................................ . 
c--- Common block for BALLMILL Problem, rolling case 

real OMF.GAM,MASS,MU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a 
real data,OMF.GA,OMEGAI,THETAI,thetadi,thetaddi,marker,imax 
common/O)MROLL/OMF.GAM,MU,H,G,RHO,MASS,data(2tll00,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetadd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
+ omega,a,marker,imax 

INTF.GER MARKDEF,numval 
real num,pi 

c--- initialise 
MARKDEF=0 
numval=l 
num=0.0 

pi=3.14159265 

C Output the old input for display and change 
c ................................................................ . 
5 Format( a) 
15 Format( 2x, • Size of time increments {s} (ff) [' ,F9.5, ']= · ,\) 
25 Format( 2X, • Mass of ball {kg} (MASS) [ · ,F9.5, · ]= ·, \) 
35 Format( 2X, ·Coefficient of Friction (MU) [',F9.4,')= ',\) 
45 Format( 2X, . Mill Speed {rpm} (OMF.GAM) [. ,F9. 2, 'J= ', \) 
55 Format( 2X, ·Gravity {m/s2) (G) [' ,F9.2, ']= · ,\) 
65 Format( 2X, ·Mill Radius {m} (RHO) [' ,F9.3, ')= · ,\) 
75 Format( 2X, ·Ball Radius {m} (A) [' ,F9.4, ')= · ,\) 
85 Forinat( 2X, · Initial Theta {degrees} (THETAI) [' ,F9.2, ')= · ,\) 
95 Format( 2X,' Initial Theta Dot {rpm} (THETAOI) [',F9.2, ']= ',\) 
105 Format( 2X,' Initial Theta Dot Dot (THETADDI) [ ',F9.2, 'J= ', \) 
115 Format( 2X, · Initial Ball Spin {rpm} (OMEGA!) [' ,F9.2, ']= · ,\) 
125 Format( 2x, ·Max. Number of Increments{s}(IMAX) [' ,F9.5, ']= · ,\) 
135 Format(f12.6) 

call cured 

write(*,*)'• 
&*****' 

write(*,*)'*** Input the new value at the equals sign, 
& ***' 

write(*,*)'*** or press return for the bracketted default value 
& ***' 



c 
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write(*,*)'****************************** 

&*****' 

write(*,*) 
write(*,*) 
write(*,15) H 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE H=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
H=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,25) mass 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- MAKE mass=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nor USE DEFAULT 
mass=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,35) mu 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- MAKE mus=NEW VALUE AND 00 Nor USE DEFAULT 
mu=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,45) omegam 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKOEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE omegam=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
omegam=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,55) g 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE g=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
g=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,65) rho 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDaJ?.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE rho=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
rho=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,75) a 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE a=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
a=NUM 

c 
END IF 

~ite(*,85) thetai 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE thetai=NEW VALUE AND 00 NOi' USE DEFAULT 
thetai=NUM 
END IF 



c 
write(*,95) thetadi 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(HARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- MAKE thetai=NEW VALUE AND Ix:> Nor USE DEFAULT 
thetadi=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,105) thetaddi 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- MAKE thetai=NEW VALUE AND Ix:> Nor USE DEFAULT 
thetaddi=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,115) omegai 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

c--- MAKE omegai=NEW VALUE AND Ix:> Nor USE DEFAULT 
omegai=NUM 

c 
END IF 

write(*,125) imax 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF(MARKDEF.NE.l)THEN 

C--- MAKE omegai=NEW VALUE AND Ix:> Nor USE DEFAULT 
imax=NUM 
END IF 

c 
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C--- WRITE NEW VALUES TO DATA FILE,but first and then rewind file 

c 

rewind(7) ' 
write(7,*) OMEGAM,MASS,MU,RHO,G,H,thetai,thetadi, 

& thetaddi,omegai,a,imax 
rewind(?) 

RETURN 
END 
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c ..................................................................... . 
c File = lllLLINCR.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c Purpose ........ To Solve the Governing F.quations of the Pure 
c Rolling Motion 
c Developer ...... H. Nates, ucr 
c Date ........... September 1989 
c Referenced by . . lllLLS. FOR 
c ·References to .. None 
c Language ....... Fortran 77 (WATFOR77) 
c Installation ... IBM PC with IX)S 3.3 
c ...................................................................... . 
c 
c Description of module function: 
c -------------------------------
c This subroutine uses an Euler Method to step forward with 
C increment h in time. The path of the ball is traced until the 
C reaction becomes negative and the ball leaves the liner. An out-
put 
c matrix of ,as shown below,is created and is written to the output 
c file, named in lllLLS.FOR (ie lllLLOUT) 
c .............................................................. . 
c 
c Description of parameters : 
c Matrix called DATA [the columns are filled up with increments] 
c 
c Row 1: The number of the increment 
c 2: Theta, i.e. the angle the ball makes with ·the horizontal 
c 3: Thetad, the angular velocity of the ball about mill centre 
c 4: Thetadd, the angular acc/n 
c 5: Omega, the spin velocity of the ball about its own centre 
c 6: The normal REACTION of the ball on the liner [R] 
c 7: The TANGENTIAL force acting on the ball [T] 

• c ............................. .'~ ................................... . 
SUBOOUTINE OOLLINCR 

c ................................................................ . 
c--- COllllDOn block for BALLMILL Problem, rolling case 

real OMEGAM,MASS,MU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a 
real data,OMEGA,OMEGAI, THETAI,thetadi, thetaddi,marker, imax 
common/COMIDLL/QMEGAM,MU,H,G,RHO,MASS,data(2000,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetadd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
+ omega,a,marker,imax 

c--- Initialise required values 
integer i,ans 

c 

real mill 
mill =-3.14159/2 
i=l 
ans=0 
data(l,1)=0 
data(l,2)=thetai 
data(1,3)=thetadi 
data(1,4)=thetaddi 
data(1,5)=omegai 
data(1,6)=mass*thetadi**2*rho-mass*&l*sin(thetai) 
data(1,7)=mass*thetaddi*rho+mass*~cos(thetai) 

write(*,*)' No Theta 
*tion Tangent Hill Rot. ' 

write(8,*)' No Theta 

Thetad 

Thetad 

Thetadd Onega 

Thetadd Omega 

Reac 

Reac 



*tion Tangent Mill Rot.' 
c 
51 format(lx,f5.0,2x,f9.3,2x,f8.4,2x,f8.4,2x,f8.4,2x,f8.4, 

c 
c 

* 2x,f8.4) 
write(*,51) data(i, 1),data( i,2)*180/3.14159,data( i,3), 

*data(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 
write(8,51) data(i,1),data(i,2)*180/3.14159,data(i,3),. 

*data(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 

10 continue 
c 
c--- Increment for a step 

data( i+l, l)=i 
c--- evaluate theta 

data(i+l,2)=data(i,2)+H*(omegam-(data(i,5)*8/rho)) 
c--- evaluate theta dot 

data(i+l,3)=(data(i+l,2)-data(i,2))/H 
c--- evaluate omega 

data(i+l,5)::data(i,5)+(H*g*5*cos(data(i,2))/(7*a)) 
c--- evaluate theta dot dot 

data(i+l,4)=-(data(i+l,5)-data(i,5))*8/(H*rho) 
c--- evaluate Rand T for new thetas, ie at end of .step N+l 

c 

data(i+l,6)=mass*data(i+l,3)**2*rho-mas9*g*sin(data(i+l,2)) 
. data( i + 1, 7)=mass*data(i+1, 4 )*rho+mass*g*cos( data( i + 1, 2)) 

mill=omegam*htmill · 

c--- write to output 
c 
52 format(l.x,.f5 .0 ,2x,f9 .3,2x,f8 .4,2x, f8.4, 2x, f8.4, 2x, f8.4, 

* 2x,f8.4,lx,f8.4) 
if(marker.eq.l)then 
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write(8,52) data(i+l,1),data(i+l,2)*180/3.14159,data(i+l,3), 
*data(i+l,4),data(i+l,5),data(i+l,6),data(i+l,7),mill*l80/3.14159 

endif · 
c 

if(i.gt.imax.or.data(i+l,6).le.0.or.data(i+l,2).ge.1.5708)then 
c write last three increments only (marker=0) 

if(marker.eq.0)then 
write(8,52) data(2,1),data(2,2)*180/3.14159,data(2,3), 

*data(2,4),data(2,5),data(2,6),data(2,7) 
write(*,52) data(2, 1) ,data(2,2)*180/3.14159,data(2,3), 

*data(2,4),data(2,5),data(2,6),data(2,7) 
write(8,52) data(i-1,1),data(i-1,2)*180/3.14159,data(i-1,3), 

*data(i-1,4),data(i-1,5),data(i-1,6),data(i-1,7) 
write(*,52) data(i-1,1),data(i-1,2)*180/3.14159,data(i-1,3), 

*data(i-1,4),data(i-1,5),data(i-1,6),data(i-1,7) 
write(8,52) data(i,1),data(i,2)*180/3.14159,data(i,3), 

*data(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 
write(*,52) data(i,1),data(i,2)*180/3.14159,data(i,3), 

*data(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 
write(8,52) data(i+l,1),data(i+l,2)*180/3.14159,data(i+l,3), · 

*data(i+l,4) ,data(i+l,5),data(i+l,6),data(i+l, 7) . . 
write(*,52) data(i+l,1),data(i+l,2)*180/3.14159,data(i+l,3), 

*data( i + 1,4) ,data( i+ 1, 5) ,data( i+ 1, 6) ,data( i+ 1, 7) 
end if 

goto 999 
else if(abs(data(i+l,7)).ge.abs(mu*data(i+1,6)))then. 

c write last three increments ·only (marker=0) · 
if(marker~eq.0)then 



c 

write(B,52) data(2,1),data(2,2)*180/3.14159,data(2,3), 
*<iata(2,4) ,data(2, 5) ,data(2, 6) ,data(2, 7) · 

write(*,52) data(2,1),data(2,2)*180/3.14159,data(2,3), 
*<iata(2,4),data(2,5),data(2,6),data(2,7) 
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write(8,52) data(i-1,1),data(i-1,2)*180/3.14159,data(i-1,3), 
*<iata(i-1,4),data(i-1,5),data(i-1,6),data(i-1,7) 

write(*,52) data(i-1,1),data(i-1,2)*180/3.14159,data(i-1,3), 
*<iata(i-1,4),data(i-1,5),data(i-1,6),data(i-1,7) 

·write(8,52) data(i,1),data(i,2)*180/3.14159,data(i,3), 
*<iata(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 

write(*,52) data(i,1),data(i,2)*180/3.14159,data(i,3), 
*<iata(i,4),data(i,5),data(i,6),data(i,7) 

write(8,52) data(i+l,1),data(i+l,2)*180/3.14159,data(i+l,3), 
*<iata(i+l,4),data(i+l,5),data(i+l,6),data(i+l,7) 

write(*,52) data(i+l,1),data(i+l,2)*180/3.14159,data(i+l,3), 
*data( i+l,4) ,data( i+l,5) ,data( i+l,6) ,data( i+l, 7) 

end if 
write(B,*)' !! Ball begins to slide, static friction exceded !! ' 
write(*,*)' !! Ball begins to slide, ·static friction exceded !! ' 
goto 999 
else 
i=l+i 
goto 10 
endif 

999 continue 
return 
end 



. c--- Common block for BALLMILL Problem, rolling case 
real OMEGAM,MASS,MU,H,RHO,G,theta,thetad,thetadd,a 
real data,OMEGA,OMEGAI,THETAI,tttetadi,thetaddi,marker,imax 
common/COMROLL/OMEGAM,MU,H,G,RHO,MASS,data(2000,7),theta, 

+ thetad,thetedd,thetai,omegai,thetadi,thetaddi, 
· + omega, a, marker, ims.x 
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